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Chapter One

sing ash
·

a Pro

If You Hate the Way
Photos Look with Flash,
You're Not Alone
If you've taken a photo with your camera's pop ~ up flash, you're
probably wondering how camera manufacturers list pop-up
flash as a feature and keep a straight face. It's probably because
the term "pop-up fiash" is actually a marketing phrase dreamed up by a
high-powered PR agency, because its original, more descriptive, and more
accurate name is actually "the ugly-maker." You'd usually have to go to
the Driver's License Bureau to experience this quality of photographic light,
but luckily for us, it's just one simple push of a button, and BAM-harsh,
unflattering, annoying, blinding light fires right into your subject's face.
Seriously, does it get any better than that? Actually, it does. You just have
to get your flash off your camera. Now, the first time you actually use popup fiash and you see the quality of light it creates (and by "quality" I mean
"a total lack thereof"), you'll be tempted to do just that- rip that tiny little
fiash right off the top of your camera (I'm not the only one who did that,
right?}. I have to figure that camera manufacturers include a pop-up flash
on most camera models to do one thing and one thing only: spur sales
of dedicated off-camera flash units (which are actually fantastic). Because
as soon as you see the results from your pop-up flash, you think, "There
has just got to be something better than th is!" or maybe "I must be doing
something wrong:' or "My camera must be broken:' or "This camera must
have been stolen from the Driver's License Bureau:' Anyway, this chapter
is for people who figured there must be something better, and if someone
wou ld just show them how to use it, they could love fiash again (not popup flash, mind you, but off-camera flash, which is a gas, gas, gas!).
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10 Things You'll Wish You Had Known ...
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Okay, there aren't real ly 10, there are just eight, but "Eight Things" sounded kinda lame.

(1) First, go right now to www.kelbytraining.com/books/digphotogv2 and watch the
short video I made to explain these points in more detail-It's short, it's quick, and it will
help you read this book in half the time (that "haJf the time"thing is marketing hype, but
you'll get a lot out of the video, so head over there first. I'll make it worth your while).
(2) Here's how this book works: Basically, it's you and me together at a shoot. and I'm

giving you the same tips, the same advice, and sharing the same techniques I've learned
over the years from some of the top working pros. When I'm with a friend, I skip all the
technical stuff, so for example, if you turned to me and said, "Hey Scott, I want the light to
look really soft and flattering. How far back should I put this softbox?" I wouldn't give you
a lecture about lighting ratios or flash modifiers. In real life, I'd just turn to you and say,
"Move it in as close as you can to your subject without it actually showing up in the shot.
The closer you get, the softer and more wrapping the light gets." I'd tell you short and
rig ht to the point. Like that. So that's what I do.
(3) Sometimes you have to buy stuff. This is not a book to sell you stuff, but before
you move forward, understand that to get pro results, sometimes you have to use some
accessories that the pros use. I don't get a kickback or promo fee from any companies
whose products I recommend. I'm just giving you the exact same advice I'd give a friend.

•

Using Flash Li ke a Pro
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... Before Reading This Book!
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(4) We don't all have budgets like the pros, so wherever possible I break my suggestions
down into three categories:

4t

If you see this symbol, it means thi s is gear for people on a tight budget.
If you see this symbol, it means photography is your passion, and you're
willing to spend a bit more to have some pretty nice gear.
If you see this symbol, it means this gear is for people who don't really have
a budget, like doctors, lawyers. venture capitalists, pro ball players, U.S.
senators, etc.

To make this stuff easier to find. I've put up a webpage with links to all this gear, and
you can find it at www.kelbytraining.com/ books/VoI2gear.
(5) If you're shooting with a Sony or Olympus or a Sigma digital camera, don't let
it throw you that a Nikon or Canon camera is pictured. Since most people are shooting
with a Nikon or Canon, I usually show one or the other, but don't sweat it if you're notmost of the techniques in this book apply to any digital SLR camera, and many of the
point-and-shoot digital cameras as well.

lm
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Here Are Those Last Three Things

(6) The intro page at the beginning of each chapter is designed to give you a quick
mental break, and honestly, they have little to do with the chapter. In fact, they have little

to do with anyth ing, but writing these off-the-wall chapter intras is kind of a tradition of
mine (I do t his in all my books), but if you're one of t hose really"serious"types, you can
skip them because they'll just get on your nerves.

(7) This is volume 2 of The Digital Photography Book and it picks up where the

last book left off (so it's not an update of that book, it's new stuff that people who
bought t he first book asked me to w rite about next). If you didn't buy volume 1, now
wou ld be a really good tim e to do that (just think of it as a "preq uel." Hey, it worked
for George Lucas).
(8) Keep this in mind: This is a "show me how to do it" book. I'm telling you these
tips just like I'd tell a shooting buddy, and that means, oftentimes, it's just which button
to push, which setting to cha nge, where to put the light, and not a whole lot of reasons
why. I figu re that once you start getting amazing results from your camera, you'll go
out and buy one of t hose "tell me all about it" digital camera or lighting books. Okay,
it's almost t ime to get to work. I do tru ly hope thi s book ignites your passion for photography by helping you get the kind of results you always hoped you'd get from your
digital photography. Now pack up yo ur gear, it's time to head out for our first shoot.

--~.-~
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Pop-Up Flash: Use It as a Weapon

Usi ng Flas h Like a Pro
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The pop-up flash built into you r digital camera is designed to do one th ing: give you the
flattest. harshest, most unflattering light modern-day man has ever created. If you have

a grudge aga inst someone, shoot them with your camera's pop-up flash and it will even
the score. Here are just some of the reasons why you want to avoid using that flash at all

I

t

(

costs: (1) The face of the pop-up flash itself (where the light comes out) is very, very tiny
and the smaller the lig ht source, the harsher the light it produces. (2) Si nce the flash is
positioned right above your camera's lens, you get the same qua lity of light and angle
that a coal miner gets from the light mounted on the front of his helmet. (3) Using a
pop-up flash is almost a 100% guarantee that your subject wi ll have red eye, because
the flash is mounted so close to, and directly above, the lens. (4) Because the flash hits
your subject stra ight on, right square in the face, your subject tends to look very flat
and lack dimension all around. (5) You have little control over the light, where it goes,
or how it lands. It's like a lighting grenade. These are the reasons why so many people
are so disappointed with how their shots look using their camera's flash, and it's exactly
why using your pop-up flash should be absolutely, positively, a last resort and only done
in the most desperate of situations (okay, actually it can do a somewhat decent job if
you're shooti ng outdoors, your subject has the sun behind them, and you need a little
bit of lig ht so t hey're not just a silhouette. Then, maybe, but other than that ... ). So, what
shou ld you use instead? That's on the next page.
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The Advantages of a Dedicated Flash

If you want to get prowquality results from using flash, you're going to need to get a
dedi cated fl ash unit (like the one shown above or the ones listed below), What ma kes

these dedicated flash es so great is:
(a) You can aim the flash in different directions (a pop-u p flash just blasts straight ahead);
(b) You can ang le the flash upward (this is huge-you'll see why later in thi s chapter);
(c) You can take this fla sh off your camera to create directional light;
(d) Even when mounted on your camera, becau se it's h igher, you'll get less red eye;
(e) You get control. a more powerfu l flash, and most importantly, a better quality of light.
Best of all- taday's dedicated flashes do almost all t he work for you. Here are three I like:

Canon 580EX II. shown above (arou nd $360)
Metz 54 MZ-4 [for Nikon, Canon, and others] (a round $388)

Using Flash Like a Pro

Get Your Flash Off Your Camera
I

•

L -____________~ I

One of the best things you can do to get better results from your dedicated flash is
to literally get it off the camera. That way, you can create directional light-light that
comes from the side of you r subject or above (or both), rather than the flat, straight-on
light you get when you r flash is mounted on you r came ra. Directional light is much
more flattering, more profess iona l looking, and it adds dimension and depth to your
photos. One way to get yo ur fl ash off you r camera is to use a flash sync cord (a short

cable that connects your flash to your camera), You just attach one end of the flash
sync cord to the flash sync connector on your camera, and the other end p lugs into the
same place on your flash unit, and well-that's it. You can now hold your flash unit in
your left hand-up high, and out away from your body. Then, aim it down at your subject and you've got di rectional side lighting (by holding it up high and aiming it down
at you r subject, it kind of approximates how sunlight wou ld hit you r subject). This little
change alone makes a huge difference (it's bigger t han you'd think), because having
that directional light is really what it's all about. Getting that dedicated flash unit "offcamera" is one of the first steps to getting pro-quality results, and all t hat's sta nding
between you and having more professional-looking di rectional light is that sync cord
(which only costs around $30 for a 5' sync cord. Worth every penny).
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Making Your Flash Wireless

If you've got a recent Nikon or Canon digital SLR (anything from a Nikon D70 on up,
or a Canon 20D or later), it has a feature that lets you avoid having to use a sync cable
at all- you can get off-camera wirelessly instead. Once you turn this feature on, it acts
just like there's a sync cable in place- when you press the sh utter button on your camera, it fires the fla sh wi reless ly. So, you save money because you don't have to buy a
sync cable, you don't have to worry about your sync cable breaking or getting lost- in

fact, you don't have to worry about dealing with cables at all. It's really quite brilliant.
However, Nikons and Canons go about this whole wireless off-camera flash thing in a
different way, so they're covered separately on the next couple of pages.

High - Powered Off-Camera Flash for Any Brand of Digital SlR

Quantum makes some serious high-e nd pro flash units that are very popular
with pro photographers (they're high er powered flashes, almost like mini-studio
strobes, are packed with pro features, and come w ith a number of flash accessories). I use the Quantum Qflash Sd-R, which works with most brands of digital SLR
cameras, and can even be used wi relessly-you just need a wireless transmitter
(a ttached to your camera) and a receiver (connected to the flash unit). You can

find out more about the Qflash 5d-R at www.qtm.com.

Usi ng Flas h Like a Pro

Going Wireless (Nikon), Part I

,
•

If your Nikon camera has a built-in pop-up flash (you have a Nikon 070, 080, 0200, or
0300), you can make a Nikon 58-600 or 58-800 flash go wireless. (Note: If you have the
Nikon D2X, D2Xs, or 03 models, they don't have pop-up flash, so you'll have to buy

Nikon's SU-800 transmitter, which slides into the hot shoe on the top of your camera
so yo u can contro l the power of your wireless flash.) Th is is a two-part setup: the fi rst

part (on this page) is what you change on the flash un it itself.
(1) On the back of the flash unit, hold the center SEL button down for a few seconds
until the menu you see above appears. Use the round multi-selector to jump over
to the square with the two S-shaped arrows (seen highlighted above), and press the
center SEL button to select it. (Note: If you don't see that, you ca n use the plus/ minu s
buttons on the multi·selector to toggle through the menus until it appears.)

(2) Now, move your cursor ove r to t he far right, scroll down to Remote (as seen above
right), and press the center SEL button again. Your flash is now wireless (Whoa haa!).
On the next page, we'll do the fina l step, which is chang ing a setting in the camera.
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Going Wireless (Nikon), Part II

Okay, here's what we need to set up on the camera itself: (1) First. pop up your camera's built-in pop-up flash (it actually triggers the w ireless flash, so if you don't have
your built-in flash popped up, it won't work).
(2) Now, you need to switch you r ca mera's pop-up flash into Commander mode, so
instead of firing its flash, it only sends a sma ll light pu lse to your w ireless off-camera
flash unit to trigger it. To do this, press the Menu button on the back of your camera,
go to the Custom Settin gs menu, and choose Bracketing/ Flash. When the Bracketing/

Flash menu appears, choose Built-in Flash, t hen choose Commander Mode (as shown
above). Highlight the Built-in field, and use the dial on the back of your camera to
toggle the setting until it reads just "--" (as shown above), w hich means the pop-up
flash is off (except for that little light pu lse, of cou rse).
(3) Now w hen you fire yo ur shutter, as long as your flash u nit's sensor can see the littl e
light pulse (it 's that sm all red circle on the side), it w ill fire w hen you press the sh utter
button. You control t he brightness of yo ur wi reless fla sh from t hi s same menu - ju st
scroll down to Grou p A and over to the last field on the right. To lower the brightness
(power output), use a negative number (like - 1.0, for one stop less power) or a positive
number to make the flash brighter. I've put together a short vid eo clip j ust to show
how to set this all up at www.kelbytrai ning.com/books/ digphotogv2.

Using Flash Like a Pro

Going Wireless (Canon), Part I

With Canon fla shes, to go wireless you'll need either o f the following:
(1) A Canon Speedlite Tran smitter ST-E2 (a rou nd $210 at 8&H Photo), which sit s right

on you r camera's flash hot shoe, and not only triggers the wireless flash, but lets you
control its brightness (power o utput), w hi ch is a key part of this process.
(2) You can use another Canon Speed lite flash (like a seco nd 580EX II) as your transmit-

ter. Thi s second flash sits on the hot shoe on top of you r camera, doing basically the
same job that the Speedlite Transm itter ST-E2 does, w hich is t o send a ti ny light pulse
from your camera to the w ireless fla sh unit to tel l it when to flash, and it lets you control the brightness of the w ireless flas h, as we ll.
Either way, the process is pretty simil ar: If you're using the ST·E2 transmitter, it's already
set up as your wi reless contro ller, and it has no flash of its own to turn off, so just put it
into your camera's hot shoe and it's ready to go-you can jump over to the next page
and pick up there. If you 're using a Ca non 580EX II Speed lite, put it in your ca mera's hot
shoe, then hold the Zoom button o n the back of t he fla sh until th e d isplay starts flash·
ing. Then turn the Select d ial u ntil the screen read s Master and press the center Select
button. Now go to Part 2 on the next page. (Note: If you're using an o lder flash, li ke the
580EX, move the switch on the bottom of the flash over to Master, and you're set.)
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Going Wireless (Canon), Part II

Now that you have a master flash mounted on your camera's hot shoe, you have to
set up the other flash (the one you want to be wireless). (1) If you 're using a Canon
580EX II Speedlite, hold the Zoom button on the back of the flash until the display

starts flashing. Then turn the Select dial until the screen reads Slave and press the
center Select button. (Note: If you're using an older Canon flash, like the 580EX, move
the switch on the bottom of the flash unit itself over to Slave.) Now, to recap: The
flash unit on top of your camera is set to be the master unit (the contro ller), and the

other flash is set to be the wireless unit (the slave). (2) Turn off the flash on the master
unit so it just emits a pu lse of light, wh ich triggers the wireless flash (you don't actually want it to light you r subj ect). To do thi s, press the Zoom button once on the back
of the flash until the display sta rts flash ing. Then turn the Select dial until the screen
reads OFF right above the word Master, and press the center Select button. I've put
together a video to show you exactly how this all is done, and you can watch it at
www.ke lbytraining.com/books/digphotogv2.
If Your Wireless Flash Doesn't Fire

It-- - ----"-'

If your wireless flash isn't firing, make su re you r master unit and slave unit are
both on the same channel (channell , for example). If not, press the Zoom button
twice and then use the Select dial to set them both on the same channel.
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"Drag the Shutter" to See More Background

Th ere are four big secrets the pros use to get beautiful quality light (and professjonal ~
lookin g images) from their dedicated flash units. One, you've already learned,

is getting the flash off the camera so you can create directional light. The second is
to set up your flash so it blends in with the available light already in the room, so the
background behind your subjects looks natural. Without using this technique, you'll
get what everybody else gets-the background behind your subjects turns black, they
look harsh, and the shot will look pretty awful, which is why most people hate flash
shots. The technique is called "dragging the shutter," and what you're doing is slowing
down your camera's shutter speed so it allows in the existing light, then your flash fires
to light your subject. Although this sound s compli cated, it's incredibly simple. First,
set your camera to shoot in program mode. Then, aim at your subject and hold the
shutter button down halfway so your camera takes a meter reading of the scene. Look
in your viewfinder and see th e f-stop and shutter speed you r camera chose to properly
expose your subj ect, and remember those two numbers. Now, switch to manual mode
and dial in those same two numbers. If the camera showed a shutter speed of 1/60 of
a second, to drag the shutter you'd need to use a slower shutter speed, right? So try
lowering the shutter speed to 1115 of a second and take the shot. Don't worry-your
subject won't be blurry, because when the flash fires it witt freeze your subject. You'll
be amazed at what just lowering the shutter speed like thi s wilt do to the quality of
your flash photos.
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How to Soften the Light from Your Flash

Okay, so you've used all the tricks we've covered so far, and your flas h photos are
already looking better-but there's still a problem. The light is still harsh because the

flash itself is very small, and the smaller the light source, the harsher the light. So, to
get softer, more flattering light. you need to make your light source larger, right? Right!
There are a number of different tricks for doing th is, and each pro does it differently,
but I wi ll tell you this- they all do it. They all use tricks to soften and diffuse the light
from their flash (it's the third secret for getting professiona l·looking light from your
dedicated flas h). Probably the quickest and easiest way to soften the light from your
flash is to sna p a diffusion dome cap over the end of your flash (like the one show n
above), wh ich softens and diffu ses your light. Consideri ng how small and light it is, it
does a pretty decent job. Once this cap is on, you aim your flash head upward at a 45 0
angle and it takes care of the rest. If you're a Nikon user and buy a Nikon 58-800 flash,
it comes with the diffusion dome you see above right in the box (if you've lost your
SW-l0H dome, you ca n buy a replacement from 8&H Photo). If you have a Ca non flash,
you can buy a diffusion dome separately, and the one I recommend is the 5to-Fen
Omni-8ounce, wh ich does a great job and is a favorite with pro wedding and event
photographers (it sells for around $16.95 at B&H Photo). One thing to note: Add ing t his
diffusion dome works great indoors, but outdoors where there's rea lly nothing much
for t he light to bounce off of, it doesn't do much at all. Hey, I thought you should know.
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Softer Light by Bouncing It

Another popular way to soften the quality of your light is to bounce your light off a

ceiling. This does three wonderful things: (1) When your small, direct flash of light hits
the large cei ling, it spreads out big time, so the quality of the light that falls back onto

your subject is much wider and much softer. It immediately takes the harshness out
of your flash, and gives you better quality light. (2) Because the light is now coming
from above, it's no longer that one-dimensional, straight-on fla sh- now it's directional
flash, wh:ch creates nice shadows and lots of dimension for your subject's face, and as
a bonus (3) it keeps you from having harsh shadows on the wall behind your subject.
Because the light is coming from above (down from the ceiling), the shadows appear
on the floor behind your subject, not on the wall beh ind them. Plus, because the light
is softer, the shadows are softer, too. So, if this bouncing off the ceiling technique is so
great, why don't we use it all the time? Well. there are a number of reasons: (1) There's
not always a ceiling you can bounce off. Sometimes you're outdoors, or (2) the ceiling
is too high to bounce off of (like in a church). lfthe ceil ing is much higher than about
10 feet, the bounce trick really doesn't work because the light has too far to travel up
and back, and your subject doesn't get properly lit. Of course there's also (3) the fact
that light picks up the color of what it hits, so if the ceiling is yellowish, your light
becomes yellowish, and your subject wi ll now appear (come on, say it with me) yellowish! However, if it's an S'or 9' white ceil ing- you're set.
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Softbox-Quality Light from Your Flash

If you want to take this whole softening thing to the next level (qualitywise), you could
buy a softbox t hat mounts over you r flash, but the problem is they're small softboxes.
so the light doesn't spread and soften as much as you'd probably like. So, what I do on
location to spread and soften my lig ht is to shoot my flash di rectly through a large dif~
fusion panel, which is a large white translucent piece of fabric that spreads and diffuses
the light. The one I use is a lastolite TriGri p 33" 1 Stop Diffuser (seen above), which is very
lightweight, not too expensive (it's around $67.50 at B&H Photo), and it collapses down
into a very small, circular carrying case, so it's easy to take with you. To use this diffuser,
have an assistant (or a friend, spouse, etc.) hold the panel about 1 foot or more in front of
your flash. That way, when the t iny light from the flash hits the panel, it causes the light
to spread out dramatically, which gives you much softer, smoother, more flattering light.
If you don't have an assistant or a friend nearby, you can clamp your diffuser on a second
light stand using a Bogen/Manfrotto mini-clamp for around $19 .

1m
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Tip for Shooting Through a Diffuser
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If you're shooting you r flash through a diffuser (l ike the TriGrip diffuser J j ust mentioned),
here's a t ip: position the diffuser as dose to your subject as possible without it actually

bei ng seen in t he photo. Th is gives yo u the best qua lity wraparound lig ht that is the
softest and m ost flattering (thi n k "closer is better"), Then position you r flash so it's aimed
at you r su bject, but still fi ring through t he diffuser (set it at least 1 foot back from t he

diffuser, o r even farther if you'd like softer, smoother light, but just know that t he farther
_~_hfu~h_h_h li g~~ II ~~~m~~im~

don't move the flash itself-instead just move the diffusion panel to get the light to fa ll
where you want it to on you r su bject.

If-_ _ _ _ _ _ .:.W:.:h;,:e:;.'e:: to learn More About Off-Camera Flash
If t hi s ch apter ignites your passion for off-ca mera flash, and you want to take
t hings to t he next level, you'll definitely wa nt to check out Strobist, w hich is the #1
site on t he Web for fl as h enthusiasts (both amateurs and pros). It's ru n by David
Hobby, a tremendous photogra pher and teacher w ho has built an entire worldwide community of flash users, and there's really nothing like it anywhere on the
', .•
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Putting That Nice Twinkle of Light in the Eyes

If you're using bou nce flash and you want to add a little bit of life and sparkle into your
subject's eyes, t hen si m ply pull out and raise the little wh ite bou nce card that's tucked
into your fl ash head (well, at least it is if you're using a Nikon or Canon flash), as shown
above. When you put that little white bou nce ca rd up, it redirects just enoug h of that
lig ht head ing toward t he ceiling back onto your subject to add a nice little catch li ght

in their eyes, and t he bonu s is t his also often removes some of the shadows that appea r
under their eyes. The key to ma king this work is t hat your flash head is aiming up at a
45" angle and t he card is fully extended.

What to Do If You Don't Have a Bounce Card or Yours Breaks

If your bou nce ca rd is b roken, or if your flash doesn't have a bounce ca rd (hey,
it's possib le), th en t ry t his: u se yo ur hand. That's righ t-shoot wi th you r camera
in o ne hand, and th en put your o ther hand up at t he sa me position an d angle
a bounce card would b e. It will send some of that lig ht fo rwa rd (like a b ounce
card), and because light picks up the color of whatever it reflects off of, your

Ilfl
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Why You Might Want a Stand for Your Flash

Most of U5 don't have the luxury of having an assistant to hold and position our wireless flash for us, so we either w ind up holding t he flash in our left hand (so our right

hand is still free to press th e shutte r button), o r we put o ur flash on a lig htweight
light stand and position it where we'd like it. You can buy a sta ndard light stand, like
the 8' Bogen/Manfrotto 3068 Stacker light stand, for around $75, and then you'd need
a fla sh shoe mount (about $8 from B&H Photo), which lets you mount your flash on
a light stand like the Bogen/ Manfrotto. Thi s mount has a little plastic hot shoe on it,

and your flash slides right into that hot shoe to hold your flash securely on top of the
light stan d. That $8 flash shoe mount is surely the inexpensive route, but the downside is you can't angle your flash head downward-only upward, and that's why the
Justin Cl amp, while more expensive, is really the way to go. So, once you've got your
flash on this light stand, where do you put it? There's no sing le right answer, but I'll
give you a good start ing point- put it to the left, and in front, of your camera, up
about a foot or so higher t han your subject. That way, if you have your flash mounted
on a Justin Clamp, you can aim the fl as h head back down at your subject, so the
light is more like stud io light (or w indow light) and helps to create that all- important
directiona l light.
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Mounting Flashes Anywhere

If you're going to wind up putting your flash on a light stand, I recommend buying
a Bogen/Manfrotto Spring Clamp with Flash Shoe (better known in the indu stry as
simply a "Justin Clamp"), Th is is just the handiest li ttle gizmo and you' ll love it for
th ree reasons: (1) You r flash sl id es into a little plastic hot shoe on the top of the clamp,
and th at clamp is con nected to a miniature balJhead that lets you easily and instantly position your flash in any d irection or at any ang le. So, instead of moving the light

stand every time you wa nt to change the angle of the flash, you just move that little
ba ll head. (2) It has a large clamp on one end, so if setting up a light stand isn't practical (or isn't allowed), you can clamp it onto j ust about anything, from a railing, to a tree
branch, to a ceiling tile. These sell for around $54 (at B&H Photo, anyway), and it's one
of those accessories t hat once you use it, you'll never go anywhere withou t it.
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Rear Sync Rocks (& Why You Should Use It)

There's a setting on your camera that wi ll help you get better-quality photos using
flash. In fact, your flash shots wi ll get so much better that you'l l wonder why t his feature isn't turn ed on by default (b ut it's not~you' ll have to go and turn it on you rself).
It's ca lled Rear Sync, and what it basically does is change when the flash actua lly fires.
Usuall y, your flash fires the moment you press the shutter button, right? So it does
freeze any ac tion in the scene, but it also generally makes eve rythin g solid black

behind your subject (like you see in most snapshots). Changing to Rear Sync makes
the flash fire at the end of the exposu re (rather than the beginning), which lets the

camera expose for the natural background light in th e room first, and the n at the very
last second, it fires the flash to freeze your subject. Now you r background isn't blackinstead, it has color, depth, and detail (as seen above right), and this gives you a much
more professional look all the way around. In the example above, the shot on the left
is using the normal defau lt flash setting (notice how dark the background is, and how
washed out the flash makes him look). For the shot on the right, I on ly changed one
single thing-I switched the flash to Rear Sync. Give it a try and you'll see what I mean
(just remember to keep the camera still when shooting in Rear Sync mode, because
the sh utter stays open lo ng er-enou gh to expose for the background. This can create
some cool effects if your subj ect is moving whi le yo ur sh utter is open, o r it can create
some irritating effects ifthey're moving and you don't wa nt them to).

[CfJ
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The Fourth Secret to Pro Flash Results

I saved the best trick for last (the fourth of the four pro flash tricks), and this one you
can use to make your flash look like natural light. In fact, this trick works so well that if
you do it right, most folks won't be able to tell that you used a flash at all -you'll just
have glorious-looking, soft. natural light whenever and wherever you want it. Your

goal is to create light from your flash that matches, and blend s in with, the current
lighting in the scene (the ambient light) and doesn't overpower it. Here's the trick:
don't change your f-stop or shutter speed-instead, just lower the power output of
the flash until it matches the available light. To do that, first get the flash off the camera for directional light, and diffuse the light, then take a test shot. Chances are, your
flash wil l overpower the existing light. Now, go to your flash unit itself, lower the
flash output power by one stop, and take another test shot. Look at the LCD panel on
the back of your camer a, and see if the light from your flash still looks obvious-like
light from a flash. If it does, lower the power of your flash another Y2-stop and shoot
another test shot. Keep doing this (lowering the power and shooting a test shot) until
you're getting just enough flash to light your subject, and nothing more. That way, it
looks real, directional, and natural. instead of looking like flash (like the shot above,lit
with a Nikon S8-Saa).lt might take you five or six test shots to dial in the right amount
of power, but that's the beauty of digital cameras: it doesn't cost anything to do test
shots-as many as you need-until you strike that perfect balance between ambient
light and the light from your fiash.

Using Flash like a Pro
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Using Gels (& Why You Need Them)
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The light from your flash is always the same co lor-white. It's nice, bright, white light,
which is great in most circumstances, but what if you're doing a portrait of someone

in an office, or you're shooting in a locker room, or in a meeting room? Well, that's a
problem, because the color of the light from your flash won't match the color of the
lighting in the room, which is exactly why some flashes (like the Nikon 56·800) actually
come with pre-cut gels that slide right onto the flash to let you change the color of
your flash's light, so it matches the rest of the lighting in the room. (Note: If you have

a Canon flash, you can buy a large sheet of Rasco CTO gel for around $6.50 from B&H

,

Photo. You'll have to cut it down in size so it fits over your flash head, but at least you'll
have a huge supply of them, whereas Nikon only gives you one.) Amateurs don't worry
about this, because they're going to just overpower the light in the room, right? But
since you now know the pro tricks of how to balance the light from your flash with the
ambient light already existing in the room, you'll need to do this next step, but believe
me, for the 20 seconds it takes to slide that gel into place- it 's worth it. You'd use a yel ~
low gel for balancing your flash color with incandescent light (the standard light found
in homes), and a green gel for balancing the light if you're shooting under fluorescent
lights, like the ones found in most office interiors (Rosco makes those, too). Just pop
that tiny gel into your diffusion dome, and you're ready to go!

•
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Using Gels to Get That 51 Look

There's a very cool trick you can do using just a yell ow gel that I learned from Sports
Illustrated photographer Dave Black when he and I were teaching a class out in San
Francisco. When you try it, you'll see it has that 51 look you see in a lot of outdoor sports
portraits. It actually requires you to do two things: (1) First, you set the white balance
on your ca mera to Tungsten (it's one of your camera's built-in white balance presets,
and it makes your whole photo look very blue-well. at least it does if you're shooting
outdoors), then (2) pop a yellow gel onto your flash (see the tip on the previous page
to find out if you already have them or where to get them). That's it. Now, you want to
shoot this near dusk, so the background sky is dark and moody. The Tungsten white
balance setting makes the sky look moody and blue, but the yellow light (from the gel
on your flash) hits your subject with a warm light. It's a very clever combo that is easy
to achieve, and lots of pros are using this style today because, well ... it's really cool (no
pun intended, but I wish it had been).
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If You Have to Use Pop-Up Flash, Do This

If yo u can't get around it, and you are in a situation where you m ust use your came ra's pop-up flas h, then at least do these two things: (1) set yo ur flas h to Rear Sync
fi rst, so you'll pick up some of the ambient light in the room, and (2) do somethinganything- to soften the ha rshness of the flash, and that ca n be as simple as shooting yo ur pop -up flash t hrough a w hite tab le napkin or cutting a rectangle-shaped

diffuser out of the side of a plastic ga llon of milk and shooting thro ugh t hat. If you
know in adva nce that you migh t have to shoot wi th your pop-up flash, then check
out Lu m iQuest 's Soft Screen (shown above), wh ich is designe d to fit ove r your
pop-up flas h to spread and diffuse the light. Luck ily, it 's very inexpensive (around
$'2.95), and well ... if you have to use p op-up flash, th is wi ll at least make it bearab le.

Two Tips for Getting Better Results from Your Pop- Up Flash

1- - -- -

Another thing t hat will help you get better-looking images from your pop-up flash is
to reduce the flash's brightness (lower its power) or lower your flash exposure (using
flash exposure compensation). Most dSLRs have a setting w here you can lower the
brightness of the flash, and that helps to not blowout your subject with ha rsh white
light. You might also try taping a small yellow gel (like a v.-cut eTO ge l from B&H
Photo) over your flash and leaving it there all the time. This gives the cold flash a much
r
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Using a Second Flash
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If you want to add a second wi reless flash (maybe you want to use it as a hair light, or

to light the background, or ... whatever), it's easy. When your first flash fires, it automatically triggers the second fla sh so th ey both fire at exactly the same time. Let's say you
want to add a flash to light your subject's hair. First, position the flash behind your subject, but off to the right (if you're holding your other flash in your left hand while you're
shooting), as shown here. This is a perfect time to use one of those Justin Clamps I
mentioned earlier, so you can clamp your second wireless flash to anything nearby, or

you can position your second fla sh on a light sta nd- just make su re you don't see the
stand, or the flash unit itself, w hen you look through your camera's viewfinder. Set your
second flash to wireless mode (look back on page 9 for Nikon flashes or page 11 for
Canon flashes). Best of all, you ca n control the brightness of this second flash wirelessly
from on your camera (see the next page to find out how).
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Controlling Your Second Flash (Nikon)

You will want to be able to control the brightness of each fla sh individually, so t hat
way if the second flash is too bright, you can lower it without affecting the first flash
or you can turn it off altogether. However, you want to be able to do all this right from
your camera itself-without running around behind your subject, or running from
flash unit to flash unit. On a Nikon camera, here's how it's done: On the back of th e

flash, set this second flash to Group B. That's all you do on the flash itself. Now, you
control the brightness of each flash by pressing the Menu button on the back of your

camera, going to the Custom Settings menu, and choosing Bracketing/Flash. When the
Bracketing/Flash menu appears, choose Built-in Flash, then scroll down and choose
Commander Mode. Your first flash (the one you hold in your left hand, or near you on
a light stand) is in Group A. You set your second flash to Group 8, so the brightness
control for your second flash is found in th e Camp field to the far right of Group B.
Scroll over to that field, and to lower the brightness by one stop, dial in - '.0 (as shown
above). Now shoot a test shot, and if that second flash appears too bright, try lowering
it to -'.3 and shoot another test shot, etc., until it looks right. To turn if off altogether,
toggle over to the Mode field, and change the setting until it reads "--" which turns off
your second flash. To control the brightness of your main off-camera fla sh, it's controlled the same way, but in Group A. Just remember, for all of this to work, you have
to have your pop-up flash up, because it triggers the flash (or you can use an SU-800
transmitter if your camera doesn't have pop-up flash).
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Controlling Your Second Flash (Canon)

To add a second Canon Speedlite flash (one you'll use for a hair light or to light the
background), hold the Zoom button on the back of the flash until the display starts
blinking, then use the Select dial to switch the flash to Slave mode, and press the center
Select button. Now your first wireless flash and th is second flash will fire simultaneously,
which is good, but you want to be able to control the brightness of each flash ind ividually, right from your camera {so you're not running back behind your subject just to lower
the brightness of the second flash. After all, what's the good of w ireless jf you have to
keep ru nning over to the flash every t ime you need to make a sma ll change, eh ?J. To

do that, you'll want to assign this second flash to a separate control group (Group B). To
assign the second flash to Group B, press-and-hold the Zoom button on the back of your
Speed lite, and then use the Select dial to move over to Group B. Now you can put this
flash into place (behi nd the subject), and do a test shot. Both flashes should fi re, but if
the second flash (the one behind your subject) is too bright, then press the Zoom button
unti l Ratio highlights (the ratio amount cont rols the brightness). Now, set the ratio to 1:2
(one stop less bright), then do a test shot. If the second flash still looks too bright (when
you look at t he shot in your LCD monitor), then lower the brightness to 1:4 or 1:8 and
shoot another test shot, and keep this up unti l t he second flash looks balanced. If you
wa nt to control the brightness of the first flash, make sure it's on Group A, and you can
lower and raise its ratio the same way.

-e-l
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How Far Back Can You Stand Using Flash?
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So, how far back can you stand from your subjects and still get pro-quality resu lts from
your flash? Wel l, if you're using a flash with a diffusion dome, or you're bouncing your
flash, or you're using some type of diffuser to soften the light (a nd you should be), as a

general rule, you really don't want to stand fa rther than about 10 fee t back from your
subjects. Unfortunately, any furth e r than that and your dedi cated fla sh won't have
enough power to get th e right amount of light all the way over to your subjects to
light them properly_

Iff)
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How to Stand Back Even Farther

If you absolutely need to stand back more than 10 feet from your subject, then you
can use this trick to extend the power and range of your flash: just raise your digital
camera's ISO (making the camera more sensitive to light). So, if you're shooting at 100
ISO (it's always our goa l to shoot at the lowest possible ISO-more on this later), then
if you increase your ISO to 200, you effectively double the power (and range) of your

flash. So, if you need to be 20 feet back, try increasing your camera's ISO to 200 or 400,
and that shou ld do the t rick. Okay. well, there is one more thing you can try: if you
don't want to raise your ISO and you have to be ba ck farther than 10 feet from your

subject, then you'll need to (gasp!) remove the diffuser cap from your flash, so your
light has more power and reach (personally, I'd rai se the ISO, but hey- that'S just me).
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::.,;Get More Power from Your Flash at long Distances

If you find yourself having to shoot pretty far back (maybe you do a lot of large
group shots), you might want to buy another diffusion dome cap and cut out a
little secti on of the top so some of that light reaches a bit farther.

,
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Controlling Your Light to Add Drama

If you want to add some serious drama and interest to your flash images, one of

the quickest ways to get the re is to limi t the amount a nd shape of the light that
hits your subject. By lighting only part of your subject, it puts part of you r subject
into the shadows, and although this is a fairly common techn ique using futl ~ blown
studio lighting, photojournalist David Hanl has come up with hi s own inexpensive,
lightweight light modifiers for shoe-mount fla shes like the Nikon 58-800 and Canon
580EX, and I just love 'em. He's got an 8" snoot that acts like a funnel for light- concentrat ing it in ju st one area-it fits right over your flash head (as seen above) and is
secu red with a littl e ring of velcro. The snoot sells for around $23 and you can get it
direct from www. Ho nIPhoto.com.
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Shooting Sunset Portraits with Flash

like a lot of shots taken with flash, this one is a formu la, and if you follow it, you'll get
the look you want. First, turn off your flash, switch your camera to program mode, aim

at the sky (but not at the sun itself), and hold your shutter button halfway down. This
tells your camera to take a meter reading of the sky, so while that button is still held
down, look in your viewfinder to see the f-stop and shutter speed, and remember
what they're reading (in the examp le above, it read f/5.6 at 1/60 of a second). Now,
switch your camera to manual mode and dial in f/5 .6 for your (-stop and 1/ 60 of a
second for your shutter speed (even if you've never used manual mode before, this is a
no-brainer-usually the front dial on your camera controls the f·stop, and the back dial
controls the shutter speed, so just move those two dials until you see flS.6 and 1/ 60
as the setti ng s w hen you look through the viewfinder). Now your sunset sky wi ll look
perfect, but your subject w ill be almost, if not totally, a silh ouette. $0, turn you r flash
back on, but lower the brightness (power output) of the flash by around two stops, so
just a little bit of flash fires-not enough to overpower the ex isting light, ju st enough
to light the head and shoulders of your subject. You'll have to fire a couple of test shots
to get this just right, but remember: don't change the camera settings-they're per·
fect as is-just lower (or raise, as the case may be) the brightness of your flash. That's
it- that's how to get great·looking flash portraits at sun set. (Note: If the shutter speed
suggested by your camera is faster than 11250 of a second, you're hosed, as many cam·
eraslflashes won't sync at faster than 1/250 of a second. Not all, but many.)
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ChapterTwo

Building a Studio
from Scratch
It's Much Easier and Less
Expensive Than You'd Think

e

It used to be that only full-time working professionals could afford
to put together a studio, but these days the prices of studio gear
have come down so much, and the equipment is so much easier
to use, that anyone (we ll, anyone with a platinum American Express card)
can now build a studio of their own. Of course, I'm joking, you don't have
to have a platinum card (a gold card will do just fine). Actually, the main
reason why building a studio from scratch is within mostfolks'reach today
is that you can do so much with just one light. In fact, nearly this entire
chapter is to show you how to get professional results using just one light.
Now, in the studio we don't always refer to lights as simplyUlights;because
then people would know what they do (we call them "strobes; because
it sounds much cooler). Studio photography is intentionally shrouded in
mystery to make the process appear more complicated than it really is.
In fact, there is a special committee, The Council for Creation of (omplexSounding Studio Gear Names (the CCC55GN, for short), whose charter is
to create confusing insider lingo to throw beginners off track. For example,
when we talk about the color of light, we don't use the term "indoor
lighting:' Nope, people would realize what that is, because they've been
indoors before. Instead, we assign a color temperature measured in Kelvin,
so to throw beginners off, we might say to one another, "It looks like that
strobe is throwing 5S00 Kelvin:' And the other person might say, "It looks
a bit warmer to me. More like 5900;' then the other person might say,
"Ya know, you might be right-it is more like 5900 Kelvin:'I!'s amazing that
either of these people ever get a date. Anyway, this chapter is designed to
cut through the Kelvin and show you the light.
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Studio Backgrounds

One of the least expensive, and most popular, studio backgrounds is seamless background paper. This paper comes in long rolls, and the two most popular widths are
just over 4 feet wide (53") and nearly 9 feet w ide (107"). The nice things about seamless
paper are: (1) It's cheap. A 53-inch-wide white roll that's 12 yards long goes for around
$22 (at 8&H Photo), and if you want t he 9-foot-wide roll, it's only around $40. (2) It's
seamless. There's no visible seam where the paper folds as it reaches the floor (or a

tabletop), so the background looks continuous. (3) The stands to support seamless
paper backgrounds are pretty cheap, too. For example, the Savage Economy Background Stand Support System, which supports both the 53" and 107" rolls, only costs
around $65. That ain't bad. And, (4) this paper comes in a wide variety of colors, from
solid white to sol id black, to blue, green, and everything in between (hey, that rhymes).
If you're building your first studio, this is a great way to start, because you can get your
background and the supports to hold it up for around $ 100.

So Which Should I Get, the 53" or the 107' Seamless?
If you're planning on shooting products on a table, or strictly just head·and·shoul·
der shots of people, you can get away with the 53" width. If you need to see more
of your subjects, go with the 107".
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Using Studio Flash (Called Strobes)

A lot of people are intimidated by studio lighting, thinking it's complicated or too technical for them, but in reality, most studio lights are just bigger versions of the off-camera
flash you're already used to (i n fact, they are flashes, but in the industry they're usually
cal led "studio strobes" or just "strobes"). The two main differences between off-camera
flashes (like a Nikon 58-800 AF Speed light or a Canon Speedlite S80EX II) and studio
strobes are: (1) studio strobes usually plug into the wa ll rather than running on batteries, and (2) studio strobes are more powerful (they put out more light) than the flash
that's on (or off) your camera. That's about it. (Well, studio strobes are usually mounted
on light stands, but since we sometimes mount off-camera fla shes on light stands, too,
I think this goes in the "more in common"column.)

Photogenic StudioMax III 320ws Monolight (around
Elinchrom Style 8X 400 Multivoltage 400ws Monolight ($549)
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Softening Harsh Studio Strobes

So, if the light from your regular off-camera flash is harsh, imagine how harsh the light
will be from a brighter, more powerful flash (you r studio strobe). Right, it's harsh city.

To diffuse that light and make it softer, you have to make the light that comes from
your strobe larger, because the rule is: the larger the light source, the softer the light.
So, we have to put something big between our studio strobe and our subject to
spread and soften that light, and for that I recommend a softbox. They're aptly named
because they soften the light from your strobe big time, and they are very popular
with professional studio photographers (in fact, it's the softening device of choice for
most top pros). They fit right over your stud io strobe (they have a hole in one end) and
your flash fires through the white diffusion material at the large end of the softbox.
This spreads the light, so when it hits your subject, it's a bigger source of light, and that
means it's a much more flattering, soher light. But this softer light isn't just for lighting
people-even if your subject is a product, you still want nice, soft shadows throughout
your image, and a soft box is your key to getting just that.

Building a Studio from Scratch
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Why I Prefer Softboxes to Umbrellas
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Besides softboxes, another way to spread and soften your li ght is to use a lighting
umbrella. Surprisingly, you don't generally put the umbrella between your strobe and

the subject (although you could). Instead, you turn the strobe so it's aiming 180" away
from your subject-i n the opposite direction. Then you put the umbrella in front of the
flash (strobe) itself, so that your strobe fi res into the underside of the umbrella. When
the light hits the umbrella, it spreads out and travels back in the opposite direction,
back toward your subject. Beca use the light spreads out when it hits that umbrella, the
light from your strobe is much softer. So, why don't I like, or recommend, using an um bre lla? It's because with a softbox you r light is pretty much contained with in a box- it
doesn't spi ll out, so your light is more directional. You aim it in a direction and it pretty
much goes right there. But wit h an umbrella, you have less control over what happens
once t he light leaves you r umbrella. I think of it more like a lighting grenade- you
th row it in t he general direction of what you're trying to light, and it'll probably light it.
So, wh ile an umbrella does take the harsh light from your strobe and create soft, pretty
light from it, it kind of goes everywhere. Whereas, a softbox is more contained, more
directional, and you can add other accessories to narrow the throw of you r softbox
light even more.
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What a Speed Ring Does (& Why You Need It)

So, you need: (1) a strobe, (2) a light stand to hold it up, (3) a softbox to spread and
soften the light, and (4) you're also gonna need a speed ring. A speed ring is something that you'd think would come standard with every softbox, because it's absolutely
necessary for connecting your softbox to your strobe. These speed rings are sold
separately (of course), they're generally made of a light metal, and they genera ll y have
four holes on the edge where you insert the ends of the four thin metal poles on each
corner of your softbox. Once you insert those poles into the speed ring, it gives your
5oftbox its form (it creates the shape of a box), and then you attach this whole rig (the
speed ring with your softbox attached) to your strobe. By the way, when ordering your
speed ring, make sure you order one designed to fit your brand of strobe. $0, let's say
you have a Profoto strobe, and you want to use a Chimera softbox, you'd need to either
buy a Chimera speed ring that is designed to fit Profoto strobes, or you can buy a
speed ring made by Profoto themselves. I would choose a Chimera model for one main
reason. It's $21.45 cheaper. By the way, most speed rings are rotating (meaning you
can rotate the softbox from ta ll to wide while it's mounted on the strobe), and if that's
important to you (and I would think it would be), then make sure the one you order
does rotate.

Building a Studio from Scratch
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Using a Modeling Light

Usually, when you're shooting in a studio environment, the on ly lights you want to
light your subject are the studio strobes themselves. Othe rwise, the other lights in the
room can affect your exposure, so studios are generally pretty dark once the shooting

starts. This creates a problem, because the auto-focus on the camera needs some light
to lock its focus onto. That's one reason why studio strobes usually come with a built-in

modeling light, which is a fairly dim, continuous light that stays on between flashes to
let your camera's auto-focus do its thing. Another advantage of using a modeling light
is that it gives you an idea where your shadows are going to fall on your subject (it's
not exact, but it does give you an idea), I leave the modeling light on all the time during a shoot, but you'll find an on/off switch on the back of your strobe unit itself (or on
a separate power pack or battery pack, if you're using one),
When you're talking about studio strobes, there are basically two
kinds: (1) A monolight, which is what we've been talking about
here in the book, is a self-contained unit (wi th the power pack,
flash bulb, and power controls all in one) that plugs directly into
a standard wa ll outlet, and (2) a flash head, which is just the flash
itself, and all controls are in a separate power pack or battery pack,

Into.
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Firing Your Studio Strobe

To get your strobe to fire when you press the shutter button, you'll need to sync your
camera with your flash unit, and you can do that the same way you would with your
standard off-camera flash, and that's by using a sync cord. One end plugs into your

camera's sync cord input, and the other end plugs into your strobe. That's it-now
when you press your shutter button, your stud io strobe fires. To stop the strobe from
firing each time, unplug the cable.

SOmetimes You Have to

Gear

Ju st so you know, I d on't get a kickback, bon us, or promotio nal fee from any of the
com panies whose p roducts I recommend. I'm j ust giv ing you t he sa me ad vice I'd
give a friend if we were out shooting (which is the theme behind this entire book).
This is not a book to sell you stuff, but before you move forward, understand that
to get p ro resu lts, sometimes you have to use (a nd t hat means buy) some of what
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Firing Your Studio Strobe Wirelessly
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Whi le sync cords are fairly inexpensive (I found the cheapest 15-foot sync cord for
around S10 at B&H Photo), you're now tied to your flash unit, so there's not much
freedom of movement in your studio. To get around that, you can use a wireless flash
trigger, and then you can move about freely, completely untethered, unencumbered,
unfettered (insert your own "u n" word here). and once you shoot w irelessly like that,
going back to a sync cord feels li ke being put on a leash. Here's how it works: to start,

you need two ofthese wi reless devices-one sits on your camera's hot shoe and trans-

r

,

mits the wireless Signal, and t he other plugs into the sync input on you r strobe. What I
love about them is you just plug them in, turn them on, and they do their thing. There's
no real configuring or messing around for this simple setup. Now when you press your
shutter button, it instantly fires your strobe, even if it's across the room. As for make
and model, I use the ever~popular PocketWizard PLUS II, which is a small, very lightweight, wireless triggering system that works incredibly well, is extremely reliable, very
well made, and about every studio photographer I know uses a PocketWizard. They're
not cheap, at around $190 each (and remember, you need two), but they totally rock.
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Using Continuous light Instead
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A fast-growing alternative to studio strobes is continuous lights, and with these lights
there is no "flash of light"-instead, t he lights just stay on continuously. This makes
studio lighting incredibly easy, because what you see is what you get. I use these continuous lights in my studio (I have three of them) and on the road with my Photoshop
Ughtroom live Tour, where they have nearly created a sensation, because no matter
what I te ll you about t hem here in t his book, it doesn't have the impact of seeing them
used live, and people just go nuts over them. The ones I use are Westcott Spiderlite
TOSs (as shown above), wh ich use daylight-balanced fluorescent light (since they're
fluorescent, they produce hardly any heat-they stay nice and cool the entire time
you're shooting with them, and your subjects stay cool, too). These lights are naturally
softer than the studio strobes, but of course I still use them with a softbox attached,
and the nice thing is the speed ring is built right into the light itself, so you don't have
to buy a speed ring. Best of all-they're fairly inexpensive, and you can buy a kit, which
includes a light stand, the Spiderlite TDs fixture, a tilter bracket, and a 16x22" soft box,
for around $650 at B&H Photo. Hard to beat. So, what's the downsi de with these
lights?There's one: since there's no flash to freeze things, things need to be fairly still,
because the fluorescent lights aren't as bright as the light from a strobe, so as long as
your subjects don't move a whole bunch- they're awesome.

I
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Choosing the Size for Your Soft box
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When you're trying to decide which size to choose for your softbox, there are a couple
of con siderations: the first being, what are you plan ning to shoot. and the second
being, how soft do you want you r light? We'll tackle the "What are you planni ng to
shoot?" question first. If you're shooting product shots on a table, you can get away
with a sma ll er softbox, like one th at's 2x3', yet it wou ld still be big enough to also work
for head-and-shoulders portraits. If you're going to be shooting people, and doing

more than just head-and-shoulder-type stuff, then you' ll need to go with a larger softbox. t mentioned before that the larger the light sou rce, the softer the light, so if you
buy a very large softbox (like one t hat's 3x4'), you're going to get very soft light, and
you're going to be able to light a larger area. I use t hree sizes in my studio: a 2x3: a 3x4'
for people shots, and a 7' (74") Elinchrom Octabank when I want really, really, wonderfully soft wraparound light.

r
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Why You Really Need to Use a light Meter

Shooting in the studio, with more and more lights and reflectors, can make it tricky to
get the right exposure (especially when you're trying to measure light that happens in

1/250 of a second), but the pros don't sweat it because they use a light meter. They use a
handheld light meter because they've already learned that their camera's bui lt-in meter,
w hile great for most things, j ust doesn't cut it in studio lighting conditions. Besides, who

wouldn't wa nt a simple-ta-use device that tells you exactly how to set your exposure
every time? Today's light meters are so simple to use that it's mu ch harder not to
use it than it is to use it. If you wa nt to be a success with your st udio lighting, if you
want to make your life easier, and you don't want to spend all day in Photoshop trying
to fix your exposure mistakes after the fact, then buy a handheld light meter. This is an
absol ute must (by the way, l use the Sekonic L-3SB listed below).

Meter (around $259)

Building a Studio from Scratch

How to Use a Light Meter

Before you get started, there are two simple things you do before you measure the light
from your flash: (1) You enter the ISO that your camera is set to into your light meter (so if

you're shooting at 200 ISO, you enter 200 ISO). And, (2) make sure the round white plastic
dome on the meter is extended (turn the wheel so it extends out), That's it-you're ready
to put it to use. Most people aim the light meter at the light itself, but teday's meters are

actu ally designed so they work with that white plastic dome aiming back directly at your
camera's lens. If you're metering a person for a portrait, position the meter directly under
their chin, with the dome aiming back directly at the camera. Now, push the button on
the side of the meter, and then fire the flash (you might have to have your subject hold
the meter under their chin and push the button on the side. That way, you can take a test
shot to fire the flash). Once the flash fires, it instantly tells you the exact shutter speed and
aperture settings you need to dial in for a perfect exposure. So you go over to your camera,
make sure you're in manual mode, set your f-stop to what it said, set the shutter speed to
what is listed on the meter, and you've got it- perfect exposure. As long as you don't
move the light or change the power of the flash, you can continue to use those settings.
If anything does change, just take a new meter reading the same way, and change your
f-stop and shutter speed to match those readings.
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Adding a Hair Light

If you're thinking of adding a second light to your studio, it should probably be a hair
light. A hair light is just another strobe, but it's aimed directly at your subject's hair (did
I even have to say that?), which helps to separate your subject from the background
and give your portraits a more professional look all around. You want the light from
your hair light to be pretty directional (you want it aiming right at their hair, and a little
on their shoulders. and that's about it). That's why you want to buy either a very small
sohbox (li ke a 16x22" softbox-where the light, once it spreads, is just big enough to
cover their head and shoulders) or a long, thin, rectangular softbox (sometimes called
a strip bank) w hose shallow width (no larger than 12" wide) helps to keep your hair
light more directional. Also, I usually set the power on my flash unit so it's around one
stop brighter than my front light, so the light from my front light doesn't overpower it.

a Studio from Scratch

Where to Position Your Hair Light
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If you're going to buy a hair light, make sure you get one that ei ther comes w ith

a boom stand, or you'll definitely wan t to buy a sepa rate boom stand for it. That's
because arguably the ideal place for a hair light is to have it positioned directly over

your subject's head. That way, it's easy to d irect the lig ht down exactly where you want
without causing any lens flare issues from the light spilling back into your camera's
lens (this is a bigger problem than you might th ink), When the light is aiming stra ight
downward, it's not going to spill back into the lens, so that boom stand really makes
your life easy. If you don't have a boom st and, you can still theoretically place the light
straig ht above your subject, but you're going to see the light stand in nearly every
shot, so to keep from pu lling your hair out-just spring for the boom stand. Now, that
being said, how fa r above your subject do you place the hair light? I put mine about
two to three feet above the top of my subj ect's head, but make sure you don't position it directly over t heir head-it should actually be back j ust a little bit, so absolutely
none of the hair li ght spills onto their face or nose.
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Testing Your Hair Light's Position

A trick for checking the position of your hair light, to make sure none of the light from
it is spill ing onto yo ur su bject's face, is to t u rn off your main strobe (you r front light), so
nothing but the hai r light is turned on. Your subject should be in complete silhouette,
with no light on their nose, cheeks. or face whatsoever. If you see any light now, you'll
need to either move you r subject forward or your ha ir light back a little bit, until you
only see light on their head and shou lders- none on the face. A trick my buddy Andy
Greenwell uses is to leave all t he modeling lights on, but put your hand flat out over
their forehead (li ke you're shield ing t hem from t he light), Move your hand in toward
their forehead and back out. If your hair light is in the right position, you shouldn't see any
change of light on their nose while you move your hand in and out. If the light changes,
then light is spilli ng onto their nose, so you need to move the light back just a bit.
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Keeping Your Hair Light from Spilling

Probably the most popular accessory for hair lights (besides a boom stand ) is an egg
crate grid. This is a fabric grid that Velcros over the front of your strip bank. It narrowly
focuses the light from your hair light so it doesn't spill out the sides, and it really does
a wonderful job of focusing your light just where you want it. They come in different
sizes, and there's one to match the exact size and shape of your strip light, but no mat-

ter what size you get-they're expensive. There must be some sort of "egg crate cartel"
that controls the price of these puppies, because when you see one in person, you 'd
figure that it probably costs around 30 bucks, but it doesn't. An egg crate grid for a

small 12x36" strip bank costs around S140, and they go up from there. Yeouch! But,
once you use one, you'll always use one, because for hair lights they're absolutely ideal.
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Which Mode to Shoot In

Technically, you can shoot in aperture priority (Av) mode in your studio, but if you
want to make your life easier, t his is the one t ime I would absolutely suggest that you
shoot in manual mode. When it comes to using 100% flash (as we do in the studio), it's

very impo rtan t to be able to set both the f·stop a nd sh utter speed independe ntly, a nd
manual m ode lets you do j ust that. Yo ur trusty li ght meter (the o ne we ta lked about
j ust a few pages ago) will tell you exactly w here to set t hose dials. Now, if you don't

have a light meter (yet), and you wa nt some settings as a sta rting place, try an f-stop of
f/5.6 and a shutter speed of 1/60 of a second. Take a shot and see how it looks on your
camera's LCD monitor. Then, don't change t he settings-i nstead, just ra ise or lower the
power of your main strobe unt il the lighting looks right to you.

A "Show Me How to 00 It" Book
Thi s is a "s how me how t o do it" book. I'm telling you t hese tips j ust like I'd tell a
shooting buddy, and that means, oftentimes, it's just which button to push, w hi ch
setti ng t o change, w here t o put t he light, and n ot a w hole lot of reason s w hy. I
figure that o nce you start getting amazi ng results from your camera, you'll go out

and buy one of those "tell me all about it" digital camera or lighting books.
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Where to Position Your Main Light

There is no absolute "right" place to position your lights (light position can be argued
until late into the night), so it really comes down to how you want the shadows to look
in your photo. Personally, when shooting portraits I like a "loop" lighting pattern, which
is probably the most popular lighting pattern used today. To get a loop lighting pat-

tern, you place your strobe (with a softbox attached, of course) either to your camera's
left or right at about a 45 0 angle (or more) from you. This directional light produces a

small, soft shadow on the opposite side of your subject's nose, and a triangle of light
on their opposite cheek, which has a very flattering effect on most people. How high
do you place this light? Ideally, you'd like it to come from above their eye level, around
3 feet higher than your lens height, so the light is casting down a little on your subject
(like sunlight). How close should your sohbox be to your subject? The closer it is, the
soher and more wrapping your light will become, so I usually place it so close that if
it were any closer it would be visible in the shot (just remember that as you move it
closer, the light will be brighter. It won't get harsher- it will actua lly get softer, but
it will get brighter). These are just the basics to get you started in the right directionlighting is an art, and we haven't gone into broad lighting, short lighting, Rembrandt
lighting, or any of the other classic styles or reasons why you place lights where you do
(ohen depending on the shape of your subject's face), so my goal here is to give you
some insights into how I light a subject, and if you came by my studio, this is the exact
stuff I would show you first. Then we'd go get a beer (I mean, a Diet Coke).
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Using a Fan for Windblown Effects

If you're shooting portraits of women, this is going to sound silly at first, but you want to
buy a fan. Not just a fan, a powerful, hurricane-force commercial fan that wou ld put most
of your lighting equipment in jeopardy if you were to ever turn it on to its highest possible setting (which I believe, on most fans, is marked "Category Five"). Anyway, a fan with
a nice kick to it (like the Air King 921 2 12" Industrial Grade Electric Floor Fan, for around
$65) creates a windblown hair effect that can add energy and excitement to your portraits
(besides making the subject's hair look full and glamorous). The fan should be positioned
on the ground, aiming upward at your subject, and once the fan is in place and turned on,
there's not much else to do but shoot. If you really want to Hblow people away," take a look
at Buffalo Tools' 42" Industrial Fan (it sells for $325), which was designed for use in factories
and sports arenas, and features high-performance, belt-driven motion with a two-speed
capacitor and a thermal cut-off (whatever that means). In short, it's guaranteed to relocate
anything in your studio that's not bolted to the foundation.

1-::-___-,-_w:.:;:an:.;t:..t;o::..;l:mpress
:.;
the Folks at Vogue? Buy This Fan!
If you get a huge, payin g, fashion cover shot gig and you wa nt to rea Uy impress
your new clients, buy the only fan I've found that is made for shooting fashion-the
Bowens Jet Stream Wi nd Machine. With its 2S00-rpm blast and a wireless remote,
it'll be knocking you r clients off their feet (a nd it should-it sells for around $1,040).
B&H Photo has 'em in stock. What the heck-buy two!
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Want Softer, More Even Light? Feather It!
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If you're already using a large softbox (o ne that's around 36x48" or larger), and you
want softer, more even light than it delivers. then you can use a technique called
feathering, w hich puts your subject in the softest and most even light your softbox
can deliver. Feathering just means that you turn the light away from your subject. so
they are now lit by just the edges of the light. They won't be getting the fu ll intensity
of the light when you feather it, so you might have to adjust your exposure so it's not

too dark (use a lower number (-stop on your lens- like (14 or (/3.5, etc.-or better yet,
use your light meter and it will tell you exactly which settings to use when feathering
your light). This light out at the edges of your sohbox is very even, very soh, and very
flattering (since the light in the center of the sohbox is usually brighter and less even),
so when you really need that super-soh, even light-now you know where to get it.
This technique looks great on portraits of young children, a mother/ daughter shot. or
when you want a very soft, glamorous look to you r lighting.
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What That Extra Panel in Your Softbox Does

When you buy your fi rst softbox, it may come wi th a second smaller diffusion panel.
which you place inside the softbox (and then you place th e larger outer diffusion
panel on the inside edge of the soft box, to cover the front). That internal diffusion
panel really serves one pu rpose: to try to even out the light, so you don't get a hot
spot in t he center of your light where the flash bulb is. Thi s internal panel does make

the light a tiny bit softer, but that 's not its main job-it's to hide that hot spot. Of
course, by adding this internal panel, your light has to pass through that diffusion
materia l first, so you lose a little bit of light in the process. As a general rule, if "m
using continuous light (like the Westcott Spiderlites), I always take this extra internal
diffusion panel out. That's because those daylight fluorescent bulbs are already
soft (by thei r ve ry nature), and t he panel doesn't really soften them significantly,
it just ea ts up light, so I especia ll y wan t them out when using cont inuous lights,
because I need all the brightness I can get. Otherwise, if I'm using strobes, I leave
them in place.
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Using a Pop-Up Collapsible Background
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Another qUick and flexible studio background is a pop-up collapsible background

that instantly fo lds up into a small, flat circle, but expands to be a full studio background in a matter of seconds. The one I use is a 5x6' Westcott Masterpiece 2-in- 1

Collapsible Illuminator Background with white on one side and black on the other.
It sells for around S' 76, and I also recommend buying the Illuminator stand to hold
it up, which is anothe r $69, but unless you can stand there and hold it up (or have
somebody else hold it up), it's worth its weight in gold. So, with this background,
anytime you want to shoot. you just open the round plastic case it comes in, pull
it out, and it pops up, ready to go. You put it on the Illuminator background stand,
and you're ready to go. Another advantage of this particular background (over the
seam less paper route) is that it's very portable, lightweight, and you can set it up
in literally seconds- by yourself. The on ly downside is it doesn't go all the way to
t he floor seamlessly, so it's fine for 3/4-body shots, but not fu ll-body shots. One more
thing: althoug h I use t he black/white version, these co llapsible backgrou nds come in
all sorts of patterns, looks, sizes, and colors.

~
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The Least Expensive Extra Light

If you're thinking of buying an extra light, I hope it's a hair light, because if you think you

need a second strobe just to fill in shadows, you really don't need one. That's because for
around $30 you can pick up a silver 30" reflector, which will act as your second light by
bouncing light from your first light back toward your subject to fill in any dark shadow
areas. If you use the si lver side of your reflector, it will throw a tremendous amount of
light back at your subject (the white side reflects or bounces much less light than silver,

and works best just to add a little sparkle and fill in dose-up portraits). If you want a serious
second-light alternative. go with a round silver reflector.

Building a Studio from Scratch

Three Backgrounds for the Price of One

One of the adva ntages of shooting on a white background is that you can get three
different looks from it, depending on how you light it. For example, if you put two
bright strobes (or continuous lights, for that matter) aiming at the background behind
your subject (or product), the background will look brig ht white. If you dim t hose
lights, or remove one, then the background looks like a light gray. If you leave the
background lights off altogether, your white background will now look medium gray.
So, with white you get three separate looks: bright white, light gray, and dark gray-all

based on whether, and how, you light the backgrou nd.
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Using Off-Camera Flash to Light Backgrounds

If you want to add a light to your backg round (a im ing back at your seam less paper),
but you don't want to go through the extra expense of adding a second studio strobe,
if you have a standard off-camera flash (like a Nikon 58-800 or a Canon 580EX), you're
in luck. You can set either of these off-camera flashes to become wireless slave flashes,

meaning that when your studio strobe fires to lig ht your subject, it automatica lly triggers your off-camera flash to light your background. You only have to do two things to
make this happen: (1) Put your flash on a light stand. (Note: If you have a Nikon 58-800
flash, it actua lly comes w ith wonderful little flash stand that lets you set your flash on
the floor. Then you aim the head back up at your background, and this will work in a
pinch.) So, the first thing (once again) is to put your flash on a light stand, and position it directly behind your subject so your subject's body hides the flash from view.
Then, (2) set your off-camera flash to Slave, so it fires when it senses the light from your
studio strobe. For example, on a Nikon 58-800, you'd press-and-hold the center Select
button on the back of the flash unit, and it brings up a new set of menus. Make your
way to the Wireless icon (the one w ith t wo 5-shaped arrows), and choose that. Then
move your cursor over to the right side, and scroll down to Slave. Choose Slave, and
you're ready to go.
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The Advantage of Shooting Tethered

If I'm shooting in a studio, I'm shooting tethered. This means I've attached a USB
cable to my camera, wh ich means the shots I take don't go onto my camera's memory
card-instead they go from my camera straight onto my laptop computer. That way,
I can see each image appear at a very large size right on my computer screen wh ile I'm
shooting. At this large size, you can really see what's going on in your photo (and how
your lighting looks), and you can make adjustments based on a larger-s ized 8xlO"
image, which makes it hard to look at that tiny 2%" or 3" LCD display anymore. When
you're shooting tethered like thi s, you see everything (including lots of thing s you
might have missed). I highly recommend giving tethered shooting a try. You just plug
one end of your USB camera cable into the USB slot on your computer. Then the other
end plugs into the U5B slo t on your camera. However, to shoot tethered, you'l l need
some software. If you're a Canon shooter, you've already got it- it's that E05 Viewer
softwa re you got w hen you bought your camera (if you can't find it, don't worry-you
ca n download it free from Canon's website). If you're a Nikon shooter, th en you need
a piece of software called Nikon Camera Control Pro, which lets you capture your images straight t o the computer, bypassing your camera's memory card altogether. It's
569.95, but you can download a working 30-day trial from Nikon's website. Warning:
Once you shoot teth ered, and can see everything so dearly and detailed, you're going
to have a hard t ime going back to viewing your imag es on that tiny LCD screen. Hey,
such is life, eh?
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Getting Super-Saturated Background Color

If you want some really vivid, punchy colors as your background, here's a recipe to get
just that Start on a background of black seamless paper (I know, it sounds weird that

we start creating vivid colors with a black background, but believe it or not, this is the
easiest way), and then position a light on the background. Now, for a background light
you can use another of the same strobes you already have (so, basica lly, you're going
to need a second strobe if you want to light the background, or there's a trick you can

pull to use you r off-camera flash as a background light that we talked about a couple
pages ago). Once you've got you r black seam less paper in place and a second strobe
(or off-camera flash) positioned behind your subject, aiming at the background, the
trick is to put a vivid-colored gel (a translu cent piece of plastic) over the front of your
flash, and when your background flash fires, the color it produces is rich, vivid, and surprisingly colorfu l. You can get these gels (made by Lee or Rasco) from B&H Photo for
around $6.50 for a 20x24" sheet (c hoose rea lly vivid colors- reds, yellows, greens, etc.).

a Studio from Scratch

Lighting a White Background

When you shoot on a white seamless-paper background, you'll probably be surprised
to find out that most of the time it doesn't look white-it looks light gray. To get it to
look solid white (that nice bright white you're used to seeing in portraits and product

shots), you have to light the background. It doesn't take a bunch of lights-usually just
one or two will do the trick, and they don't have to be very high-powered strobes either
{see the off-camera trick a few pages backl. so it's not a bad idea to buy a lower-powered, less expensive strobe just for lighting the background. But beyond just having a

background light aimed at your white seamless background, there's a little trick you'll
wa nt to use to make su re that the light does make the background look that nice solid
white, but without blowing out the background so much that the back light sta rts to
wash out the edges of your subject (this happens more than you might think). The
pros' trick to getting around this is (you guessed it) to use their light meter. They hold
the meter up against the background, aim the white dome back towards the camera
position, and check the reading. You want the background to be around one stop
brighter than the light on your subject. $0 if your meter showed fill for your subject,
you want the background to read one stop brighter (like f/16). You get that background brighter by in creasing the power (brightness) of the strobe itself. Try increasing
a bit, then recheck the background with your meter again, and keep adjusting the
power of the background light until it reads that one stop (or slightly more) than your
subject. That's the formula.
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Which Color Reflector to Use

Outdoor

Studio

Both

Reflectors come in a variety of colors (white, black, silver, gold, etc.), and if you're wondering which color does what well, here ya go:
• Silver reflects the most amount of light, and doesn't change the color of the studio
light that hits it, so you see a lot of portrait pros using silver.
• White reflectors don't bounce nearly as much light, but they're still used in portraits,
and work both indoors and outdoors. White reflectors are also a good choice if you're

doing product photography.
• Gold reflectors are for outdoor portraits to match the warm color of sunlight. They
don't work well in a studio, because when the white light from your strobe hits the
gold reflector, it becomes very yellow (so one side of your subject's face looks studio
white, and the shadow side looks overly yellow).
• A Black reflector actually absorbs light, so it's used to cut reflections when you're
shooting anyth in g that's reflective, like glass, or jewelry, or tableware, or anything
that's clear, etc.
For my studio portraits, I use a reflector that is si lver on one side and white on the
other, and I use t he si lver side around 80% of the time.
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Where to Position a Reflector

Reflectors are a key part of a studio setup, because they keep you from having to use
a second light. Luckily, they're pretty inexpensive (the Westcott 30" SilverlWhite Illuminator squa re reflector I use cost s on ly arou nd $43), but once you've got one, where
do you put it? There is no one Nright" p lace to position your reflector, but since its job
is to bo unce some of the li ght from you r st udio strob e ba ck into the shadow areas
of your subject, you' ll need t o position it w here it can do its j ob, right? The first t hing
to remember is that the reflector normally should be placed a little for wa rd of your

subject, so the light can bounce back onto them. One popula r method is to place the
reflector directly beside your subject (a nd just a li ttle bit forward) on the opposite side
of you r strobe (sohbox), so it catches the light and fill s in the sha dows. So, if your light
is positioned to the leh of your subject, then the reflecto r would be positioned on the
right side of the subject, aiming directly at t hem (as shown above). Another popular
place to position a reflector is below your subject, aim ing back at them, so the light
bounces back to light their face, in particu lar the eyes and the shadows under the eyes.
You can have your subject hold t he reflector, you can position it on a stand, or even lay
it on the floor in front of them. The key thing to remember with reflectors is: if the light
isn't hitting the reflector fairly directly, it's got nothi ng to bounce, so make sure that
wherever you position it, the light from your strobe is hitting it directly.
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Reflectors Without an Assistant

If you don't have an assistant to hold your reflector in the studio, then it pays to buy
a light stand with a reflector boom arm, so you can position (a nd tilt) your reflector
just the way you want it. The one I use is made by Impact, and you can buy it in a
kit t hat comes with a 32" 5·in·1 reflector (silver, white, gold, soft gold, and translu cent) for arou nd $95 at B&H Photo. Th e boom arm has two clips on it that hold your
reflector, and because it's on a boom, you ca n easily tilt it to an ang le you'd like. This
is incredibly handy to have around (and much less expensive than hiring an assistant
to hold your reflector).

1------ -- Visit B&H Photo's New York Superstore
If you're ever in New York City, make it a point to drop by the B&H Photo store. It
is absolutely amazing. It's like Disneyland for photographers. I cou ld spend a day
there (a nd I have). Anyway, they're good people.

Buildi
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Seeing the Light from Your Reflector

So, you're standing there holding a reflector. How do you know if it's really hitting your
subject? Here's a quick trick for helping you position the angle of your reflector so you
know the lig ht is h itting where you want it to. Hold t he reflector by its side and tilt it up
and down a few t imes as you're faci ng your subject, and you'll see the reflected light
move across their face. By t ilting the reflector up and down a few t imes, you'll locate
thatUsweet spot"-where the light is hitting and fu lly bouncing from- and then you
can tilt the reflector to right where you want it.

1r-_____....::wCh:•.-ere to Go to Learn More About Studio Lighting
If this chapter gets you excited about what can be done with just one strobe (or one
strobe and a hair light), and you want to learn more (and learn how and when to add
more lights), then check out the book Softbox Lighting Techniques for Professional
Photographers from Stephen Dantzig (published by Amherst Media).
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Keep Light from Hitting the Background

If you want to create a portrait with dramatic lighting, the key is to control where
the li ght goes, so only a small portion of it actually hits your subject (and little or
none winds up lighting the background). The problem is that even with a softbox
(which is fairly directional compared to an umbrella), the li ght aiming back at your

subject can spread too much, so we use "black flags" to block the light from hitting
our background (or anything else we don't want it to hit). These flags are really just

tall, or wide, black rectangular reflectors that absorb and block light, so you put one
between your strobe (softbox) and the background, and voila-it stops the light
from spilling (as shown above). So, if you have more than one, you can really keep
your light pretty much directed just where you want it, by putting these black flags
up to block any extra light. I use two Westcott 24x36" black flags and they come
in a kit called Fast Flags, which comes with two metal frames, four different flags
(including two black flags), and a carrying case, for around S214.lfyou 're not ready
to plunk down that kind of change, you could always get two large black pieces of
poster board or foam core, and that will do the trick.

Building a Studio from Scratch
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Shooting Portraits
Like a Pro
More Tips to Make People
LookTheirVery Best
Getting professional-looking shots of people is harder than you
~ might think, for one simple reason: the pros hire really good•
looking models, and as you know, models are models for one
simple reason-they forget to eat. I'm joking, of cou rse. They're models
because they photograph really, really well. 50, what makes our job so hard
is that we're not surro unded by fabulous-looking models who just happen
to be standing around not eating. Nope, we usually wind up shooting
portraits of our friends, many of whom (on a looks scale) fa ll somewhere
between Mr. Bean and Jabba the Hut. This is why our job, as portrait
photographers, is actually substantially more challenging than that of
a seasoned professional- we've got to make magic from some seriously
un-model-like people. This is precisely why we're often so disappointed
with our portraits (when it's really not our fault). $0, in this chapter we'll
look at two proven strategies to get better, more professional-looking
portraits every time, including: (1) how to make friends with better-looking
people (it helps if you're rich), and (2) learning to control your light and
pose your subjects so that no one gets a really good look at them. The key
to this is to use dramatic light, and by "dramatic light" I mean-virtually
none at all. The less you light these "un-madel-like" subjects, the better
you r final images wi ll be. In fact, think silhouette or long di stance night
photography, where your subjects are 100 to 200 yards away- anybody
looks good from that distance (that's why long distance relationships
work so well). Anyway, what this chapter will give you is a strategy for
photographing people, and a list of places where good-looking people
hang out and wear jeans that cost more than the gross national product
of Luxembourg.
71
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Don't Leave Too Much Headroom

When your ave rage person takes a snapshot of someone, they alm ost always leave

way too much space above their subject's head (as you see on the left here). It's a
class ic mistake most amateu rs make, but luckily it's one that's really easy to fix. Just
don't do that- don't leave too much space. If you remember my portrait composition
tip from volume 1 of this book (position your subject's eyes at the top one-third of the
frame), then you'll usually avoid this "too much headroom" problem altogether.

Shooting Portraits Like a Pro
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Shoot in Portrait Orientation

Most photos are taken in horizontal (landscape) orientation, and that makes perfect

se nse, since cameras are designed that way- to be held horizontally- and that's
why th e shutter button is on the top right, right where your finger would naturally
be. However, professional portrai ts are generally taken using a vertica l orientation
(that's why it's referred to as "portrait orientation," but that te rm is most often seen
when you go to print somet hing on your computer-you'll see a button for Landscape [wide] or Portrait [tall)) . $0, if you wa nt more professional-looking portraits,
turn your camera vertically and shoot in portrait orientation (of course, like any rule,
th ere are exceptions, some of which you'll learn later in this chapter).

[+J
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Shooting Portraits? Get a Battery Grip!

If you shoot a lot of portraits, you're go ing to be spend ing a lot of time with your
camera flipped vertically, and before long you'll get tired of reaching over the top of
your camera to press the shutter button. When that happens, you'll want to get a vertica l battery grip. Besides enabling you to use two batteries, so you can shoot longer

without recharging your batteries, there's another huge advantage to battery grips,
and t hat is that most include a vertica l orientation shutter button and dials for setting
your aperture and shutter speed, so you're as comfortable shooting vertically as when
you're shooting horizontally. Besides t hose advantages, most ofthe photographers I
know swear that it makes the whole camera feel better and more substantial in t heir
hands, even when shooting horizontally (and how a camera feels in your hands is very
important). The best news is these battery grips are available for most dSLRs, and for
all the advantages they offer, they cost less than you'd think (sta rting at around S100),
Just one thing to look for when ordering yours: not all battery grips have the vertical
shutter button, so check to make sure the one you order does.
Most High-End Cameras Alreadv Come with a Vertical Shutter ButtO" _ _

If you've got a high ~ e nd digital camera, like a Ca non 10 Mark II or Mark III, or a
Nikon D2Xs or Nikon D3, they already come with a verti cal shutter button built
right in. Hey, ya pay that type of money, they oughta come with one, right?

-I
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The "Sun Over Your Shoulder" Rule Is Bogus

You may have heard of the "Su n Over Your Shoulder" rule, wh ich basically states
that when you're shooting people outdoors, you put the sun behind you (over your
shoulder), so you r subjects'faces are lit. This is a perfectly fine rule for people taking snapshots, but it is the worst thing you can do for your group portrait (besides
the "tall people in the back" thing). If you want more profess ional-looking shots of
people outdoors, the la st thing you wa nt is the bright sun blasting them strai ght in

their faces (a lthough that's exactly what your average person does), so everyone is
squinting, trying to shi eld their eyes, and turning away from the camera. Worse, it
puts harsh, d irect, unflattering light on them. Instead, position your subj ects with
the sun behind them (not behind you), so it puts a nice rim light effect around them
(outlin ing their hair), and then use just a tiny bit of flash (keep the brightness of your
flash low) to put ju st enoug h light into their faces to make them blend in with the
natural light that surrounds them .

+J
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Shoot Wide and Push in Tight

This is a concept-shooting on-location portraits with a wide-angle lens- that I hadn't
considered for many years because of the time-honored rule that states: "Don't shoot
people with a wide-angle lens because they look all distorted and weird:' But it was one
of the world's top shooters, the brilliant Joe McNally, who totally busted that myth and
totally changed the way I shoot environmental portraits by turning me on to "shoot wide
and push in tight:'When you're shooting wide-ang le and you get really close to your
subjects (you're pushing in tight), they don't look distorted-only the stuff at the very
edges of the frame looks a little "wide," but it's that stuff at the edge of the frame that
shows the environment where the shot is taken. I was skeptical until Joe challenged me
to pick up a People magazine and look at what most of the shots are- taken in tight with
a wide ~ angle lens. I was shocked, but it's not just People, it's just about everywherefrom magazines to billboards to prints ads to the Web. The pros are shooting wide and
pushing in tight. You can, too!
Name- Dropping Disclaimer

Throughout this book, I wind up mentioning names of some famous photogra~
phers. The reason I do this isn't to drop names; instead, it's to give credit where
credit is due. If I learned a tip or technique and I can remember w ho taught it to
me, I think it's only right to give them the proper credit.
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Shoot Profile Shots in Horizontal

So, now that we've learned the Shoot Portraits Vertica lly rule, let's break it! (That's the
great thing about the photographic rules-once you learn 'e m, you can break 'em,
then it's cool. It's on ly uneool when you break the ru les by accident because you didn't
know any better.) Anyway, one place where we intentionally break th is rule is when
we're shooting a profile view of our subject. The reason is this: because your subject is
facing the edge of the frame, if you shoot your subject vertica ll y, t hey look boxed-in,
and t hat's unco mfortable for your viewer. So, by breaking the vertica l rule and shooting profiles horizontally, it gives your su bject some visual breathing room and makes
you r subject look more comfortable within the frame.
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Shoot Long for More Flattering Portraits

Have you ever see n a hi gh-en d photo shoot on TV (maybe a fash ion or celebrity

shoot), and have you noticed how far back the photographer is from their subject?
That's because they're taking advantage of "lens compression" offered by a longer zoom
le ns (which is ve ry flattering to portraits) . The shots above really tell the story-the one
on the left was shot with a SOmm lens, and the one on the right with a 70- 200mm lens
zoomed out to 190mm. Even t hough all the camera settings and lighti ng are identica l
(they were taken just seconds apart), her featu res in the shot on the right look much
more pleasing. That's why yo u'H see ma ny pro photographers shooti ng portrai ts at the

fa r range of thei r zoom. By t hat I mea n t hey shoot wit h the lens extended out as far as
it ca n go. So, if they're shooting a 28-135mm lens, t hey're shootin g out in the 100mm
to 135mm range to get the best, most flatte ri ng look for portraits.

The phrase we use for shooting all th e way out at the longest
e nd of a telephoto lens (for exam ple, shooting at 200mm on a
70-200mm lens) is "racked out.n So, you might hea r a photographer say, "I shot racked out to 200;'which mea ns he shot with his
lens extended out as far as it can go- to the far end of its range
(in this case, 200mm).
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Why Diffusers Rock for Outdoor Portraits

When it comes to really harsh, unflattering light for portraits, it's a toss-up between
which is worse: you r camera's built-in pop-up flash or direct sun light. Luckily, as you
learned in volume 1, if you're shooting portraits outdoors and t here's an area with
some shade nearby, you can shoot there. But what if you're out at the beach, or in the
desert, or one of a thousand other places that doesn't have a shady tree nearby? Then
yo u'll want to own one of these-a 33" Las!olite TriG rip 1 Stop Diffuser (the same one
I mentioned in the flash chapter for diffuSing harsh light from an off-camera flash- so
it does double-duty here). Just have a friend hold this diffuser between the sun and
your subject (as shown above), and instantly you have soft, beautiful, natural light on
location. It sells for around $68 at B&H Photo, and you'll want this lightweight lifesaver
with you every time you leave the studio.
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Making a Better Background for Portraits

The key to great backgrounds for portraits is ~Iess is more." If you're shooting an environmental portrait (a photo taken on location in someone's home, office, etc.), to get

that pro look, it's not what you do to the background-it's what you take away from
the background that makes it work. You want to have as few distracting elements in
the background as you can, so either position you r subject on a very simple, uncluttered background to begin with. or if that's not possible, remove as many distracting

elements (or knicknacks) as your subject will let you get away with as I did in the
image on the right here. Don't take this lightly- to create a really great environmental
portrait, it can't just be the foreground that works. The whole photo has to work to~
gether, and by choosing (or creating) a sparse, uncluttered background, your chances
of having a winner go way up.
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Trendy Composition Tip

Since most photos you see are either horizontal or vertical, doing someth ing different
looks ... well ... different! And right now, a very popular technique for portrait photog raphy is to turn the camera at an angle, which puts your subject kind of up in the corner.
The technique couldn't be simpler- j ust rotate your camera to the left or right a little
bit and then take the shot. It may take you a couple of t ries to get your subject positioned right where you wa nt them in the frame, but this look (which has been around
for years) is getting very popular once again.
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Cropping Off the Top of Their Head

This is the next step past"Don't leave too much room above your subject's head"
in portraits. In this composition technique, you actually cut off the top of your
subject 's head, and while that probably sounds weird reading it here, it's a very

popular pro technique that fills your frame with your subject's head . Getting in tight
like this makes for a very compelling look, as you see above, and now that it's been
brought to your attention, you'll see this composition technique is everywhere and
has become the mainstay of many top fashion, beauty, and portrait shooters. (Note:
Although it's perfectly fine to cut off the top of their head, or side of their arms, shoulders, hair, etc., you shouldn't cut off their chin. People are actually very used to seeing
the top cut off and it looks natural, but seeing a shot w here the chin is cropped off
makes for a very uncomfortable composition.)
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Group Photos Are Easier Outdoors

Lighting a group shot, and getting a consistent amou nt of light on each person, can
be pretty challenging, which is why, when it comes to group shots. you'll usually get
better results by moving the group outside. It's easie r to light the group usi ng avail-

able outdoor light, especially if you ca n get the m in the shade {not deep in the shade,
just on the edg e of the shade. but without letti ng any dapples of light appear on them
through tree branches or gaps between w indows or buildings). If you're lucky enough
to wind up shooting a group portrait on an overcast day, then your j ob wi ll be pretty

easy-j ust get them outside and the overcast sky wi ll take ca re of your lighti ng woes,
so you can focus on getting them posed. (By the way, professional-looking group shots
never start with the photographer saying, "Okay, all the tall people in the back row.")
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Tip for Posing Group Portraits

•

The next time you 're shooting a group portrait, rather than lining everybody up in
rows (which you already know doesn't look good), instead try to get th em to rally
around something- some object- and they'll arrange themselves naturally around it.
For example. try posing people in and arou nd a couch, a column, a chair, a ca r, a desk,
or any object that can pull them together into a group that isn't just a bunch of people
standing in straight lines.
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Great Tip for Casual Group Shots

Want to make a more compelling look for a casual group shot? Put your subjects in
a very tight pyramid shape (a triangle), but by tight I mean so tight that they're all
touching-arms around one another, their heads very close together, with one person
at the top of your frame, and one on either side of the bottom of the pyramid shape
(as shown above), with the others all scrunched in the middle. Also, you'll notice their
bodies are not in a straight line- they're kind of staggered, but they're all leaning into
the shot, which gives the shot more energy and a sense of fun. I wouldn't try this for an
executive group portrait, but if you've got a fun -loving casual group, this is a great way
to visua lly say that about them.

Oon't Use Rows- Use Clusters

If you're shooting a large group, instead of posing everyone in those tired rows,
group people together in small clusters-like a mini-triangle within the group,
with three or four people in each triangle. Th ese little mini-clusters add closeness
and energy, and then when you've got two or three groups put together, slide
them all a little closer together to visually make one big group. (These mini-clus-

ters don't have to touch each other-small gaps between them are okay,)
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Don't Light Your Entire Subject Evenly

When people look at a photo, their eye is first drawn to the brightest thing in the photo,

so you only want the brightest light fa lling where you want them to look, right? Right.
$0, if you're shooting a portrait. do you want the person viewing the portrait to look at
your subject's face or their folded arms? Right. But most people light the entire portra it
w ith the same exact light throughout, where the subject's hands at their sides have the

same approximate light as the subject's face. If you want to create portraits that really
lead the viewer to where you want them to focus, light your subject so the light is bright·

est on their face, and it gradually fa lls off the lower down their body it goes. This adds
interest, drama, and a visual focus that you'll find so often in high-end portraits. By the
way, this is another case for feathering your light, so that the edges of the light are what
light your subject's face, and below that the light falls off pretty rapidly (but don't let it
get too dark- it should still have light, and detail, just not as much as their face).

L-------- Don't Let Too Much light Fall on Their Ears
If there's a part of your subject that doesn't need to be well-lit, it's their ears. Ears
are often distracting because they're poking out of what is usually a darker area (a
person's hai r), so they catch enough light to d raw you r attention. Since a person's
ears are ra rely thei r best featu re, you don't want you r viewer's eyes stopping o n
them first, so just be careful t o not have some really bright ears in yo ur portraits.
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Want Better Portraits? Don't Count Down!

If you want that really posed look, then count 1-2-3 right before you press the shutter
button. It's almost a guarantee that you won't have any natural expressions in your portraits.lt's your job as photographer to find that moment when your subject looks natural,
and captu re t hat moment in t ime. Anyone can stand there and say"1-2-3"and push the

shutter button at "4," and if you do that, you'l l wind up with images that anyone can take.
If you want something special, something more natural-a genuine smile or expression- then ditch the 1-2-3 cliche and instead just talk to your subject. Engage them, get
them talking. laughing, smiling naturally in the course of a conversation, or even goofing
around, and t hen when the moment is right-capture that moment. Then you'll be giving them more than a well-lit, totally posed photo. You'll give them something special.
Shoot Before the Shoot and Between Shoots for More Natural- Looking Portraits

A number of pros swear by this t echnique for getting more natural shots: t hey tell
t he subject not to pose yet, because they're just taking "test shots"to check the
lighting. Since you're not really shooting, they're not really posing, and you're just
talking to them, fi ring away t he whole time. Once you tell the subject, "Okay, here
we go," they change their demeanor, and begin "posing;' so make sure you get lots
of these candid. non-posed shots before the officia l shoot and between shoots.
because they wil~ly be the most natura~ un-posed shots of e""!IaY
~.___,,,

[+]
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Window Light: Where to Position the Subject

Window light, especia lly light from a north-facing window, is among the most beautifullight for portraits anywhere (in fact, some pros insist on only using natural window
light for all their portraits-period!). The window diffuses the light streaming in, and
t he larger the window, the more soft and diffuse t he light. So, if you've got some nice
window light, where do you position your subject to make the most of this beautiful
light? You want to position your subject with their shoulder facing the window (so the
light comes across your subject. creating soft shadows on the far side of their face),
Then, place t hem about 6 feet from t he wi ndow, so t he light is very soft and wraps
around you r subj ect (if you get them any closer, that soft light could turn very contrasty fast). Also, position your subj ect a little bit back beh ind t he window, so they catch
the edge of the window light and not the direct sunlight. This edge light is very soft
and gives you t hat wonderfu l, almost magical light that so many pros swear by.

Shooting Portraits Like a Pro

Window Light: Where You Should Shoot From

When shooting a window-light portrait, you want to set up your camera right near
the window, with your shoulder facing the window. Then, you 'll aim back a little

toward your subject, who should be positioned just past the window, about 6 feet
from it (so basica lly, you're up against the window, shooting at a slight angle back
toward your subject).

+J
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Six Quick Tips for Fixing Facial Challenges

You can hide or greatly reduce many typical facial problems (like a big nose, round face,
wri nkles, big ears, etc.) by how you pose and light your subject. Here are seven quick
posi ng tips to help you make your subjects look their very best: (1) If your subject is ba l d~
ing, shoot from a lower ang le, and don't use any hair light whatsoever. (2) If your subject
has lots of wrinkles, try lighting them straight on, because side lighting tends to accentuate the shadows and make the wrinkles more prominent. (3) If your subject has large
ears, pose them so they're only showing one ea r, then light them so that ear appears on
the shadow side of their face (so basically, only one ear is showing, and that one is kind
of hidden in the shadow). (4) If they have a big hankin' nose (that's a technical term, by
the way), then have them turn their head straig ht toward the camera, have them raise
their chin a bit, and shoot from a little lower angle, which wi ll take much of the emphasis off their sch nozz. (5) If yo ur subj ect ha s a double chin, have them look straight at
the camera, and extend thei r head forward toward the camera a bit. This stretches and
t ightens the skin under their ch in. Also, if you light them straig ht on (with the light posit ioned directly above where you're shooting from), this puts a shadow under their chin
and helps to hide the double chin. (6) If your subject has a round or fat face, make fun of
them, and tell them to lose a few pounds. Then, when they burst into tears, you'll have
some of the most natural-looking expressions of the day. Or, you can have them turn
their face to the left or right, giving a It..-view of their face, w hich will make their face look
less round, but really-it's your call.

I[t]
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Don't Shoot with Their Shoulders Straight On

Everybody- women, men, kids- looks better when posed with t heir shoulders angled
toward the camera. If their shoulders are straight toward t he camera, it makes your

subjects look very wide and flat, and even somewhat confrontational. But by simply
having them tu rn one shou lder away from the camera, it makes them look thinner and
generally gives t hem a more pleasing look by lesseni ng the width of their shou lders,
and focusing more attention on their head. Remember: Their head can still face the
camera- yo u're just turning their shou lders.

[+]
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Making Your Subject Look Slimmer

If you want to make someone's body look slimmer, keep their arms from touching their

body-leave a little gap between their arms and their body, so their arms don't add to
their body mass and make their whole figure look larger. You'l! see this tTick used often
in celebrity and fashion shots, and you'll be surprised what a difference this little gap
between the arms and waist can make (as seen in the before/after above), Another

trick is to have your subject face their body away from the camera at an angle, and
then just twist the upper half of their body toward the camera (leaving their lower half
still facing away). Again, this is one of those little tricks that makes a big difference.

I[t]
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Using a Posing Chair

~
~~~~-.......; §
One of the best reasons to pose your subjects in a chair is that people often feel more
comfortable in a chai r, and jf they're comfortable, your chances of getting a relaxed,
natural port ra it go way up. If you have you r subject sta nding alone in the middle of a
studio, with all sorts of lights aimed at them, you're giving your subject every oppor-

tunity to be uncomfortable, and that usually translates to less-than-natural, uncomfortable-looking portraits. By the way, if you do shoot your subject seated, here's a tip
to help get better-looking poses: have them sit nea r the end of the chair (being that
far from t he back of the chair almost ensures that they won't slouch or lean back), and
it helps the overall look to have t hem lean a little forwa rd, into the camera. So, the
next t ime your subject looks rea lly uncomfortable, offer them a seat, and watch them
instantly become more comfortable, which usually results in better, more natural looking portraits.

[[+J
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Keeping Your Subject "In the Zone"

When you're shooting a person's portrait, it's a very vulnerable, and often uncomfortable,
position to be in, and in most cases the person you're shooting wants you, the photog-

rapher, to be happy with what you see and what's going on with the shoot. If they
feel things aren't going well, t hey start to think it's their fault. You want them feeling

great-you want them confident and happy, enjoying their time in front of the lens
as much as pOSSible, because that translates into better portraits. One way to keep
t hem "in the zone" and engaged is to keep tal king to t hem. All the time. The entire time.
Talk about w hat you're doing, why you're doing it, talk about the weather-anything
to keep them engaged. Anytime there's a period of si lence, they start to get worried
somethi ng's w rong, and that it may be their fault. They have no idea what you're seeing
through the viewfi nder, and if t h ings get quiet, they start to get concerned and t hey
start to get edgy, and within a minute or two they're totally out of the zone. When I'm
shooting a portrait, I'm talking to them the whole time. If I stop t o move a light, I tell
t hem why (I know they don't ca re, but I'm keeping t hem engaged in the shoot). I keep
giving them constant verba l encouragement ("That looks great. Fantastic! Right on the
money! What a great smile;' et c.) the whole time, and it makes them more comfortab le and confident.

l[tJ
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Avoid Dappled Light

If you read volume 1 of this book, then you already know about putting your subjects

in the shade to get better portraits outdoors (ideally, out near the edge of the shady
area for t he best light), but when you do this, there's something to watch out for- the

dreaded "dappled light:'That's those sma ll areas of bright sun light that break through
the trees, causing uneven hot spots of light on you r subject, which pretty much ruin
the portrait (even if the dapples don't fall directly on their face). Luckily, the fix
is amazingly easy-just reposition your subject in an area of the shade that doesn't
have any of this distracting dappled light sh ining through. You can see how much
better this looks in the image on the right here. Now, there are certain instances where
dappled light works when you're shooting landscape photography, but when it comes
to shooting people, dapples pretty much ru in any hope of a professional look, so be on
the lookout for them anytime you're shooting under trees, or in a barn (where sunbeams can come th rough the cracks in t he wood), or anyplace where small beams of
sunlight can fa ll directly on your subject.

[[+J
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Window Light: Where to Position the Reflector

Si nce we gene rally use a reflector to bou nce light into the shadow side of our subject's
face, you m ight t hink that with window light you'd put t he refl ector o n the shadow

side of your subject's face. It makes sense, right? Righ t. And you can do that, but wi th
window-lig ht po rtraits, try this technique I learned from lege ndary port rait and wedd ing photographe r Monte Zucker: bo unce t he light fro m t he ca mera posi t ion (near
t he window) above you r head, bouncing t he window light down onto t he dark side of

your subject's face to open up those shadow areas.
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Get Couples Really, Really Close

When you pose a couple and tell them to get in nice and close to each other (which
you definitely should), they never get nearly close enough to look "close" in a photo.
When you put your eye up to the viewfi nder, you'll see the gap I'm talking about, so
you tell t hem to "get even closer" and they move in all of about 2 inches, but I've got a

trick that fixes this every time. Go ahead and take a quick shot-with the gap between
t hem- then take it right over and show them the gap on your LCD monitor. Once they

see it (and how big the gap that they thought wasn't there actually looks), they'll really
get in close, and it literally makes the shot. I've done t his aga in and again, and it always

works like a charm.
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Which Color Reflector to Use

One of the most popular color combinations for reflectors is silver on one side and
gold on the other. The silver side is usually used when shooting indoors or inside a
studio. The gold side is usually used outdoors, and since it's gold (and light picks up
the color of whatever it hits), the light it throws will be very warm- like sunl ight. 50
why wouldn't you use this warm reflected light in the stud io? Because the light in your
studio is usually very white balanced, probably from a flash, and you don't generally
want to have white-balanced light from a flash on one side of their face and warm,
golden light on the other side.

I[~
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Shoot Outdoor Portraits Shallow

If you're shooting a portrait outdoors, for a more professiona l look, you want to direct

the attention to your subject, minimize distracting backgrounds, and you want to put
some visual sepa ration between your subject and the background. The easiest way

to do all of this is by creati ng a shallow depth offield. To do that, switch your digital
camera to apert ure priority mode, and then set your camera's (-stop to either the

lowest or next-ta-Iowest (-stop you can. (So, jf the lowest number you can go is fl2.8,
you'd use t12.8 or the next highest number, fJ3.5.) Using these low numbers throws the
background out offocus, which puts all the focus on your subject. This out-of-focus
background look is a very popular tech nique used by portrait professionals w hen
shooting outdoor portraits.
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Minimizing Shadows Under the Eyes

If your subject starts to get shadows under their eyes (from overhead lig hting indoo rs or o ut doors), one way to red uce those is to put a sil ver or white reflector directly
in front of them at their chest (or as high up as right under their chin), aim ing up at
them and reflecting some of the lig ht back up into t heir eyes.

Shooting Portraits Like a Pro
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Chapter Four

Shooting Landscapes
Like a Pro
More Tips for Creating
Stunning Scenic Images
In volume 1 ofthi s book, I had a chapter on shooting landsca pes,
~ and it turned out to be one of the most popular chapters in
•
the book. So, when I started on volume 2, I knew right then
I would have to include another chapter with even more landscape
techniques. And the only way to come up with new landscape techniques
is to (you guessed it) shoot more landscapes, and what better place to
shoot landscapes than at a landscape photography workshop? So, since
I published the last edition of this book, I've taught at photography
workshops in beautiful locations like Yosemite National Park, Cape Cod,
Great Smoky Mountains National Park, and Glacier National Park, and
then I just did some shooting in Maine this summer, and some other
amazing places like Utah's Monument Va lley, and the Grand Canyon, and
a half-dozen other incredibly scenic spots. But when it's all said and done,
do you know what all these places really meant to me? Tax deductions.
Th at's right, because I went to these locations on business (the images
wi ll be used by me to teach photography), I get some really juicy writeofts for these trips. For example, you see that photo on the facing page?
That's The Wave, which is just outside Page, Arizona, and not only is access
t o The Wave tightly restricted by the Bureau of Land Management, it
was a grueling two-hour hike in scorching 1120 desert heat over rocky
mountains and hot desert sand, lugging all my camera gear, tripod (and
bottles of water), and I have to be honest with you- there were times
when I almost gave up, but you know what kept me going? It was the fact
that if I didn't get there, and get a decent enough shot to make it into this
book, I couldn't write my trip off as a tax deduction. See, I really do care.
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The Secret to Shooting Sunsets

Because you're shooting into the sun, it can really throw you r camera's built-in light
meter way off, and what looked so beautiful w hen yo u were standing there comes

out ... well ... pretty lame. Lucki ly, there's a simple trick to getting perfect sunset shots
every time. The trick is to aim just above the setting sun itself (but make sure you can't
see the sun itself throug h your viewfinder), then hold your shutter button halfway
down, which tells the camera to set the exposure for ju st what it sees in the viewfinder

right now. This gives you a perfect sunset exposure, but don't let go afthat shutter
button quite yet (keep it held down), then you can move your camera and recompose
the shot as you'd like it to look. By keeping that button held down, you've locked in
that perfect exposure, and once everything looks good to you, just press the sh utter
button down the rest of the way and take t he shot. You will have nai led the exposure
and captured the scene perfectly.
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Cutting Reflections in Water

If you're shooting streams or lakes, or rea lly anything with water, there's a filter you're

going to want to use that does someth ing very important-it removes the reflection
of the sky from the water and lets you see through the water. That way, t hings like

rocks below the shore or in a stream, fish in a koi pond, etc., all suddenly appear crystal
clear, and that can make for some very compelling images. The thing that surprises

most fol ks is that it's a filter that most photographers use to get bluer skies- a circular
polarizer. As 1mentioned in volume 1 of this book, a polarizer is indispensable for

getting those blue skies, but it's just as important for this overlooked double-duty
of cutting reflections. Here's how it works: screw the filter onto your lens, aim at the
water in front of you, and then rotate the circular ring at t he end of the filter, and as
you do, you'll almost magica lly cut through the reflections and see right through the
water, as seen on the right here. It's one of those things you really just have to try to
appreciate it, but believe me-you'll love it.
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For Landscapes, You Need a Clear Subject

One of the things that kills a lot of landscape shots is that there's no clear subject, and
for a landscape shot to really work, you have to be able to look at it and explain what
you shot in one simple sentence. It's a lighthouse. It's that seagu ll on the rocks. It's that

old ba rn. It's the palm trees on the beach. If you can't expla in your landscape shot in
a short sentence like that. you don't know what the subject is, and if you don't know,
people viewing your image won't know either, and if that happens, the photo just isn't
working. Keep this in mi nd when you're composing your landscape shots, and ask
yourself the question, "What's my subjectr If you can't come up with a solid answer
immediately, it's time to recompose your shot and find a clear subject. It makes all the
difference in the world.
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Using Your LCD Monitor Outdoors

If it's bright outside, you're going to quickly run into one of the biggest challenges
of shooting outdoors, and that is you can't see anything on your LCD monitor-the
sunlight was hes everything out. In fact, it's often so hard to see anything that you
might as well turn off your monitor and save your battery, but th en your LCD monitor
becomes about use less. That's why I've fallen in love with the Hoadman HoodLoupe
Professional. You wear this around your neck (when you're shooting outdoors), then
you simply hold it up over your LCD monitor and its soft rubber enclosure blocks out
the sun and gives you a crystal clear view of your monitor. I carry t hi s w ith me to all my
outdoor shoots, and after you use it even once, you won't want to be w ithout it. (Note:
Even though it's called a Hloupe," it doesn't really magnify your image like a traditional
loupe- it just blocks the sun out, but really, that's all we need.) It sells for around $65
at B&H Photo.
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How to Shoot a Panorama That Works

OVERLAP

OVERLAP

OVERLAP

In volume 1 of this book, I gave you the seven or so things you needed to do to shoot

a wide panoram ic image that would actually stitch together seamlessly inside Adobe
Photoshop CS or (S2.lt absolutely required you to shoot on a tripod (no exceptions),
and switch you r camera to manual mode, and your focus to manual, and a few other

critical setting changes, and if you followed each and everyone to the letter, Photo-

shop would do a pretty decent job of stitch ing your panorama together. But, that
all changed with the introduction of Photoshop (53. Its bui lt-i n panorama-stitching
feature is so incredibly bri lliant that you can literally throw out every rule from volume 1,
except one. Now you can handhold your shots (no problem), use program mode or
aperture priority (or w hatever mode you like), you can leave your white balance set
to Auto (or whatever you like), and you can pretty much j ust pOint-and-shoo!' as long
as you do just one thing: overlap each shot by around 20%. So, for example, if you're
shooti ng a wide panorama, you'd sta rt from left to right, taking one sho t ~let's say
there's a tree on the far right side of your frame when you take that shot~t hen , when
you move your camera over to take the next shot, that same tree should now be in the
far left of your frame (so you're overlapping by at least 20%, as shown above). That's
t he key~overlapping~so I take a shot, move to t he right, take another, and another
(l've shot as few as three photos to make a pano and as many as 22), and Photoshop
will put them together into one ni ce, wide pano for me (simply because I overlapped
by around 20%).

.
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How to Have Photoshop CS3 Put It Together
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As long as you overlapped each frame of your panorama by 20% or more, Photoshop (53
wi ll not only stitch the photo togeth er seam lessly, it w ill blend the color of the photos
so they're consistent through the w hole pano. Once you've taken your overlapping
shots, open those imag es in Ph otoshop (53. Then go under the File menu, under

Automate, and choose Photomerge. When the dialog above appears, click on the Add
Open Files button, leave the Layout (on the left side of the dialog) set to Auto, then click
OK. That's it. 5it back and relax becau se Photoshop (53 will do the rest, and before you
know it, you'll see a stunning, wide, perfectly stitched panoramic image. This alone is
worth upgrading to Photoshop (53 for. It's that good! (Note: If you're thinking, "I have
Photoshop (52. That should work, right?" The answer is: On ly if you follow the seven
steps I outlined in vol ume 1 of this book. Without follOWing those to the letter, your
chances of getting a ni cely stitched pano, w ithout obvious seams and color shifts,
are very slim.)
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Shoot Fast When Shooting landscape Panos

If there are any clouds in your scene when you're shooting your pano, then you'll want to

shoot fairly quickly (with only a second or two between shots), because the clouds may
be moving, and if you let them move too much (by taking too long between shots),

they won't line up exactly, and then you'll have to spend a bunch of time retouching
and cloning them to make it look right. Basically, if you're shooting a seven-photo pano,
it should take you only around 10 to 12 seconds to shoot it. It should go like this:
shoot, move to the right, shoot. move to the right, shoot. etc. As soon as your camera

gets in place for the next frame- shoot. It sounds hard on paper, but it 's simple to
do in person, and because it takes so little time, you'll wind up shooting more panos,
which is a good thing.
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A Timesaving Pano Trick

When you come back in from your shoot, if your shoot included some panos, you're

going to quickly nnd out one of the hidden challenges of shooting panos: finding
them. For example, when you open you r images in Adobe Photos hop Lightroom, or
Adobe Bridge, or in iPhoto, etc., you're looking at thumbna ils of perhaps hundreds of
images from your shoot, and it's a bit of a cha llenge to figure out where your panos
sta rt and end. In fact, numerous times I've been looking through thumbnails from a
shoot, and I look at a shot and think, "What I was thinking when I took this one?" Only
to find out later it was one frame from a 1Q-frame pano. Worse yet, if I'm shooting on
vacation, it might be a week or more before I get home to look at the images, and I
completely forget that there's even a pano included in a particular shoot, because they
just don't jump out at you. Luckily, there's a simple trick that makes finding your panos
a two-second job: Before you shoot the first frame of your pano, hold your finger up
in front of your lens and take a shot (as you see in the first frame above). Now start
shooting your pano. Once you finish shooting the last shot of your pano, hold two
fingers in front of the camera and take another shot (as seen in the last frame). Now,
when you're looking at your photos in a photo browser and you see one finger in
your shot, you know there's a pano starting there. So, select all the photos that appear
between your one-finger shot and your two-finger shot- that's your pano. Open those
in Photoshop (53 and let it stitch them together for you.
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The Trick for Using a Fisheye lens

Fisheye lenses are making a big comeback, and they actua lly can be very cool for a

variety of landscape shots- you just don't wa nt you r final image to look rounded and
distorted, like many fisheye shots you see. You only want a very wide field of view. The
trick to doing that is to simply keep the horizon line in the center of your image. This
limits the amount of fisheye-like distortion and makes a huge difference in the fina l
look. Th e best way to test this is to actually tip yo ur camera downward, then back up
towards the sky, all while looking through the viewfinder. You' ll see the edges of your
image distort as you move up and down (as seen in the top image), but you'll notice
that as your horizon line gets centered in the image, the fisheye distortion is at its very
minimum (like in t he bottom image), and it j ust looks like a really, really wide-angle
lens. Give it a try- you'll see what I mean (by the way, t his is the on ly time you really
want the horizon line in the center of your image, as you learned in volume 1).

Like a Pro

When to Shoot Streams

If it's a gray, cloudy, rainy day (l don't mean pouring rain-a light drizzle or soft rain ),
then head to a local stream, because you're about to make some magic. The overcast,
cloudy, rainy sky does two things that make it ideal for shooting streams: (1) it makes
the rocks, leaves, and everything sticking out of the stream nice and wet, which looks
great in stream photographs, and (2) it makes the scene much darker (and the darker
it is while still daylight, the better), which lets you use long shutter speeds, and it's

those longer shutter speeds that give the stream that wonderful silky-water effect. Try
shooting in aperture priority mode, and set your aperture (f-stop) to f/22 (or a higher
number if your lens has it). With this darker sky, fl22 wi ll leave your shutter open
long enough to give you that silky-water look. The shot above was taken on a drizzly
afternoon where there was literally nothing else to shoot. and shooting at f/22 in the
forest, under that dark, cloudy sky, left my shutter open for 13 seconds (in apertu re
priority mode, you pick the f-stop and then your camera will leave the shutter open
for however long it takes to get the right exposure-in this case, I stood there in the
gentle rain for 13 seconds. How do you like the way that phrase"gentle rain" made the
experience sound? Actually,l was cold and wet, but cold, annoying rain just doesn't
paint a pretty picture-but the camera sure captured one).

l<t>
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Don't Stop Shooting at Sunset

More and more people have totally embraced the golden rule of landscape photography, which is to on ly shoot when that wonderful, magical light is available, and that o n ly
happens just before and during dawn, and just before and during sunset. However, a lot

of folks pack up t heir gear just a few minutes after the sun has gone down, and the sad
pa rt is, they're about to miss what is often the most magical light of all. Around 20 to 30
m inutes after sunset, sometimes the clouds turn bright orange, or deep red, or pu rple, or
if you're lucky, a combination of all three, and some of my all-time best shots have been
taken after everyone else has gone to dinner. Wait even longer (30 to 45 minutes or more
after sunset), and the sky w ill often turn a vibrant, deep blue (not black, li ke the nightI'm talking blue- and it happens right before night}. It on ly lasts for a few minutes (10 or
12 minutes usually), but what wonderfu l twilight photos you can get then. Try this blue
twi l ight~hour shooting when you have a cityscape, or bridge, or other lit object in the
background-it makes for a wonderful scene.

Remember, Your Came ra Has Simila r Settings
I If I'm talking about w hite balance, and I'm showing the Canon w hit e balance menu,
b ut you're not shooting w ith a Canon, simply breathe d eeply and say t o yourself,
"It's okay, my [insert your camera name here] also has a wh ite balance setting and it
works pretty much like this one:' Remember, it's about choosing the rig ht white balance, not exactly wh ich buttons to push on your camera.
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How to Shoot Fog

I love the look of fog or mist in images. To me, it adds mystery and intrigue to the
scene, but one unfortunate side effect is that it also is very hard for your camera's
built-in light meter to read properly, so you get what you're seeing with your naked
eye. Of course, like so many things, there's a trick of the trade that helps you get a

good exposure that keeps that foggy look. Start by aiming at the fog itself, and then
hold your shutter button halfway down (which tells your camera to take a reading of

that area), Now, go to your camera's exposure compensation control and increase the
amount of exposure by one stop (basically, what you're doing is disagreeing with what
the camera read for the fog, and overriding it by increasing the exposure by one stop).
On Nikon cameras, you do this by holding down the exposure compensation button
on the top right of the camera (just behind the shutter button), and wh il e you're holding that button down, turn the command dial on the top back of the camera to the
right until you see
in your camera's viewfinder. On Canon cameras, you'll hold the
same button (it's in the same place-behind the shutter button), and then you'll spin
the quick control dial (the big one on the back of the camera) to the right until you see
+1 in the camera's viewfinder. Just one reminder: when you're done shooting your fog
shots, set your exposure compensation back to zero, or you'll be shooting the rest of
the day wit h every shot overexposed by one stop.

+'
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Getting Shots of Lightning (Manually)

Shots of lightning can be very dramatic, because usually we only see li ght n ing for a
fra ction of a second. If you can freeze that moment, it makes for a fascinating photo, but
like many landscape shots, it requires a certain amount of timing (and luck). Now, before
I share how to captu re lightning with your camera, I want to make sure you don't capture
lightning with your body. Don't stand in the rain, or under a tree, etc. Shoot from a very

safe distance (because lightning will see you as a portable lightning rod) and exercise
the same caution you would if you weren't a distracted photographer. Now, on to the
technique. First, put you r camera on a tripod (th is is a must). Then, set your mode to bulb
(the B setting on some cameras), which leaves the camera's shutter open for as long as
you hold down the shutter button. Now, you ca n't actually press the button on your
camera-for th is to work properly you need to use either a shutter release cable (a cable
that attaches to your camera with a shutter button you hold in your hand) or a w ireless
shutter release (you can find these for most camera makes and models at B&H Photo).
The reason is: any mi nor vibration while your sh utter is open, and the shot will be so
blurry, it wi ll be unusable. So, set up on a t ripod, compose your shot (aim your camera
in an area where you've been seeing lightning), use f/8 as a starting place, make sure
your camera is set to bulb mode, then when you see a strike of lightning, press-and-hold
the shutter release cable (or wi reless) shutter button down and when you see a second
strike, wait just a moment and then release the shutter button. It may take you a few tries
at first, but you'll get it (hopefully the shot, not the lightning itself).
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Getting Shots of Lightning (Automatically)

If you try some lightning shots and fall in love with this type of photography. you might
w ant to consider buying a Lightning Trigger (they're not cheap-so make su re you're
tru ly uin love" first ). This unit sits on your camera and it has a sensor that detects the
bright flash of light from lightning, so it opens the shutter at exactly the right moment

and gets the shot for you. In fact, you ca n pretty muc h set up your camera, set your
camera to shutter priority mode (with your shutter speed anywhere from 1/8 to 1/4 of a
second), aim in the right direction, sit back with a cool drink, and wai t for the magic
to happen, knowing that your camera is doing all the hard work for you. later, when
you're showing off your amazing work, there is no obl igation (from the manufacturer's
point of view) for you to tell the people viewing your work that you used a Lightning
Trigger. Hey, it's just another tool in your bag of tricks. Go to www.l ightningtrigger.com
for a model that works with most cameras (it runs around $329 direct from the manufactu rer. Hey, I told you it wasn't cheap).

The
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A Trick for Shooting Great Rainbows

Want to really bring out the vibrance and color of your shots that have a rainbow in
them?Then use a circular polarizer (now we've got three reasons to have a polarizer: [1] bluer skies, [2] cutting the reflections in water, and [3] making your rainbows
"pop!"). Just turn the circular end of the filter while you're aimed at the rainbow and
stop when the colors look their most vibrant. Easy enough to do, and the results are
worth it. Now, beyond that, there's a wonderful tip I learned from my buddy, and
renowned landscape photographer, Bill Fortney. Bill says, ~ If you see a rainbow, drive
like the devil until you find something interesting for the rainbow to come down in.
He doesn't mean drive until you come to the end of the rainbow, or all you'll get is
a shot of that pot of gold. Just drive until you can find a gorge, or a water source, or
someth ing-anything interesting-for it to end with. Do those two things and you'll
wind up with a remarkable shot.
8
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Removing Distracting Junk

In some of my landscape photo workshops, we do a class critique of shots from the participants in the workshop (the person who took the image always remains anonymous
during the critique, unless we all rea ll y love the shot, then they usually stand up and

shout, "Hey, I took that!"). Anyway, one thing that always stands out as a spoiler of some
otherwise great images is that the image has a distracting element (also known as "some
di stracting junk") in the photo. It can be a road sign, a sign on the beach (as you see
above), an empty beer can, some telephone wires, or even a tree branch extending into
the photo, and I've always felt if it doesn't add to the photo, it takes away from it. There
are three different ways you can deal w ith this "junkHthat creeps into your photos: (1)
Compose around it. When you're shooting, be very aware of what's in your shot, especially
in the background. Check all four sides of the frame (top, left side, right side, and
bottom) for anything that you'll wish later wasn't there, and if you see something, change
your composition to eliminate it. (2) Physically remove the distracting element {as long
as you're not a photojourna list). If there's a beer can, a twig, some trash, etc., pick it up
and move it out of the frame (be carefu l not to damage anything in nature- period!).
Or, (3) remove it later in Adobe Photoshop using either the Healing Brush tool, Patch tool,
or the Clone Stamp tool. I've done a quick video clip for readers of this book to show you
how to use these three tools, and you can watch it at www.kelbytraining.com/booksl

digphotogv2.
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Where to Focus for Landscape Shots

When you're taking a landscape shot, where do you focus your camera's focal point
(that red dot in the center of you r viewfinder. Well, its default spot is in the center,
but you can move that spot, so if you moved yours, get it back to the midd le for this)?

With landscape shots, the rule is: you wa nt to focus abo ut one ~th i rd of the way into
the image. This gives you the w id est possibl e range of focus throughout the image.
Also, another trick you can use is to shoot big, sweeping landscape shots at f/22. which
gives you the most focus from front to back in your shot.

Il-___ ____ Gening the Clearest Landscapes Possible
Have you ever seen a landscape photo that just has incredible clarity throughout

the image? I'm not talking about sharpness- I'm talking clarity (like a total lack of
haze, o r fog , or any other atmospheric effect). We ll, there's a technique for getting
that amazing clarity, and it's simple: shoot in winter. Th e ai r is the clearest during
winter time, and it's the perfect time of year to get those amazingly clear shots that
you just can't get any other time of year.

.
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Find the Great Light First

A few years ago, my friend, and landscape photography hero, Bill Fortney said some-

thing that really had an impact on my photography and I'm going to pass it on to you.
Bill feels that the single most important thing in a shot of any kind is the quality of

light. and that the qua lity of light is so important that he'll search for great light first,
and then once he finds that great light, he'll find a subject- something or somebody
to shoot in that wonderful light. Essentially, if the light is great, you'll find a subject. but
if you've found a great subject, you have to be very, very lucky for great light to just
magically appear. In short: " 't's all about the lighC Once you get that, everything el se
falls into place. It's deeper than it sounds.

•
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How to Shoot on a Gray, Overcast Day

This one might sound kind of obvious when I say it, but I can't tell you how many times
I've been out shooting with a group and one or more people in the group has come up

and said, "Well, the sky is tota lly messing up our shoot today,H While a gray sky definitely
sti nks, the re is something you can employ for shooting on gray-sky days, and that is
simply to compose so little (or none) of that gray sky winds up in your shots. If you

go into the shoot knowing that you're going to do your best to avoid seeing the sky
in any of your shots, you can then get all of the benefits that a gray sky usually brings,

which are colors that are actually fairly saturated and softer shadows throughout your
images. You probably won't be able to fully elimi nate the sky from your photos, so just
compose your shots so the amount of sky you do see is kept to a minimum. This simple
technique has saved many a shoot.
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A Trick for Great-Looking Flower Shots

Want a great quick trick for some interesting-looking flower shots? Get down low, and
shoot the flowers so they're backlit, with the sun behind them. The sunlight shining

through the translucent petals creates a beautifu l effect, and this is a popular trick
employed by serious flower shooters that works every time. Don't forget to get down

low (so low that you're either shooting stra ight on or up at the flowers) to get the most
from this effect.
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The Full-Frame Camera Advantage

The vast majority of today's digital cameras have a built-in magnification factor because
of t he size of the sensors in the camera. For example, most Nikon cameras have a 14x
magnification factor, and what that means is if you put a 1OOmm lens on a Nikon digital
camera (like a 040, 0 50, 070, 080, 0200, D2x), that 1OOmm lens becomes a 140mm lens
because of the sensor's magnification factor. Most Canon cameras have a 1.6x magnification (l ike t he Digital Rebel, Digital Rebel XTi, 200, 300, and 400), which makes a 200mm

lens more like a 320mm lens. Many sports shooters, birders, and a host of other photographers who routinely use zoom and telephoto lenses love this added reach from digital
sensors, but when it comes to the wide-ang le lenses landscape photographers use, it
can somewhat work against us. For example, a 12mm wide-a ngle Nikon lens becomes
a less-wide 16mm lens. For Canon shooters, a 14mm wide-angle lens becomes a 22mm
equivalent. That 's why some landscape photographers are drooling over the new fullframe digital cameras, like Nikon's 03 or Canon's SO (s hown above), both of which
are full-frame, and when you put a , 2mm on the Nikon, it's that same, beautifully wide
12mm aspect rati o we used to enjoy back in the fil m days. When you put a 14mm on
a Canon 50, it's the same thing-a real 14mm with no extra magnification. I'm not saying
you need to switch, or that you bought the wrong camera, I just want you to know what
all the fuss is about for landscape photographers and other people who "go wide:'
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Chapter Five

Shooting Weddings
Like a Pro
How to Get Professional
Results from Your Next Shoot
Shooting a wedding is tricky busin ess, and if you have friends
(and they know you have a nice camera), it's only a matter of time
•
before you're standing in a church yelling thing s like, "Okay,
next I need the groom's grandmother and grandfather:' Once you've said
that line aloud in a church, you are officially orda in ed as a temporary
wedding photographer. Now, just because you took the gig for free, as a
favor to that guy you know over in accounting, don't think for a minute
that the bride is expecting anything less than absolute pro-quality

III

images. Worse yet, the nicer gear you have, the better they expect those
images to be, and if, up until this day, you've been a sports shooter or a

landscape photographer, all that goes out the window, because today
you are a wedding photographer, wh ich is arguably the single hardest
photography job in the known world. The reason is simple: there is no
reshoot. This particu lar weddi ng, the one you are responsible for shooting,
on ly happens once. There is no, "Oh, my camera broke" or "I didn't bring
enough memory cards" or"l forgot my charger for my flash;' because if the
bride hears anything even approaching one of those excuses, she w ill take
her bare hand s and squeeze your neck until either your lifeless body falls
to the floor like a wet bag of cement, or a pack of AAA alkaline batteries
pops out of you like a Pez dispenser. That's because regardless of whether
you're getting paid or not, she has waited, dreamed about, meticu lously
planned, agonized over, and micro-managed this special day to death,
and if you miss anyone of those critica l moments (the ring, kissing the
bride, wal king down the aisle as man and wife for the first time, cutting
the cake, the first dance, etc.), then it's t ime for you to die. That's why this
chapter is all about one thing: increasing your life expectancy.

127
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Create a Shot List

Before you even leave your office to head to the wedding, you should put together a

shot list of photos you'll need to take for the wedding album, prints, etc. There are no
redos at weddings, so you'd better be sure you leave with a list in hand of which shots
you need, from bride and groom forma ls, to detail shots (the invitations, the ring s,
the bouquet, the bride's shoes, etc.), to reception shots like cutting the cake, receiving lines, place cards, and more. Without a written shot list, you're winging it, and it's
almost an absolute lock that you'll miss one or more critical shots that your clients
(the bride and groom) are going to expect to be in their albu m, so don't take a
chance-this little bit of preparation can make a world of difference. Luckily, you can
find wedding photog raphy shot lists online for free at places like http://wedding s
.about.com/od/photographer/a/Photogchecklist,htm or t hi s article and shot list from
Amazon.com at www.amazon.com/b?ie=UTF8&node::::1387691 1 (actually, there are
li terally hundreds of different shot lists available for downloading-just Google
"wedd ing shot list" and you'll have a wide range of choices). Find a shot list that makes
sense to you, and although you can get creative and do far beyond what it suggests,
at least you'll have the most critical shots covered, Also, make su re you talk to the bride
and groom before you finalize your shot li st to ensure the specifi c shots they want
are included (they may want shots with old friends from high school or college, or a
specia l relative, and the only way to find out about these is to talk with the bride and
groom in advance).

~l
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Have Backups for Everything!

Exira
,------ Flash

Batteries
Exira

Camera

Batteries

Backup

Flash

If anything can go wrong at the wedd in g you're shooting, it will. That's why the pros
always take backups for everything, because there are no retakes, no redos, no "do
overs:' Go through each piece of your gear and ask yourself what you would do if it
wound up missing or broke. I can tell you this, at the very minimum you need to have
two camera bodies- one main and one backup (a friend of mine was shooting a
wedding, his camera slipped out of his hands, and the shoot was over. He was lucky

enough to have a friend race him a replacement camera, but if his friend wasn't available, or was shooting a wedd ing himself t hat day, orwas at the movies, etc., he prob ~
ably would have wound up in court). You also need backup batteries for your flash, and
even a backup flash unit. You need extra memory cards and a backup lens (I recently
saw a photographer pick up his camera bag, which he thought was zipped, and we all
cringed at the sound of breaki ng glass). Also, don't forget to bring backup batteries for
both of your cameras. It comes down to this: you don't want to put yourself in a situation where one piece of equipment fa il s, one piece gets dropped, or your battery dies,
and your job is in jeopardy (not to mention the loss of futu re wedding gigs from the
fa llout of having a large public event like a wedd ing day shoot go belly up).
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Silencing Your camera's Beep

The last thing the wedding couple (or the clergy, or the guests) wants to hear during
the ceremony is the distracting sound of your camera beeping as it locks focus. Before
the wedd ing begins, go to your camera's menu and disable the audible beep sound.

From that point on, use the focus symbol that appears in your ca mera's viewfinder to
let you know when the auto-focus has locked on. Once the ceremony is over, you can

always switch back.
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Backlighting Your Bride

A popular effec t w ith wedd in g photographers is to backl ight the bride-where a

bright light rims the outline of th e bride - and then add in just a little bit of flash to
light the front of the brid e, so she's not a silh ouette (as shown above). Thi s takes two
flas h units: one in front of the bride (in this case, I used a n off-camera flash on a light
stand, positioned to the left of the camera at a 45 0 ang le), and a second flash on a light
stand directly behind the bride (so the bride's dress covers t he li ght sta nd and flash).
The flash of ligh t from the front flash t ri ggers the second flash behind the bride. The
key is to make sure the flash behind t he bride is much brighter than the flash in front
of the bride (in the shot above, I lowered the power of the front flash as low as I could,
but kept it bright eno ugh so it wou ld st ill trigger the flash behind her. It took a couple
of test flashes to find out just how low that fron t flash could go). Anoth er nice look
(whi ch is very dramatic) is to go ahead and let her just be lit with a flash behind her,
then tu rn t he flash in fron t off, so she actu ally is mostly a silhouette. If you do th is,
you'll have to set your fla sh so it doesn't fire the full flash, but only a very low light
pulse- j ust enough to trigger the wi reless flash behind her, but so it doesn't throw
any measu rable light on the bride (N ikon's dSLRs wi th pop-up flash have this feature
built in).

•

Don't Changes Lenses, Change Cameras

Once a wedding starts, things happen very quickly and you're not going to have a lot of
chances (read as: none) to change lenses. $0, if you're shooting with your zoom len s, and
you suddenly need to switch to a wide ang le, take a tip from professional sports shooters
and don't switch lenses- switch camera bodies instead. That's right- keep two camera
bodies around you r neck (or one around you r neck, one in your hand), and put a wideang le lens o n one body, and a zoom le ns o n the other. That way, switching le nses takes
two seconds, not two minutes, and because of that. now you "get the shot.n

Another Two-camera Strategy

Besides the zoom and wide-angle double-camera technique above, here's another
one to consider: have one camera with a flash mounted on your hot shoe for when
you need flash, and have your second camera with a reaUy fast lens, like a 50mm
fl1.8 or fl1 .4 (see page 137) for when you can't use flash (or don't want to use it), so
you can capture those intimate moments without being obtrusive.

•

Bring a Stepladder for a Higher Vantage Point

At weddings, you're going to be posing and shooting large groups (for your formals),
and one trick the pros use is to carry a sma ll, lightweight, collapsible aluminum ladder,
like t he 3-step Franzus LadderKart, which doubles as a hand truck to help you move your
gear (when you're not sta nding on it). It holds up to 300 Ibs., and I've found it on line for

as low as $43 (Brookstone.com has a similar ladder/ca rt for $60). Being able to shoot
the forma l group portraits from a higher angle is a big help, because it enables you to

see more faces and arrange your groups more easily. Also, it's great for shots during
the reception, where a higher angle gives you a better view of the bride and groom on
the crowded dance floor. Actually, you can put it to use anytime you want a different
perspective, plus you can even use it as a posing stool in a pinch. You'll find this to be an
indispensable tool (even if you only wind up using it for lugging your gear).
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Why You Want a Second Shooter

Many pro wedding photographers bring a second shooter to their jobs (sometimes
even a thi rd shooter) as an insurance policy to make sure they cover all the most importa nt shots, and the bigger t he wedding, the more you need a second shooter. After
all, you ca n't be everywhere, and jf any little t hing goes w rong (equ ipmentwise or
otherwise), there's someone else to either keep shooting, or to dea l with t he problem

so you can keep shooting. Th is second shooter also usua lly acts as an assistant, and
in the fast pace of a wedding, this second shooter can be an absolute lifesaver, but
beyond that-the second shooter may (will) have a different style than you and can
bri ng a different dimension (t hey can shoot zoom wh ile you're shooting wide), a different camera angle, t hey can shoot from a different locat ion in t he church and reception
hall, plus there's a good chance that if you m issed "the shotl/your second shooter will
have gotten it (or vice ve rsa).

When to Shoot in RAW

Although many wedding photographers choose to shoot exclusively in JPEG mode, when
you get in a tricky lighting situation, your Get Out of Jail Free card is to switch to RAW

mode. Here's why: when you shoot in JPEG mode, the wh ite balance you set in the
camera is embedded into the file. If you set it wrong (which can happen in tricky lighting
situations), you've got a color correction nightmare. However, when you shoot in RAW

mode, you have the option of changing the white balance to anyone of the same white
balance settings you could have chosen in the camera itself. Best of all, once you've fixed
the white balance for one photo, you can apply that change to all the other images at once.
If you use Adobe Photoshop (52 or (53, here's how: (1) Select all the RAW photos you want
to adjust and open them in Photoshop's Camera Raw (it will open all your selected photos
at once). (2) Choose the White Balance setting from the pop-up menu. (3) Click the Select
All button at the top left. (4) Click the Synchronize button, and when the dialog appears,
choose White Balance from the pop-up menu at the top, then click OK. Now the white
balance you chose for the current RAW photo will be applied to all your other open RAW
photos. If you use Adobe Ughtroom, select the photos you want to adjust, then go to the
Develop module and choose your new white balance. Click the Copy button on the bottom left. When the dialog appears, click the Check None button, turn on just the checkbox
for White Balance, then click Copy. Now click the Paste button to paste that white balance
setting to all your other selected photos. Also, if you want the best of both worlds, set your
camera to Raw + JPEG, which captures a RAW image and a JPEG version at the same time.
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Where to Aim Your Flash

Another one of the tricks the pros use to get just that little extra bit of light into their
wedding photos (even ones taken in daylight) is to aim their flash head straight upward

(as shown here). This works best if you're not standing too far from your subjects, and
even if t here's no cei ling to bounce the light from the flash off of, it still sends that little
bit of light forward to light the face. Thi s helps in add ing catch lights in the eyes, but it
does it without creating that "too much flash" look. To help make sure those catch lights

appear, pull up your flash's bounce ca rd to help direct more of that straight-up light
forward (you can see the white bounce card pulled up in the photo above). So, if you've
got a nice white ceiling to let the light from your flash bounce off of-great (but keep
that bounce card extended either way). If not, still keep that flash aimed straight up most
of the time, especial ly if there's already some existing room light, as the light from your
flash will be subtle enough to nicely blend in.

••

Shoot in Lower Light Without Raising
Your ISO

Since you'll be shooting on a regular basis in the low lighting of a church, there's a tool

many of the top pros use that lets them get away with shooting perfectly exposed,
sharp, handheld shots without using flash, or without pumping their 150 up to 1200.

They buy an inexpensive SOmm fl1.8 lens (right around $'00), or better yet, a 50mm
f/ l .4 len s (like th e one shown above, w hich goes fo r around $285). These super-fast
lenses let you shoot handheld in really low light, and you won't find a wedding pro
that has one who doesn't swear by it. They're lightweight. surprisingly crisp (considering their low cost), and another tool in your bag of tricks to make sure you get the

most important shots.

••

A Recipe for Balanced Flash in Church

When you're shooting the formals in the church (before or after the ceremony), here
is a recipe you can use to get a natural·looking light balance between your flash and
the available light in the church: set you r ISO to 800, set your shutter speed to 1/60

of a second, and set your f-stop to (15.6, or a lower number if possible (li ke f/4, f/3.5,
or even f/2.8), By using a relatively low shu tter speed like 1/60 of a second, it's a slow
e nough speed that your camera can properly expose t he background (you see it lit
with the available light in the room), and then your flash comes in to freeze the action.

Once you've got those two settings in place, now all you have to do is take a test shot
with your flash, and if it overpowers the room light (the background looks black), then
lower the brightn ess (power) of your flash unit, so althou gh you r subject w ill be mostly
lit with flash, you' ll sti ll see some of the natural light in the church. This gives a nice balance between the natural light (which should be around 30% to 35% of the light in the
photo) and your nash (wh ich shou ld be 60% to 65% olthe light).

Compose to Include the Church

This is one of many tricks I learned from my friend, and wedding photography guru,

David Ziser (a master wedding photographer and brilliant teacher): compose a decent
number of the forma l bride and groom portra its to include a lot of the interior of the

church (as shown above). It's important to brides to see the church where the ceremony took p lace, and by com pos ing it into the formals, it rea ll y gives the shots a sense of
place (after all. jf you compose t hem so tight t hat you don't see t he church, you might
as well have taken them the day before in the studio).

Don't Forget Your Business Cards
There is no bette r place to book new business t han at the wed ding you're shooting,

and if you seem calm, in control, and confident, you may get inquiries right there on
the spot (before your prospective client has even seen a single image). They assume
if you got thi s gig, you must be good, so make sure you have some extra busi ness
cards on you. Writing your number on a napkin doesn't instill confidence.
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Add B&W to the Album

Another popular element in taday's wedding albums is to include a number of blackand-white images. You'll still shoot these in color, and then you'll use Adobe Photoshop to convert some of you r images into black and white. This enhances the "photojourna listic look of the wedd ing album, it adds contrast to the album, and many wedding photos look just wonderful in black and white. If yo u have Photashop (53, there
is a new Black & White conversion tool that does a pretty decent job of converti ng your
color image into black and wh ite (and it comes with some built-in presets- you just
have to choose one you like). If you have Photoshop (52 or Photos hop Elements, they
can do the job, as well. I've creat ed a short video clip to show you how to convert from
color to black and white in Photos hop (53, (52, and Elements-you can find it on this
book's download site at www.kelbytraining.com/books/digphotogv2.
N

1---- ---

Charge Everything the Day Before the Wedding

The day before t he wedding, ma ke sure you charge everything- including your
cameras (both bodi es). Make sure you have fresh batteries in all your fl ash uni ts. If
you're t aking your laptop, m ake sure its batteri es are charged. An d just ma ke certa in t hat if a piece of your equipment has a battery, it's a fresh battery, or a freshly
charged battery. Also, it's not a bad idea to fill your car up with gas now, too.
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The Advantage of a Flash Bracket

Another popu lar tool with wedding photographers is a flash bracket. These brackets
get the flash off the camera and up high enough away from t he lens that they nearly
eliminate t he red-eye problem caused by flash. But there's another huge advantage

that becomes dear the moment you go to shoot a shot in vertical (portrait) ori entation. If yo ur flash is sitt ing on top of your camera (in the flash hot shoe). and you
turn the camera sid eways for a ta ll shot, your fl ash winds up lying on its side to the
side of your camera, so now you have a new set of problems. Well, a flash bracket

lets you flip the flash back upright, so although the camera is turned sideways, the
fla sh is still straight above your lens. The flash bracket I use is the WPF-1 Wedding Pro
Flash Bracket from Really Right Stuff (it's $150 direct from www. reallyrightstuff.com).
It's extremely well-bu ilt, lightweight, and it lets you flip your flash upright w ith just
one simple move. (Note: When using a flash bracket, I always use a dome diffuser to
soften and spread the light, and still try to bounce the light off the ceiling or nearby
wal l whenever possible. At the very least, I aim the flash straight upwa rd as mentioned in HWhere to Aim the Flash" a coup le pages back.)

Ii
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Tip for Posing the Bride

Another t ip I picked up from David Zi ser is a pos ing t ip for formal shots of th e bride

that lowers the shoulder that's farthest from you r light source, which creates a fl attering diagonal line between her shoulders. To do th is, have the bride stand with her feet

in a staggered V-shape (as shown above), and th e n have her shift her weight to he r
back foot, which creates a much more dynami c look for your pose.

wit h the " Unofficial" Wedding Shooters
When you're hired as the official wedding photographer, these days you're probably
n
going to have to deal with a number of "unofficia l photographers (friends of the
bride/groom with digita l SlRs) who want to shoot over your shoulder wh ile you're
doing the formals. Well-known photographer and author Derrick Story shared a t ip
with me that might help give you some breathi ng room so you can get your job
done. Derrick goes over to the unofficial shooters and asks t hat they let him get his
job done first, then he'll hold t he group in place for a few a moments so t hey can
step in and get their shots. He finds that this usually does the trick, and t hey stay out

Shooting Weddings Like a Pro
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Keeping Detail in the Bridal Gown

Since most bridal gowns are white, we have to be ca reful how we position the bride
when shooting th e formal bridal portraits, so we don't blowout t he highlights on the

gown and lose all the importan t detai l of the dress (a nd that detail is very important
to the bride). David Ziser taught me a great tri ck t hat wo rks every time for keepi ng

this criti cal detail, and it has to do with how you position t he bride. You want the lig ht
from your fla sh (or from a window, if you're using window light) to cross the dress
(so it accentuates the shadows and brings out detail), not hit it straight on and blow
everything out. The easiest way t o do this is simply to position you r bride so her shaul·

der that is closest to the light so urce is angled toward the lig ht sou rce. That's it. This is
important beca use if the sho uld er closest to the light isn't in front, the flash hits the
gown straight on and you lose the shadows and the detail. So, just make sure to angle
the bride so her shou lder t hat's closest to the light is angled toward the light (as shown
here, where you can see by looking at the bride, t he flash is to the left of my camera,
because she's much brighter on tha t sid e. The should er closest to the camera is aiming
toward the light). Easy enoug h.

Ii
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Getting More Flashes Per Wedding

Your flash is going to get a workout at a wedding, and you're going to be stopping
to pop in fresh batteries on a pretty regular basis. Batteries must sense fear, because
they always seem to die during absolutely critical moments in the wedding, 50 you
want to be changing batteries as little as possible. (Plus, as your batteries start to wear
down, it starts to take longer and longer for your flash to recycle so it's ready to fire
again.) That's why many pros use a small external battery pack to double how long
they can shoot with flash before having to change batteries. Better yet, it greatly cuts
the recycle time between flashes. These packs are a little larger than a deck of cards,
and run on six or eight AA batteries (depending on the model). You just connect the
pack's cable to your flash, pop the pack into your shirt or suit pocket, and fire away. If
you don't have a battery pack and your battery's getting low, try shooting at a higher
ISO-it cuts the flash output and extends your battery life considerably.

Nikon SO-SA High Performance Battery Pack {around S
Canon Compact Battery Pack CP-E4 (around S150)
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How to Lessen Noise in Your Photos
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When you raise the ISO on your camera (so you can shoot in lower light), there is a

tradeoff, and that is you increase the amount of noise (grain) in your shots. Depending
on the make and model of your camera, this noise might be acceptable or it might be
so visi ble that it kind of ruins the shot. However, I've fou nd an inexpensive, easy-ta-use
Photoshop plug-in that does a brilliant job of removing high ISO noise from wedding
photos, while maintaining as much of the important detail in the photo as possible. It's
ca lled Noiseware Professional (from www.imagenomic.com for $69.95), and it does a

brilliant job of removing this type of noise (I just use the presets it comes with, rather
than messing with the sliders and other controls. In fact, I've never used anything but
the built-in presets). But beyond just removing noise, a happy side effect is that it usually
also softens your bride's (and bridesmaids') skin. So, it removes noise and softens skin.
What's not to like? (Two other popular noise plug-ins are Noise Ninja and Dline 2.0.)

A Tip for Outdoor Weddings

If you go a day early to scope out the location where you'll be shooting an outdoor wedding, make sure you're there at the exact same time of day that you'll
be actually shooting t he wedding. That way, you can see what the real lighting
conditions will be when you're shooting the "real t hing."

The Digital Photography Book . Chapter 5
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Tips for Shooting the Bride's Profile

Here are a few more tips I picked up from David Ziser for making perfect profile por-

traits of your bride: (1) Shoot horizontal. As I mentioned in the portrait chapter, this
puts some breath ing room in front of your subject, so they don't look squeezed into
the frame. (2) Position the bride so it's a full profile shot, where you don't see any of the
eye on the other sid e of her head, or any of the other side of her face at all. (3) Don't
position your flash (or softbox) directly in front of her face-position it slightly behind
her so the light wraps around her face. (4) Don't have her look straight ahead, or you'll
see too much of the whites of her eyes. Instead, have her look just a tiny bit back toward
the camera (don't let her move her head- just her eyes). That way, you see more iris and
less whites. (5) If the shadow side of her face (the side facing the camera) gets too dark,
use a si lver reflector to bounce some of that light into that dark side of her face.

~_ __

_ _-=
G::et: .t:o: the Church

Early and Scope Everything Out

The last thing you want during the wedding shoot is to frantica lly search for good
light, good backgrounds t o shoot in front of, or a power outlet to plug in your
charger. Get there crazy ea rl y (or go a d ay before the weddi ng, if poss ib le) an d
scope everything out in advance. That way, you're ca lm, prepared, and you have

some great spots already picked out so the couple looks their best

•

Wedding Zoom Effect Made Easy

Here's a popular effect for adding a sense of motion and energy to your reception shots
(perfect for dance floor shots), It's a zoom effect that you create using your flash and
zoom lens, and it's easier to get t han it looks. First, set your camera to manual mode, and
lower your shutter speed to arou nd 1/8 of a second (or slower), Then, zoom in tight on

the couple dancing, press the shutter button with you r right hand, and then immediately
zoom the lens out all the way to wide angle with your other hand. Because the shutter
is open whi le you're moving the zoom lens, it creates that motion effect, and then your

flash fires to freeze the motion. The key is to zoom out to wide just as soon as you press
that shutter button. Try this just a few times and you'll "get ie (That's another benefit of
digital photography-you can try the t rick and look at the LCD on the back of your camera to see if you got the zoom effect or not. If you didn't, you can just try again.)

Throw Some Snacks In Your Camera Bag
Wh ile everybody else is eating, you're expected to be shooting, so make sure you
th row a few small snacks (energy bars are ideal) and some bottled water in with
you r gear. Even if t he bride and groom have offered to feed you wh ile you're there,
you probably won't get a chance (o nce a reception starts, there's no b reak-too

much is happening), so keep some snacks and water handy,
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Read David Ziser's Digital ProTalk Blog Daily

If you're serious about this stuff, do what I do: read David Zi5er's Digital ProTalk blog
every day. He is an absolute fountain of information for professional wedding photographers, and on his blog, he not only shares his tricks of the trade, and hard-earned
techniques, he also shares some of hi s amazing photo graphy (incl uding some wonderful non-wed ding imagery). Plus, David d oes a lot of live speaking gigs, and if you ever

get to see him in person, he will just blow you away. David speaks for me each year at
the Photoshop World Conference & Expo, and the first time I sat in on his class (wh ich
was an on -location wedd ing shoot at a loca l ch urch, complete with professiona l bride
and groom models), I was amazed. When I came back to the conference hall, one of my
buddies asked me how his workshop was, and I described it this way: "He w as teaching more than just li ghting and posing. He was teaching them the bu siness of today 's
wedd ing photography, in such a meaningfu l and straight- t o-the ~ point way that it was
li ke he was running around stuffing money in their pockets. It was t hat good!"1 find his
blog as in spi rationa l as it is informative. Check it out at www.d igitalprota lk.com.

Shooting Weddings Like a Pro

Chapter Six

Shooting Travel
Like a Pro
How to Bring Back Photos
That Really Make Them
Wish They Were There
When you come home from a really amazing trip, it's not enough
to chron icle your trip through photos and show factual images
that detail where you were. You want to move people. You want
to create images that are so powerful that they make the person viewing
th em want to go there so badly that they're willing to risk a series of

white collar crimes (mostly embezzling) to pay for their trip to that very
same place. Now, if you took good enough shots, it won't be long before
your friends are overcome with emotion (jealousy) and will have to go to
the exact same location to experience that same amazing feeling once

again. Now, if either of your two friends have dSLR cameras, it's helpful to
understand right up frontthat they're not going to that spot because they
trust your judgment on travel. They're going there because they think they
can get better photos from that spot than you did. Then, once they come
back and show off their images, all you r mutual friends wil l say something
like, "Did you see Rick's photos from Machu Picchu? Wow, his were much
better than Sandy's" and at that moment-you've been blinged. Actually,
this is what is known as an IB, or an "Intentional Bling:' and it gives you
some insight into just how shallow your friends really are. But as shallow
as they are, you can drain a little more water out of the pond by pulling this
quick and easy stunt: when they see a really cool t ravel shot of yours, and
they ask you where you took it (which means they don't already recogn ize
the landmark)-lie. They'll never know. For example, if you shot the
Portland Head lighthouse in Cape Elizabeth, Maine, tell 'em it's the Nauset
lighthouse in North Eastham, Massachusetts. By the time they catch on,
they'll already be back home, and you can feign a mysterious illness.
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In This Case, Less Gear Is More

I'm a total gear freak, but the one time I definitely don't want to lug around a lot of gear
is when I'm doing travel photography. You're going to be lugging your gear all day long,
hopping on and off of all sorts of transportation, and as the day goes on, your gear

seems to get heavier and bu lkier, and by the end of the day, you've all but stopped

d ig~

9in9 around in your camera bag. To get around that, take as little with you as possible-

o ne o r two lenses, tops. For example, Nikon makes a reasonably priced 18-200mm lens
with built-in VR (vibration reduction; as shown above) that lets you leave your camera
bag back in the hotel because you've got everything covered from wide angle to long
telephoto in just one lens. Canon makes an affordable 28-200mm lens that doesn't go
quite as wide as the Nikon, but is amazingly small and lightweig ht. Also, there are some
incredibly lightweight travel tripods available today, ranging from the Slik Spri nt Pro for
around $80 to what is probably the best travel tripod on the planet, the Gitzo GTl 550T
Traveler ca rbon-fiber tripod (for around $650). When it comes to lugging around lots
of gear in an unfamiliar city, travel photography is definitely a case of "less is more:' Do
yourself a favor and travel light-you'll find yourself taking more shots, because you're
chang ing lenses and messing with your equipment less.

•
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Working People into Your Travel Shots

If you want to improve your travel photos, here's a simple trick: add more people to your
shots. When you really want to capture the flavor of an area, don't just shoot buildings, cathedrals, and monuments-show the people of that area. Nothing conveys

the character and soul of a city more than its people, and that's why so many of the
top travel photo pros work people into the majority of their shots. The next time you're
feeling disappointed with your travel shots, it's probably because you're looking at cold
buildings and empty streets. Add people and everything changes (for the better).

How to Know What to Shoot

Before you travel to a new city, do some research to see what other photographers have shot there and where they shot it from. One great place to do this type
of research is t he websites of the big stock agencies (like Corbis or Getty Images),
where you can do a search for the country or city you're going to. You'll see some

amazing Images, and you'l1 get lots of Ideas for how the pros cover that area.

••
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Getting People to Pose

Ca ndid shots of some of the local s make a nice addition to your tra vel shots, but if
you have too many of them, they sta rt to look less like travel photos and more like

surveillance photos. To get those close-up, fascinating personal shots, you'll need to
get some of the locals to pose for you. One of the best tricks for getting people to

stop what they're doing and pose for you is to get them to let you take the first shot.
When they see that I have a camera, I smi le at them, hold up the camera with my
finger on the shutter, and nod my head as if to say, "Is it okay if I take your picture?"
Most of the time, they smi le and nod back, and pause ju st long enough to let me
snap one photo. Then I immediately turn the camera around and show them the
photo on the camera's LCD monitor. Once they see that photo on your LCD, it kind
of breaks down a barrier, because everybody loves a photo (especia lly if t hey're the
subject), and they're usually more than happy to pose for a few more.

t_______ .:..A Surefire Way to Get Them to Pose (Buy Stuff)
If you're uncomfortable with the Nlift·and·nod"technique I outlined above, here's
one that can't miss-find somebody selling something and buy one. If you're in a
market. and you buy something from a vendor, you can bet that they'll pose for
a quick picture or two, because now you're not just some tourist with a camera,
you're one of their customers. This one works like a charm.

[Ffl
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What to Shoot on Overcast Days

When the weather gets cloudy and overcast, don't pack up yo ur gear-th is is the time
to shoot people on t he street open-air markets, stained glass windows (which look

great under cloudy skies), and dose-ups of architecture (as long as you do your best
t o avoid including any of that gray, cloudy sky). Cobblestone streets are great to shoot

right after it has rained, and fl owers photograph great under the shade that comes
from a cloudy sky. Plus, if the sky gets rea lly nasty, it may be a great ti me to shoot the
sky itself. If it's just a fl at gray, it's boring. But if a storm is on the way, the dark douds
can m ake an interest ing su bject, or add to a boring subj ect j ust with the shadows and

mystery they bring.

What to Do If Your Room Doesn't Have a View

If you ca n't get a room with a view (see next page), t ry these: (1) See if there's a
restaura nt or lounge at the top of the hotel-you ca n bet it has plenty of great
views, and they m ay let you shoot there at dusk, before t hey start serving dinner.
(2) See if you can take a few shot s from the rooftop. Strike up a rapport w it h th e

concierge (give him a big tip) and you'll be amazed at the doors that will open,
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Shooting from Your Hotel Room

Everybody wa nts to have a "room with a view," and now you have even more motivation to ask for just that, because your hotel room can be a wonderfu l platform to shoot
the city from. When you check in, ask for a room on the highest available floor and be
prepared for some amazing opportu nities to unfold right outside you r window. If you
don't have a balcony, or a window you can open, you can shoot right through the w indow if you follow these three ru les: (1) Turn off any lights in your hotel room-they'll
cause reflections in the glass that can show up in your photos-and (2) put your lens

as close to the glass as possible (I keep a lens hood on my lenses, so I put the lens hood
right on the glass itself. If you think you' ll be doing this a lot, you can buy a rubber lens
hood, which runs from around $5 on up). And, (3) you can often use a polarizing filter
to cut the reflections in the glass, but since you lose some light, you might need to
shoot on a tripod, which makes getting right agai nst the glass that much trickier. (I'm
not even going to count this last one as a rule, because I hope it goes without saying,
but ... don't use your flash.)

Shooting Travel Like a Pro

The Magic Time for Cityscapes

Great shots of cityscapes don't happen at 2:00 in t he afternoon. If you want t hat ki lle r
shot of t he city skyli ne, wa it u ntil about 30 minutes after s unset and shoot at twi light.
The sky will usua lly be a rich, d ark blue and t he lig hts oft he city wi ll all be on, creat ing
that mag ical photogra p hic com bination t hat creates t he t ype of cityscapes you've always dreamed of taking. Now that you know what time to shoot, t here's one more key to
making th is type of shot work, and t hat is you absolute ly, positively must ta ke th is type
of low-l ig ht shot with a t ripod. Yo ur shutter is going to have to stay open for a full second
or more, and if yo u're not on a tri pod, you're going to wind up with a blu rry mess.

Taking the Cityscape Ughts Shot Up a Notch
If th e city yo u're shooting is near w ate r, try t o pos itio n yo urse lf so t hat water
co mes bet ween yo u and th e city (fo r exampl e, try shoot ing f rom a bridge). Th at
way, you see refl ecti ons of t he city li g hts in th e water, w hich can add a tremendous amo unt of visual interest . Thi s is another o ne of th ose "ca n't mi ss" trave l
shots, and what an impact it makes w hen friends, fami ly, and even other photographers see your city-at-twilight· reflected·in·the ~water shot.

••
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Get These Shots Out of the Way First

If you travel to a famous city, you r friends and family back home w ill be expecting
shots of that city's most famous landmarks. For example, if you go to Paris, you'd better
come back with some Eiffel Tower shots (cliche as they may seem), because people
expect it. If you don't come back with some Eiffel tower shots, they'll be so distracted

by what you didn't shoot that they won't pay attention to what you did shoot. So, get
those out of the way first-shoot those ones for the fo lks back home now and get
them "in the bag."That way, you can spend the rest of your time showing the city your
way-shooting t he people, the local flavor, the customs, and taking shots that speak
to the photographer in you. One more thing: When you get back home, and friends
and relatives tell you some of your shots look like postcards (and they will), just smile
and thank them. Although photographers sometimes tend to look down on travel
postcards, your average person doesn't, so if they tell you your shots "look like postcards;' they're actually paying you a huge compliment.

••
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Shooting Famous Landmarks

If you're shooting a famous landmark, you can be sure it has already been shot a million
times before, so it's incredibly hard to come back with a photo that hasn't been seen a
mi llion times (it's not impossible, just rea lly hard). Here are a couple of ideas that might

help you bring a fresh look to a landmark that has been shot to death: (1) Don't make
the landmark the subject of you r shot. For example, one of my favorite photos of Paris
was taken by photographer Doug Merriam, and I love it because the subject is a French
couple strolling along, holding hands, but the Eiffel Tower is clearly visible in the background. So, even though you can clearly see the landmark, it's not the subject, and that
really made an impact with me. (2) Try showing the landmark as a reflection in water, or
in a store window (picture the window of a Paris bistro with the Eiffel Tower reflecting
in it), or the Arc de Triomphe reflecting in the chrome bumper of a French car, or better
yet-in its side or rear view mirror. (3) Show only a small part of the landmark-just
enough that it suggests the whole. The photo that I've taken of the Eiffel Tower that I like
the best was taken 20 years ago (on Ektachrome 64 slide film), and it's of a nearby apartment bui lding with one of the massive legs of the Eiffel Tower rising up behind it. You
can't see anything but that one leg in the background, but you know it's the Eiffel Tower.
It hung framed in my office for years.
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Air Travel with Photo Gear

Earlier, I mentioned that you want to travel with as little gear as possible, and here's
another reason-you absolutely, positively want to bring your gear on the plane as
a carry-on. If your camera bag is too big and bulky, there's a good chance it won't fit
in t he overhead bin, especia ll y if at some point in your t rip you wind up in a sma ller
regional jet or tu rboprop wit h little, if any, overhead space. If you're thinking of buying
a hard case and checking your gear, I'd reconsider. A phot og rapher I know recently got
all his checked gear stolen-lenses, camera bod ies, flashes, the works! When he arrived
at his destination and opened his case, it was completely empty. Keep your gear down
to a minimum, take a sma ll camera bag, and take it with you on the plane as a carryon, and you'll avoid a lot of stress and complications, and possibly having to replace all
of your gear.

Bring Extra Batteries

When you're in an unfamilia r city, t he last t hing you want to waste your time
doing is searching for batteries (believe me, I learned th is one the hard way), so
make sure one t hing you do bring with yo u is plenty of extra batteries for your
fla sh unit and you r camera (at t he ve ry least, recharg e your camera battery ev-

ery single night, because if your battery runs out, that's the end of the shoot).

lEi?
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Shoot the Food

Take a look at any great travel magazine and in every feature about a charming city,

you'll always find a photo of its food. Trying new dishes is one of the most fun things
about traveling to a new destination, so why wouldn't you include it;n your photographs? Watch the expressions of people who look at your album when they come
across a photo of a great-looking dish-do that once, and you'll always "shoot the
food:'Your best opportunities will be during the day, especially if you ask to sit near
a window (to catch some of that gorgeous natural window light) or outside {prefer-

ably under an umbrella or awning, so you can shoot in shade). If you've got a white
tablecloth (which is likely), you've got a great background to shoot on- just remove
distracting items from around the dish as much as possible. Also, the classic food shots
you see in these magazines generally have two things in common: (1) They generally
use a very shallow depth of field (where the front of the plate is in focus and the back
is somewhat out of focus). To get this effect. use the lowest f-stop possible (f/4, f/2.S,
or even lower if you can). And, (2) shoot plates that have great presentation (in other
words, shoot food that's beautifully arranged on the plate, which usually comes from
higher-end restaurants). Desserts often are presented nicely, as are appetizers and
sushi, and keep an eye out for anything served in a unique-looking dish.
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Get a GPS for Your Digital Camera
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Today. you can buy small, incredibly lightweight GPS units that sit in your camera's hot
shoe, and each time you take a photo, they embed the exact location (longitude and

latitude) of where the shot was taken directly into the digital photo itself. Then , applications like Adobe Photoshop lightroom can display that information (it appears in
lightroorn's Metadata panell, and you're then one click away from seeing that location

plotted on a Google map, and better yet, you can even see a satellite photo of that exact location while you're there. Sony makes a tiny GPS unit called the GPS-(Sl KA that

works with most digital cameras and the street price is around S120.

Have Someone Else Shoot You
If you're the one behind the camera, nobody's getting any shots of you in these
fascinating, exotic, wonderful places. That's why you need to make it a point to
get a friend or acquaintance you meet in your travels (even if it w inds up being the
waiter w ho serves you at a restaurant) to get at least a few shots of you. Although
it might not mean much to you that you're not in any of your photos, it does
mean something to your family and friends that you are in the shots.

!
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Shooting Where They Don't Allow Flash

If you pla n on shooting in museums, cathedrals, and other places that generally don't
allow you to set up a t ri pod or use your flash, then I recommend buying an inexpensive SOmm tl1.8 lens. This is an old t rick pro wedding photographers use (see t he wedding photogra phy chapter), an d these super-fast lenses let in so much light t hat you
can han dhold sh ot s w here oth ers dare not t read. Both t he Nikon and Canon SOmm
fll .8 lenses sell for around S100 each, t hey take up little room in you r ca mera bag, and
t hey add very little weight to yo ur bag, as well. If you can spri ng for an even faster lens
(li ke an fl1.4, shown above, or an fl l .2), t hey let in an amazing amount of light, so you
can fi re away in in credibly low light (like ca ndlelight situations) without having to raise
your camera's ISO to 800 or more (wh ich can g reatly increase the amount of noise in
your images).

When They Won't Let You set Up Your Tripod

If you're in a place w here th ey ju st won't let you set up your tri pod, but t he light is
so low t hat your camera is goi ng to leave t he sh utter open for a few seconds, try
using your ca mera ba g as a trip od . Turn your camera bag on its sid e, posit ion it
on a ledge, a counter, or any tall surface, then rest your camera on top. Put some

spare baneries under the lens to support It and use the self·tlmer to take the shot.
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Look for High Vantage Points

Your average person's view of a city is going to be from the city streets (or from a tour
bus on those streets), so if you want a more compelling place to shoot from, look for a
different vantage pOint- one above the city. Look for towers, observation decks, tall
hotels, church towers, cable cars, a bridge, an office building, or mountains ove rlook~
ing the city. where you can show the city from a co mpletely different view that your
average photographer wou ldn't get. It's just another thing that keeps your travel
photos from looking average.

t-_____ Th
= e:..;,.
pe:;.rfect Background Music for Travel Slide Shows
Want to find the perfect background music to put behind slides from yourtrip?Try
this: buy the movie soundtrack from a movie that was filmed where you took your
shots. For example, if your shots are from your trip to Italy, you can be sure you'll
find in strumenta l background music that sou nds very Italian in the movie Under the
Tuscan Sun. If you shot in Paris, try the soundtrack from Disney's Ratarouille.lf you
shot in Russia, you can get some very dramatic Russian-sounding background music from the movie The Sum of All Fears. These all work so well because most movie
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Give Yourself a Theme
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Once you've shot the classic local landmark photos, here is a great way to spark your creativity and show the city in a different light for a day: give yourself a mini~assignment.
Pick a topic, spend part of the day focusing on that subject, and you'l! be amazed
at what you can come up with. For example, some of the mini-travel assignments I
have given myself are: (1) shoot charming street numbers on the outsides of buildings,

homes, and apartments; (2) shoot interesting doors andlor doorways; (3) shoot just
things that are one vivid color; (4) shoot weather vanes; (5) shoot nothing but flowers;
(6) shoot charming local barns; and (7) shoot close-ups of local architecture. Other
ideas might be: shooting coffee cups; shooting those little food signs in local markets;
shooting interesting columns, traffic signs or street signs, mailboxes, or things that are
a particular shape (l ike only things that are round), or things of a particular color (only
things that are red). You don't have to make one of these the only thing you do all day,
just keep an eye out for it during your travels, and each time you see one of your assignment objects, make sure you get it. Then, you can present these all together in
one print (an example is shown above).

Chapter Seven

Shooting Macro
Like a Pro
How to Take Really Captivating
Close-Up Photos
If you're one of those people who believes life is all about the
little details, then have I got a style of shooting for you. It's
called macro photography (macro is actually an acronym that
stands for Man, Are Cows Really Obnoxious), and it's based on a special
type of lens ca lled a macro or close-up lens, which lets you focus on
objects much closer than you'd normally be able to, and because of this
close·up capabitity, you can often get close enough 50 that your subject
completely fills your frame. Some of the most popular subjects for macroloving photographers to shoot are flowers, leaves, ladybugs on leaves,
bees on flowers, and other everyday things in nature that we're not used
to seeing close up. That's one of the things that makes macro photography
so captivating: you're often seeing images at a view or magnification we
rarely, if ever, see with the naked eye. Now, because I was just able to work
the word "naked" into the book, it's almost guaranteed that the book
wi ll be a bestseller. That's because, from now on, anytime someone goes
to the Web and searches for the word "naked" (so basically, most of my
friends), one ofthe results they get back will be this book. Now, thinking
that my book will have lots of nudie nakedness, these people will often
buy it sight unseen, because apparently people who search for the word
"naked" are also very loose with money-they'll buy any product that they
feel wi ll get them closer to actually seeing nudie nakedness. However,
once they receive the book, they wi ll soon realize, as you have (with great
disappointment), that there is no nudie nakedness in the book, but if it
makes you feel any better, I'm totally naked under my underwear (see
that? I got the word "underwear" in now, too). (ha-ching!
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Maximize Your Depth of Field

Macro lenses have a "sweet spot" where you get absolutely the most sharp results, and
in macro photography, having tack-sharp images is critical. One trick to get the most
sharpness out of your macro lens is to shoot with your lens aiming perfectly straight at
the subject (in other words, don't ang le your lens upward or downward toward your
subject- try to shoot straight on for the best sharpness and clarity), So, for example, if
you're shooting a bee on a flower, you'll need to lower your tripod to the point where
you are aiming directly at the flower without having to tilt the lens, even a little bit (a s
shown above),

This 15 Tripod Territory
Although there are now macro lenses that have built·in image stabilization (IS)
or vibration reduction (VR), if you're serious about macro, you're going to be seri·
ous about how sharp your images are, which means you seriously need a tripod.
This is absolutely tripod·land for sure, and a tripod may well be the single most
important piece of you r "making great macro shots" puzzle, so although you can
cut a lot of corners in other areas, shooting on a tripod is one thing you absolutely,
positively should do. They haven't yet come up with a built·in stabilization device
that holds a camera as steady as even the cheapest tripod.

Shooting Macro like a Pro

Why You Should Turn Auto-Focus Off

By now, you've learned that one of the big chall enges of macro photography is getting
things sharp and in focus. You're about to co me to one of the things that ca n be the
most frustrating, and this is using auto-focus when you're as close in on your subject
as you are with macro shooting. If I can give you one tip that will lower your frustration
level by a hundred, it's to turn off the auto-focus on your camera's lens and manually
focus instead. I know, you hate to give up the auto-focus feature because, honestly,
on teday's camera s it's really amazingly accurate. That is, until you shoot macro. What
will happen is your camera will try to find a focu s point, and you'll hear the whirring of

the lens as it tries to snap onto something, anything to focus on, and wh ile it's getting
frustrated-so are you. Just switch over to manual focus, and you'll both be better off.

1m
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Don't Touch That Shutter Button!

If you're going through the trouble of putting your camera on a tripod (and you absolutely should), you can still get a "Iess-than-tack-sharp" photo from the vibratio n that
happens when you push the shutter button. That's why, when shooting macro, you
should either use a shutter release cable (a cord that attaches to your camera that lets
you take a shot without touch ing the shutter button on t he camera itself) or use your

camera's self-tim er, whi ch takes the shot for you about 10 seconds after you press the
shutter button, so any vibration caused by your pressing the shutter button w ill be

long gone.

Focus on the Eyes
In portrait photography, we always focus on the eyes to get the sharpest image.
Same thing in w ildlife photos. Same thing in macro shots of insects or butterflies,
or any little critters that wind up in your viewfinder.

Shooting Macro Like a Pro
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Which f-Stop Works Best

Is there an f-stop that works best for macro shots? Well, yeah. It's f/22. Because the
depth of fie ld of macro lenses is so shallow (meaning, the front of that flower you're
shoot ing can be perfectly in focus and the peta l j ust one inch behind it can be totally

out of foc us), you need to get as broad a depth as possible, and that comes when your
aperture setting is at someth ing like f/22. You could get away with f/16, or maybe even
f/ l 1, but to get the maximum amou nt of your subject in foc us, try f122 (or higher if
you r lens w ill allow). The higher the number, the more of your photo wi ll be in focus.
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Point-and-Shoot Macro Photography
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Most compact point-and-shoot cameras these days actua lly have a macro lens built
right into t hem-you just have to know how to e ngage it (so to speak). You do that by
switching your mode dial to macro (its icon is usually a little fl ower, as shown ci rcled
above). This sets up your camera so you can get very close to your subject (like a
flower, an insect, etc.) and still focus the camera (you can't get as close as you would

with a dedicated macro lens on a dSLR, but you stil l can get surprisingly close for a
com pact digital camera). Once you've got this mode turned on, you can shoot using all

the rest of the rules in t his chapter, like shooting on a tripod, not shooting in even lig ht
wind, etc.

Shooting Macro like a Pro
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A Trick for Visualizing Macro

When you're out shooting and you're looking at something and t hinking, "I wonder if
that would make a good macro shot?"you don't have to pull out all your gear and test
it (especia lly because you probably won't). Instead, just ca rry a small magnifying glass
(you can get thin plastic ones that fit in right in your wa llet), then pull it out, go up to
the object you're thinking about shooting, and you'll see right t hen and there whether
it makes a good macro subject. Also, you can use t his magnifier to tryout different
angles (t hink shooting flo wers from way down low) before you go crawling around on
your stomach w ith all your gear.

Simple Backgrounds Are Best

The same background rule we follow in portrait photography is also true in macro
photography, and that is: keep the background simple, It may even be more important with macro than with portraits, because you're in so close your background will
playa bigger role, so make sure your background is as si mple as possible.
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Why You Might Want to Shoot Indoors

A lot of nature macro photography is actually done indoors, rather than outside (in
most cases, you're going to be so close in, you don't have to worry much about anyone
realizing that you're in a studio). One of the main advantages of shooting macro indoors is that there's no wind. This might not seem like a big deal at first, but w hen you
set up your camera with a macro lens outdoors and look through the lens, you'll see
firsthand that the tiniest bit of wind-wind that you don't really even notice is thereis moving your flower (leaf, twig, etc.) all over your frame, w hich means your photos
are going to be soft and out offo(u5.lt'lI really throw you, because you'll back away
from the lens, and you'll swear there's no wind, but then you'll look through the viewfinder and know right away-you're hosed. Another advantage of shooting indoors is
that you can control the light (especia lly if you're shooting under stud io strobes), and
the key to lighting macro shots is to have nice even lighting across the entire image.
You don't wa nt drama and shadows-you want nice even light, and getting that in the
studio is easier than it is outdoors by a long shot.

Shooting Macro Like a Pro
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Buying a Macro Lens

If this macro thing sounds really interesting, there are three ways you can dip your toe
into the close-up shooting world: (1) Check to see if you already have a telephoto
or zoom lens that has macro capability built right in. (2) Buy a macro lens-both
Canon and Nikon make great macro lenses (that's a Canon lens above), and you can
get a Sigma 105mm macro lens for around $399. And, (3) add a close-up lens attachment to one of your existing lenses. These screw on the end of your lens and turn any
zoom lens into a macro lens (I have one of these, and it's small enough and lightweight
enough that it goes w ith me everywhere I go), When it comes to macro len ses, the
higher number the lens, the closer your subject wi ll be in the frame (so a 6Smm macro
lens might get you the entire bee, but a 1QSmm will get so close you can get just the

bee's head).

Create Your Own Water Drops

Use a tip from volume 1 of this book, and that is: don't wait for rain-bring a water
bottle on your shoot and spray water on your flower petals (or leaves) to create
the look of fresh raindrops, which look great in macro photography. Plus, if you
get close enough. you'll be able to see reflections in the water drops themselves.

Cool stuff.
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Perfect, Even Light for Macro Shots
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When it comes to lighting close-up shots, your goal is to get as even li ghting as possible, and there's actually a special flash, called a ring flash, that's designed to do exactly
that. It's actua ll y not one flash, it's a series of flashes attached to a ring that slides over
your lens, and because these flashes light your subject from all sides, it creates that
very even li ght you're looking for.

EM-140 DG Macro Flash (around $360)

Canon MR-14EX Macro

Lite (around $450)

i
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Making Your Lens into a Macro Lens
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The more space you pu t between your camera's sensor and your lens, the closer you'll

be able to focus, an d because of that, companies make extension tubes. These extension tubes attach between your lens and yo ur camera (they look like a thin extra lens)
to move t he lens fa rt her away from your camera's sensor, which cuts your minimum
focus distance big t ime, so you can get in t here and shoot nice and close (l ike you had

a true macro lens). The advantage of these extension tubes is: they're much less expensive than a dedicated macro lens, starti ng around $75. (By the way, if you have a macro
lens already, an extension tube can make your macro focus even closer. Sweet!)

Chapter Eight

Pro Tips for Getting
Better Photos
Tricks of the Trade for Making
All Your Shots Look Better

O

There are some tricks of the trade that just don't fit under any of
the existing chapters, because they're not really just about getting
better-looking portraits or more luscious-looking

landscapes-

they're about being a better photographer and getting better shots. And
getting better shots is what it's all about, right? This is something we're
all very passionate about, and if we get to the point where we're actually
starting to sell our work (maybe as fine art prints, or through assignment
work with a magazine), and are turning our passion into profits, then
we're rea lly living the dream- doing something we truly love for a living.

Speaking of dreams, I haven't made a big deal about this on my daily blog
(www.scottkelby.com) or in any of my live classes yet, because I don't want
it to come off like bragging, but I recently signed a year-long contract
with National Geographic that I'm pretty psyched about. In the terms of
this agreement, I get 12 monthly issues for only $15, which is 74% off the
newsstand price, so as you might imagine, I'm very excited. Anyway, in this
chapter, we're going to focus on lots of those little tricks of the trade that
you can apply to a wide range of photography to make everything you
shoot look that much better. Now, one last thing: You might have heard
I run with a dangerous crowd. We ain't too pretty, we ain't too proud. We
might be laughing a bit too loud, butthat never hurt no one. (I just wanted
to see if you're still reading this after that whole National Geographic scam
I pulled on you above. Come on, you have to admit, I had you going there
for just a second or two, didn't I?)
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Which Mode to Shoot In

Not sure which mode you shou ld be shooting in? Here are some tips:
Aperture Priority (Av) : I recommend this mode for both portrait photographers and
landscape photog raphers, because it gives you control over you r background. You get
to choose whether you want you r background out of foc us (by choosing lower numbered f-stops, like f/4 or tl2.8) or tota lly in focus (by choosing higher (-stop numbers,
like ti ll, f/16, and higher), and no matter your choice, your camera will automatically

choose the right shutter speed to give you a good exposure.
Shutter Prio rity (S ar Ty): I recommend th is mode if you're shooting sports, where you
genera lly need to freeze the action. This lets you choose to shoot with very high shutter
speeds (provided you're shooti ng in brig ht enough light- like daylight), and then your
camera will automatically choose the right f-stop for you to give you a good exposure.
Manual (M ): If you're shooting with studio strobes, you need to shoot in manual mode,
because in apert ure priority or sh utter priority, you won't get a proper exposure, as
they won't take into accou nt t he fact t hat you're using strobes.
Prog ram (P): Shoot in this mode when you wa nt to be in point-and-shoot mode, but
don't want the flash popping up. Perfect for when you need to quickly capture a moment and don't want to mess with any settings.

Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos

Choosing the Right ISO

Our goal is to shoot with o ur digital cameras set to the lowest possible ISO (ideally 100
ISO) for one simple reason-it offers the lowest amount of noise (gra in) and gives us

t he sharpest, cleanest images possible. The on ly reason to raise you r ISO is to be able
to handhold your camera in low-light situations. So, for regular daylight or brightly lit
situations, we shoot at 100 ISO. If you raise your ca mera's ISO setting to 200, it lets you
handhold your camera in a little lower ligh t and sti ll get a sharp photo, but the t radeoff is a tiny in crease in visible noise. At 400 ISO, you can handhold in even lower light,
but with more visible noise. At 800 ISO, you can handhold in the low light of a church,
but w ith eve n more noise, and so on. It comes down to this: the hig her the ISO, the
lower light you can handhold your camera in, but the hig her the ISO, the more noise
you get, too. Th at's w hy we try to use tripods as much as possible. When our camera is
o n a tripod, it's perfectly sti ll, so we ca n shoot at 100 ISO the w ho le t ime w ithout worrying about getting blurry photos in low light.
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Which Format to Shoot In (RAW, JPEG, or TIFF)

Most digital cameras these days (a nd all dSlRs) o ffer at least these t hree main file
formats: RAW, JPEG, and TIFF. Here's when to use each:

JPEG: Shoot in JPEG if you're really good at nailing your exposure every time. If you're
dead on (or really close) on you r exposure and w hite ba lance, and don't thi n k you'll
need to t weak it much later (or at all ) in Photoshop, then JPEG is for you, The file sizes
are dramatically sma ller, so you'll fit more on your memory card, and they'll take up

less space on your computer.
RAW: Shoot in RAW mode if you don't na il the exposu re and w hite balance most
of the t im e, and th in k you might need to tweak your images later in Photoshop or
Photos hop Ughtroom. In RAW mode, you can control every aspect of the processing of your images, 50 if the image is underexposed, overexposed, or has a color
problem - you can fix it easily. RAW offers the highest-quality original image, too,
and offers maximum flexibility.
TIFF: Shoot in TIF F if you're loose with money. This is a great format for people who
have money to burn, people who shoot to huge 16-GB memory cards and have plenty
of'em handy. TIFF s are also perfect for anyone who has lots of spa re hard drive space
and lots of spare time, because TIFF files are huge to dea l w ith. Outside of that, I can't
t hin k of any real co mpelling (or remotely reasonable) reason to shoot in TIFF format.

Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos

Which Size to Shoot In

I recommend shooting at the largest size and highest qua lity setting that your camera
wi ll allow, so if you're shooting in JPEG format, ma ke sure you choose JPEG Fi ne and a
size of Large, so yo u get t he best-quality JPEG image possib le. If you choose a lower
size, or JP EG Norm (norma l), you're litera lly throwing away q uality. The on ly trade-off
is t hat JPEG Fine p hotos are a little larger in fil e size. Not staggering ly larger (those are
TIFFs or RAW fil es)-they're a little larger. but t he increase in quality is worth it. If yo u're

serious about getting bette r-look ing photos (and if you boug ht this book, you a re),
then set you r image size to Large and you r JPEG qua lity to Fi ne, and you'll be shooting

t he exact same fo rmat many of today's top pros swear by.
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WHIMS Will Keep You Out of Trouble

let's say you're going out shooting landscapes one morning. Do you know what your
camera's settings are? They're whatever they were the last time you went shooting. $0,

if your la st shoot was at night, chances are your ISO is set very high, and your white
balance is set to whatever you used last. I've gotten bu rned by this so many times that

I had to come up with an acronym to help me remember to check the critical settings
on my camera, so I don't mess up an entire shoot (I spent a whole morning in Monu-

ment Va lley, Utah, shooting at 1600 ISO because I had been shooting a local band the
night before). The acronym is WHIMS, which stands for:

W: White balance check
H: Highlight warn ing turned on
J: ISO check (make sure you're using t he right ISO for your surroundings)
M: Mode check (make sure you're in apertu re priority, program , or manual mode)
5: Size (check to make sure your imag e size and quality are set correctly)
Before you take your first shot that day, take 30 seconds and check your WHIMS, and
you won't wind up shooting important shots with your camera set to JPEG small (like
I did when shooting one day in Taos, New Mexico).

Pro Tip s for Getting Better Photos

How to Lock Focus

This is another one of those things that ha s snuck by a lot of people, and that is how to
lock your focus. For example, let's say you're lying down, shooting a landscape through
some tall grass, and you want the blades of grass in front of you to remain in focus, but
when you lift the camera up to get the rest of the scene, the camera refocuses on the

backgrou nd. You can fo rce the camera to keep its focus locked onto those blades of
grass by simply holding the sh utter button down halfway. Wh ile that sh utter button is
held down, your focus is locked, so now you can recompose the image without your

camera trying to refocus on something else. I use this a lot on photos of people who may
not be in the center of the frame (it keeps me from having to move the auto·focus dotI just point at the person, hold the shutter button halfway down to lock the focus, then
recompose the shot the way I want it. When it looks good, I just press the shutter button
down the rest of the way to take the shot).
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Moving Your Point of Focus

You know how you look through your viewfinder and, in the center of your viewfinder,
there's a red circle or a red rectangle? That's your camera's auto-focus (AF) point, and
what that point hits winds up being what's in focus. Well, something a lot of people
don't realize is that most cameras let you move that focus point up or down, left or

right. That way, if you've composed a shot where your subject is standing over to the
rig ht side of your frame, you can move the AF point over, right on them, so they wind
up being perfectly in focus. On Canon cameras, you move your AF point by using the
tiny multi-controller joystick on the back of the camera. On Nikon cameras, you move
the AF point by using the multi-selector on the back of the camera.

Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos

Zooming in Close? Use a High Shutter Speed

If you're using a long zoom lens, like a 200mm lens, there's something you should know

to help you make sure you get sharp photos, and that is-the closer in you zoom, the
more any tiny little movement of your lens is exaggerated. $0, if you're hand holding your
camera, and you're shooting zoomed in to 200mm, any little movement on your part and
you're going to have some blurry photos. Now, if it's a bright sunny day, you'll probably

be shooting at some very fast shutter speeds, which will pretty much neutralize your
movement, so you can sidestep that problem. However, if you're shooting in the shade,
or really in anything where your sh utter speed falls below 11250 of a second, the best
remedy is to put your camera on a tripod (even though it's during the day). That way, you
can shoot out at 200mm all day long and not worry about some tiny movement on your
part causing a serious loss of sharpness in your shots.
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When It's Okay to Erase Your Memory Card

If you on ly have one memory card, it won't be long before you have to erase that
memory card so you can get back to shooting. I have a pretty sim ple rul e I use to
know when it's actually okay to erase a memory card, and that is I erase it when I
know I have two backup copies of the images that are on it. In other words, I have
one set t hat I copied onto my comp uter, and then I copied t hat folder of images over
to an external hard drive, so I have two copies. Then, and only then , I feel comfortable erasing that card and shooting agai n. Remember, when you have just one copy,
you're working on the negatives. If your computer's hard drive crashes, those images
are gone. Forever. That's why you gotta make a second backup copy, because I've

seen people lose their work again and again, year after year, because they didn't
make that second backup copy, but don't let that happen to you - back up twice,
then e rase that card!

1i-_____ ....:Do
..:;;n..:
't.;:J:;
us:..;t Delete Your Photos, Reformat the Card
You've probably heard horror stories of people who have done an entire shoot, only
to have the memory ca rd go bad and they lose all their shots (if you haven't heard
thi s story-I've got dozens). Anyway, one thing you can do to avoid probl ems is to
not just delete the images on the card (once you've backed up twice), but to format
the card in the camera, which erases all the files in the process. Yes, it's that important

Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos

Why You Need to Get in Really Close

This is probably the sing le simplest tip in the whole book, and the one that has the
potential to make your photography the best, but it's also the one people wi ll resist the

most. The tip is: move in close to your subject. Really close. Way closer than you'd think.
If you sea rch the Internet, you'll find dozens of references and quotes about how much
you can improve your photography by simply getting in closer to your subject. You'll find
the famous quote (I'm not su re who it 's attributed to) that says (I'm paraphrasing here),

"Get your shot set up to where you think you're close enough-then take two steps
closer:'Or my favorite quote, which I think real ly sums it up nicely, from famous photographer Robert Capa, who once said, "If your pictures aren't good enough, you're not close
enough."The pros know this, practice this, have embraced it, and have passed it on to
their students for who knows how long, and yet your average photographer still tries to
get "the big picture~ Don't be an average photographer, who gets average shots. Take
two steps closer, and you'll be two steps closer to better-looking photos.
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What to Use Your Histogram For

leday's dSlRs can display a histogram (which is a graphical reading of the tonal range of
your photo) right there on the camera's LCD monitor. but if you don't know how to read one
(or didn't know it's there), it doesn't do you much good. I only use my camera's histogram for
one thing, and that's to make sure I haven't clipped off any important detail in my highlights.
So, what am I looking for w hen I look at my histogram? TwQ th ings: (1) I don't want to see
the histogram's graph touch the far right wa ll. If any of that graph hits the far right wall,

I'm losing detail. So, what I'm really hoping to see is (2) a small gap between the end of the
histogram and that far right wall (as shown above). If I see that gap, I know I'm okay, and
that I'm not dipping any highlights. I can look at my histogram and immediately see if this
has happened, and if I have dipped off important highlight information, I will generally use
the exposure compensation control on my camera to override what my camera read, and
lower the exposure by lh of a stop, then I take the shot again and check my histogram.
If I'm still clipping, I lower the exposure compensation to -0.7 and then shoot again, and
check again. I keep doing that until my clipping problem goes away. Now, the histogram
can only help so much, because what if there's a direct shot of the sun in my photo? That
sun will clip big time, and there will be no gap, but that's okay, because the surface of the
sun doesn't have any important detail (well, at least as far as I know). So the histogram can
help, but it's not the bottom line-you still have to make the call if the area that's clipping is
(here's the key phra se) important detail, so don't get hung up on histograms-at the end
of the day, you have to make the call, and the histogram is just a helper, not your master.

Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos

Leave Your Lens Cap Off

My buddy Vinny calls your lens cap uThe Never Ready Cap," because whenever that magical once-in-a-lifetime moment happens wh ile you're out shooting, don't worry-it will
be long gone by the time you stop and take your lens cap off. I definitely recommend
putting your lens cap on when you're storing your gea r back in your camera bag, but if
your camera is out of that bag, your lens cap needs to be off your camera. If you're WOf-

ried about scratching your lens, then buy a lens hood (or use the lens hood that came
with your lens), but keep that cap off once that camera comes out of your bag.
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Removing Spots and Specks After the Fact
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If you have a dust spot, smudge, or speck on either your lens or your camera's sensor,
you're going to see that spot (o r smudge or speck) again and again once you open
your photos in Photoshop (or Lightroom, or Elements, etc.). If you want a quick way to
get rid of t hat junk, try Photoshop's (or Elements') Spot Healing Brush tool. All you do
is choose it from the Toolbox, t hen click it once over any spot or speck, and it's gone.
That's all there is to it. Now, if you have Photoshop (53 or higher, and you shot in RAW

format. you can fix a bunch of spots all at once (because, after all, if you have a spot
on your lens, every shot from your shoot will have that same spot in that exact same
location, right?). 50, here's what you do: STEP ONE: Select all the photos that are in the
same orientation (for example, select all your horizontal shots) and double-click on
them to open them in Adobe Camera Raw. STEP TWO: Get Camera Raw's Retouch tool
(from the tool bar up top) and click it once right over the spot. This removes that spot
from your current photo. STEP THREE: Press the Select All button (on t he top left) to
select all your other photos, t hen click the Synchron ize button. STEP FOUR: When the
dialog appears, from the Synchronize pop-up menu up top, choose Spot Removal, and
then click OK. This removes that spot from all your other selected photos automatically. Click Done to save your retouch. STEP FIVE: Open all the photos you took with a tall
orientation and do the same thing. Now, all your spots are gone from all your photos
in less than two minutes. If you shot 300 or 400 photos-that'S sayi n' something!

Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos

What Looks Good in Black & White

Some subjects just look great when you convert them from color to black and white,
so when you're out shooting, keep an eye out for anything with lots of texture, like
the peeling paint on the side of an old building, rusty old machinery, anything with
an interesting shape or lots of contrast (because you don't have the crutch of color,

you have to look for othe r things to lead the eye), objects with a lot of metal, old barns,
old cars, old aba ndoned factories, and also consider cloudy days with dark menacing

skies a perfect subject for black and white. In fact, any gray nasty day can wind up being a field day for black and white because you don't have to worry about avoiding the
sky since it's not a nice, blue, sunny day. In black and white-it's all gray.
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Recompose, Don't "Fix It" in Photos hop

I love Photoshop.1 think it totally rocks, and I've written around 35 books on Photoshop_ That being said, it's much faster and easier to get it right in the camera, than it
is to fix it later in Photoshop. lf you see something distracting in your viewfinder, like

a telephone line or a road sign, that's ru ining your shot-you certainly could remove
either one later in Photoshop.lt probably wou ldn't take you more than 10 minutes or
so to remove that telephone line or road sign in Photoshop. But it probably wouldn't
take you more than 10 seconds to move one foot in either direction to recompose your

shot so you don't see the telephone wires (or the road sign) at all. Getting it right in the
camera is just so much faster, and beSides-you want to save your time in Photos hop
for finishing your photos, not fixing them. Do yourself a favor, and compose so those
distracting elements aren't in your frame, and you'll spend a lot more time shooting
and having fun, and a lot less time on ted ious cloning and repairing in Photoshop.

Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos

Want to Be Taken Seriously? Start Editing

If you want to be taken seriously as a photographer and you want people to start to

view you as a pro-quality photographer. then take a tip from the working pros, which
is: on ly show your very best work. Period. One thing that makes a pro a pro is t hey're
really good photo ed itors-they're really good at picking, and only showing, their very

best stuff. You don't see their so-so shots or the shots that wou ld have been great, if
on ly .... You also don't see them showing seven or eight similar shots of t he same subject. Onl y show your best of the best. That means if you went on a trip and you took
970 shots. you don't come home and show a slide show of 226 images. If you want
people to think you're good, show your best 30. If you want people to think you're
great, show just your best 10. Think about it: If you took 970 shots, maybe 400 are
decent. Out of those decent shots, maybe 80 are pretty good. Out of t hose 80, maybe
30 are really good. Out of those 30, maybe 10 are outstanding. Now, just show those
1O-a nd blow people away. (Just ask yourself what you woul d rather see-SO pretty
good shots, or 10 outstandi ng shots.)
How to Be a Great Photo Editor of Your Own Work

Ir--- ---":.:;.;

Your shots have to stan d on their own, without you telling a story about why you
like the shot. If you have to explain to someone why you chose it or why you think
it's specia l, it doesn't belong in your portfolio.
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Label Your Memory Cards

This is another tip I picked up from Derrick Story. and he tells the true story of how he

left a memory card in a taxi cab, but because he always puts a sticker on his cards with
his name and address, he was able to get that card returned to him with all the photos
still intact. That's right, he lost his memory card in a taxi and got it back. This obviously
didn't happen in New York. (I'm total ly kidding. You knew that- right?)

Pro Tips for Getting Better Photos

Go Square

Taday's digital cameras all produce an image that is rectangular, so no matter whose
photo you see, it's either a tall recta ngle or a wide rectangle. Want to make your photo
stand out from the pack and have more of a "fine art" look when you print it? Then "Go

square!"That's righ t-just crop your photo to a perfect square (as seen above), and
then position that perfect square with plenty of nice wh ite space arou nd it, for a nice
fine art, gallery look, like the layout you see here. It's a simple little thing, but they're all
little things, right?
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Tip for Shooting at Night
(Long Exposure Noise)

If you're shooting at night, your shutter is going to wind up staying open long enough
for you to make a good exposure, and depending on how dark it is where you're shooting, it could open for 1/4 of a second, 4 seconds, or 40 seconds. If you start to have long
exposures, like 40 seconds, chances are yo u're going to start to get some serious noise
in your photo (eve n if you were shooting at ISO 100). One th ing you can do to help
is to turn on your camera's Long Exposure Noise Red uction feature (both Nikon and
Canon dSLRs have th is feature). Thi s kicks in your camera's built-in noise reduction to
combat the kind of noise that shows up in long exposures like these, and they actually

do a surprisingly decent job, so they're worth turning on (just in these long exposure
instances- this is not for everyday use).

Pro Ti ps for Getting Better Photos

The Very Next Book You Should Get

You've heard me mention legendary assignment photographer Joe McNally here in the
book, and Joe has come out with a book that I tru ly believe is the most important photography book to come out in many years. It's called The Moment It Clicks: Photography
Secrets from One of the World:S Top Shooters (from New Riders), and what makes the book
so unique is Joe's three-pronged"triangle of learning"where (1) Joe distills the concept
down to one brief sentence (it usually starts with something along the lines of, "An editor

at National Geographic once told me .. ."and then he shares one of those hard-earned tricks
of the trade that you on ly get from spending a lifetime behind the lens). Then, (2) on the
facing page is one of Joe's brilliant images that perfectly illustrates the technique (you'll
recognize many of his photos from the covers of your favorite magazines), and (3) you get
the inside story of how that shot was taken, including which equipment he used (lens,
f-stop, lighting and accessories, etc.) and how to set up a shot like that of your own.
There's just never been a book like it. The photography is so captivating, you could buy
it just for the amazing images (think, coffee-table book), but his insights on equipment,
technique, and the fascinating backstory behind the shot let the book totally stand on its
own as a photographic education tool. Th is book combines those elements as it inspires,
challenges, and informs, but perhaps most importantly, it will help you understand
photography and the art of making great photos at a level you never thought possible. I
worked as an editor on the book, and I have to tell you-it blew me away. It will blow you
away, too!

Chapter Nine

More Photo Recipes
to Help You Get
liThe Shot"
The Simple Ingredients to
Make It All Come Together

o

r. . .
-

The chapter from volume 1 of th is book that I probably got the
most emails on was this last chapter-the photo recipe chapter.

In th is chapter, I show some of my shots, and then give the

details for how to get a similar shot, including what kind of equipment
you'd need, what time to shoot (if it's relevant), where to shoot it, where to
set up your lights, tripod, etc., so it's kind of a photo recipe cookbook.
Although there are a lot of shooters that do anything to get "the shot;'
you'll be happy to know-I'm not one of them. In fact, I've often toyed
with the idea of starting a trade association for people like me and calling
it "The International Society of Conven ient Photographers" (or the ISCP, for
short). Our credo would be, "Any shot worth getting, is wo rth driving
to:' Our ideal situation would be we drive up to a location, roll down the
window, take the shot, and drive off. It doesn't get much more convenient
than that. There wou ld be specia l recogn ition for members who abide by
our 50-ft. Cone of Convenience ru le, which states: "If a once-in-a-lifetime
photograph ic opportunity presents itself, the member may venture as
far as 50 ft. from the member's vehicle, in anyone direction, as long as
they leave the car's engine running and the air conditioner turned on."
But then I realized this was very limit ing, because it would exclude most
studio photographers. So, we added a special dispensation for them, in
ru le 153.45, Section B, which states: "A studio photog rapher shou ld avoid
chang ing their subject's pose, as doing such could force an inconvenient
repositioning of the light, w hich brea ks with the sacred tenets of our
group:' Sure, it's a small group, but we really get around.
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: A sweeping shot with a silky waterfall effect, with lots
of detail front-ta-back and a real sense of depth. (Note: The location is Yosemite Falls.)

(1) To get this type of sweeping look, you need to use a very-wide-angle lens. This was
sho t wit h a , 2mm wid e-a ngle (it's not a fisheye lens-just a super-wide-angle).
(2) To get the detail from front to back, shoot in aperture priority (Av) mode and
choose the highest number f-stop you can (th is was shot at f/22, wh ich keeps everythin g in focus from front to back).

(3) You absolutely need to shoot on a tripod for a shot like this because you're shooting at f/22, which means your shutter will be open long eno ugh that even a tiny bit of
move ment will make the photo blurry.
(4) Anoth er benefit of shooting at f/22 is that since your shutte r stays open longer,
the water in t he waterfa ll looks silky (you might remember this t rick from volume 1 of
this book- how to get that smooth, Si lky water effect). You'll also want to use a cable
release (or your camera's self-timer function), so you don't add any blur when pressing
the shutter button (yes, it makes a difference).
(5) The final key to this shot is shooting it right around dawn. This does two things, the
first being that si nce it's darker outside, you r shutter w ill stay open longer and your
water wi ll look si lkier. You couldn't get that Si lky water look at 1:00 in the afternoon. The
second thing is even more important: the quality of the light and the nice soft shadows
on ly happen like this around dawn (and around sunset), so get up ea rly and get the shot!

More Photo Recipes to Help You Get "The Shot"

The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: Very shallow depth of field (the front of the plate

is out of focus, so is the back). The subject looks very sharp and the lighting is just great.
(1) Ask to sit near a window with natural light. This shot was taken in a restaurant. and

before we were seated I asked the host to seat us near a window. There was a booth
against a window, facing north , and as we passed it, I asked if we cou ld have that
booth. They were happy to oblige. Then , position the food so the light is hitting the
food from the side (thi s helps to add depth and dimension to your shot).
(2) To capture food this close, you'll need a ma cro or close-up lens. I used a Canon
Close-Up Lens screwed onto a Nikon 17-55mm fl2.B lens (see Chapter 7 of this book
or Chapter 2 of volume 1 for more on dose-up lenses), but you can also use a regular
macro lens or th e macro setting on a zoom lens (if yours has one).
(3) Macro and close-up lenses al ready have a very sha llow depth of field, but to get
this look (with t he plate out of focus in front and in back), shoot at the lowest number
f-stop you ca n (like f/2.8 or f/ 4).
(4) When you're using a macro tilter, you really need to use a tripod to keep yo ur subject sharp like this, and in this case I used a very small Bogen tabletop tripod, barely
big enough to hold my camera.
(5) To minimize any blur, use your camera's self-timer feature to take the shot for you
(it might look especially weird to be using a cable release in a restaurant).
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: Soft, beautiful. natural light, very directional,

and the shadows on the darker side of the face aren't too dark.
(1) The key to this shot is the light, and to get this gorgeous light, just position your
subj ects about 6 feet from a north-facing window. You also wa nt to position them a

little bit back behind the wi ndow, so they don't get the direct light, but only the edge
of the light (that's where it's the softest and most flattering).
(2) To keep from having really dark shadows on the side of their faces that are facing
away from the window. put a silver reflector just to the right of your subjects (from
the camera view)-as close to them as possible without actually seeing it in the photo.
You can position it stra ight up and down (like a wall beside them), and just a little in
front of them (so the reflected light falls mostly on the front of them, not the back).
(3) This is a little bit of a low·light situation, so you're better off shooting t his on a
tripod for the maximum sharpness in the photo.
(4) To get this level of closeness from your subjects, use the trick I talked about in
Chapter 3 for getting your subjects to pose closer than they normally would.
(5) Stand back at least 10 to 12 feet from your subjects and use a zoom lens to shoot
somewhere around the 110mm to 140mm range, wh ich looks great for portraits.
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: Soft, natural-looking lighting , a bright background, sharp details in the features, and the whole photo seems to have energy.
(1) This was taken on a white seamless background (the model is my news anchor on
Photoshop User Til, Stephanie Cross), and to make the background look ni ce and white,
you need to aim a flash (o r studio strobe) directly at the background. Place it behind

your subject so their body covers the flash and stand. If you're using a flash meter,
you'd like this background to read at least one stop brighter than your subject reads
(50 if you hold a light meter under her chin, aim it back at the camera, do a meter reading, and it shows Ul 1, when you walk back and take a reading from the background,
it should read f/16. If it doesn't, turn up the power of the background flash and take
another reading, and repeat this process until it reads f/16).
(2) This was shot with only one light and reflector {but it was one heck of a light}. I used
a 7' El inchrom Octabank softbox, and it's positioned to her right, in front of her at a 45°
angle. To get the extremely soft light you see here, you have to use a very large softbox
and (this is key) position it as close to her as you possibly can.
(3) To keep the shadows from being too dark on the side of her face that is facing away
from the light, use a silver reflector to bounce some of the light from that huge softbox
back towards her.
(4)To get that movement in her hair, just turn on a fan and aim it at her. Easy enough.
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: Dramatic portrait, su ited for male subjects, with
lots of drama to t he lighting. nght cropping gives the image impact.

(1) To get this type of shot, you need a dedicated fiash, like a Nikon 58-800 (which this
shot was taken wi th), or a Canon 580EX or EX II.
(2) To get the directional light, yo u have t o get t he fl ash off the camera, and to get it off

t he camera this far, you have to use either wireless flash or a rea lly long sync cable.
(3) To get t he softness and wrappi ng quality of the light from the flash, you'll need to
fi re the flash through a diffuser (t his shot was taken with a flash fired through a Lasto-

lite TriGrip 1 Stop Diffuser mounted on a light stand).
(4) Posit ion the light to t he right of t he camera, at about a 45° angle toward your
subject. Then put the diffusion panel as close as you can get it to your subj ect without
actua lly see ing it in t he photo. Put your flash abou t 1 foot behind the panel.
(5) No reflector is necessary and no tripod is necessary {the flash will freeze your subject}.

More Photo Recipes to Help You Get ''The Shot"
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Cha racterist ics of t his t ype of shot: Glassy, still water, a beautiful sky. rich colors, and
a wide vista.
(1) The key to th is shot is (once again) when you shoot it. Th is type of shot needs to be
taken about 30 minutes after su nset (everybody else wi ll have al ready packed up by
then, but sometimes the best light happens well after sunset). Also. composing so the
horizon line is in the lower third of the frame really adds to its sweeping feel.
(2) In low light like this, of course, you need to shoot on a tripod and use a cable

release or your camera's self-timer to minimize any camera shake. Because you're on a
tripod, you ca n shoot at ISO 100, which wi ll mi n imize any noise.
(3) You'll need to use a wide-angle lens to capt ure t h is wide a view (th is was taken w ith
a 12-24mm f!2.B lens set at 19mm).
(4) This is another one of those shots where you want to use f/8 or a higher number to
keep as much in focu s as possible.
(5) There's only one way to get that smooth, glassy water, and that's to be lucky. This
was taken at Cape Porpoise, Maine, and for three straight days there was just no wind,
and the water in t he cove you see above was just like glass. Sometimes you have to be
patient and go back to a location a number of times, if you can, to finally shoot it when
the sky looks great and the water is glassy. Once those two things come together, then
follow steps 1- 4 and you'll get a shot just like this.

[m
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: A daylight shot with the su n being overpowered
with flash, and whi le the flash is bright, it's not harsh.
(1) Thi s was taken at around 3:30 or 4:00 in the afte rnoon, in the middle of a major
league ballpark (right after the game), and when the light is harsh like thi s, you can
either put a diffuser (a translucent piece of fabric) between the su n and your subject
(which puts them in the shade) or use a flash to overpower the sun, which is what 1did
here. The flash is actually positioned to hi s right (from the camera view) just outside

the frame of the photo (in fact, it's on a lig ht sta nd in front of seat 5 in the front row).
(2) To keep the light from the flash from being harsh, place that diffuser between the
flash and your subject. So, he's seated in seat 1 1. In his same row, in seat 13, is a Lasto·
lite TriGrip diffuser connected to a light stand. It's literally just out of reach of his hand
on the right side (from the camera view). Then, the flash (on a lig ht stand) is one row in
front of that, firing at him through that diffuser to make the light from the flash softer.
(3) To capt ure your subject, and the surroundings, use a wide· angle lens (th is was
ta ken with a 17-SSmm f12.8Iens set at 44mm, so it's not too w ide). To keep the fore·
ground and background in focus, use fl8 or a higher number.
(4) Si nce th is was shot usi ng flash, which freezes any motion, no tripod is necessary.
(5) Si nce th is was taken in daylight, using ISO 100 (for t he least noise and maximum
sharpness) was no problem.

More Photo Recipes to Help You Get "The Shot"
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: Beautiful, wrapping li ght, with a nice dramatic
shadow on the far side of the face.
(1) This shot couldn't be easier, because it's mostly natural light coming in through a

window. Usua lly, we'd place our subject fa rther away from the wi ndow to get softer
light, but because the light was already heavily softened by the stained glass, we were
able to position her closer to the window.
(2) If you want the stained glass to be an important part of the photo (which we did
here), position yourself away from the wi nd ow and shoot back towards the wi ndow.
(3) The only other thing you need to make this work is a si lver reflector to the left of

the subject (from the camera view), just far enoug h away that it's not in the photo.
That helped to keep the shadow side of her face from being too dark.
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: A bright, clean flash/beauty look with minima l
shadows (mostly a small shadow under the nose), with bright, well-lit eyes that sparkle.
(1) Believe it or not, this is a one-li ght setup that is incredibly easy to use and gets
wonderful results. You position the soft box directly in front of your subject, j ust a little
higher than your subject's head, and tilted back down toward your subject (so the light
is coming from slightly above her head). The key is t o place this softbox absolutely as
close as you can get it to your su bject without being seen in t he photo (so it may be
on ly 8 or 10 inches from t hei r face),
(2) Now, you take a silver reflector, hold it flat in front of your subject (Il ke a dish), right
at their chest level, so it reflects the light from t he softbox j ust above their forehead
and fills their face with this beautiful light. Put t his as dose as you can to your subject
without it showing up in the frame.
(3) This setup is often referred to as d amshelilighting, because it looks like a giant
dam th at's about to eat yo ur subj ect's face (stra nge as that may sound).
(4) There wi ll be a little gap between the softbox and your reflector, and you position
your camera to shoot between that gap, which gives you the look you see above, which
has very little shadow, thanks to t he light bouncing back into your subject's face.

More Photo Recipes to Help You Get 'The Shot"

The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of thi s type of shot: Dramatic light, lots of detail and depth.
(1) This shot is all about the light, because after all-it's just a shot of a boot. But it's
a boot in rea lly, really good light. This is natural light from a window with a very, very
sheer drape in front of it, wh ich helped soften t he light.
(2) The key to making the light go where you want it is to block out the parts of the
light you don't want. The top of his leg is darker because we blocked some of the light
with the table the cowboy was sitting at, so it mostly fe ll right where we wanted it toon the boot. You can block window light with pretty much anything you have handy

(a jacket, a sweater, your camera bag, etc.).
(3) Although there are parts of this photo that are bright (like the floor beh ind his boot,
and the highlights on his boot), this is definitely a low-light shot, and shou ld be taken
on a t ripod for sure.
(4) The reaso n the photo has a yellowish look to it is beca use the white balance was
set to something very warm (t he Cloudy setting), w hich does a nice job of making
everything just that little bit warmer, and is especially useful for outdoor shots (I leave
my w hite balance set to Cloudy for all my outdoor shots. But then again, I shoot in
RAW, so if I don't like the way Cloudy looks, I can always change the white balance later
in Adobe Camera Raw).
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: Dramatic beams of light, a photo with lots of

dept h and mystery.
(1) The t rick to photographing bea m s of light is to take two handfuls of sa nd, toss them

up into the air near the beams, and after a few seconds the beams wi ll start to clearly
appear as the sand starts to settle (thi s happens just after the sand hi ts t he fl oor). I had
a friend do ing the sand tossing- he tossed it up, t hen quickly moved out of t he frame.
(2) Fo r you to see beams of lig ht, you're going to have t o be in a place that's da rk eno ugh
for beams to ap pear (in th is case, I'm down in a small underground room [ca lled a kiva]
in New Mexico's Pecos National Historical Park). In low light like this, you'll have to be on
a t ri pod to keep from havi ng very blu rry photos, because your shutter wi ll have to stay
open long enough to get a decent exposure (my shutter speed in th is shot was 1/ 10 of
a second).
(3) To get the ladder in t he foreground (whi ch you use to cl imb down into the kiva) in
focus, and have t he back wa ll of the kiva in focus, yo u need to use an f-stop like f/8 or a
higher number (the higher t he number, the more of the photo will be in focus).
(4) The last th ing is t his: with all that sand fl oati ng around, you can protect your camera
from getting too dirty by wrapping it in a plastic shower cap (like t he kind you'll find in
your hotel room), so j ust the lens is sticking out. It works wonders to keep most of the
dirt out.
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: Great color and reflection in the window. A clear
subject, and depth created by the grass being in front of the window.
(1) There are two keys to this shot, the first being composition. This was a window on
the side of an o ld ga rage/ba rn, and you cou ld try to captu re the enti re barn, but that 's
rea lly toug h. Instead, by closi ng in tig ht and focusing in on just one element of t he
large barn, it creates a very clear subject and a simple image with impact.

(2) The other key to t his shot is positioning the camera so you see as much reflected
sky as possible (I moved up and down the side of the building until 1could find a spot
where t he reflection p retty much filled the window).
(3) This shot was taken very late in the day on the shady side of the barn , so that
means lower light, which means you need to shoot it on a tripod (to keep from having a b lurry photo). Also, to get the blades of grass in the shot, you have to position
your camera at a very low ang le, so you're basically down in the grass (I had to shoot
this on my knees, with my camera aiming up a bit at the w indow, and the window
was actua lly pretty low on the side of the barn). It was shot with a 17-5Smm zoom
lens, set at 40mm at fill. Because of the low light, the shutter speed was 1/40 of a
second (if the camera had read 1/60 of a second, I could have possibly gotten away
with shooting handheld, but it sti ll wou ldn't be as sharp as taking it on a tripod, where
there's no movement at all).
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot
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Characteristics of this type of shot: This is one of the product shots for the book,
wh ich I lit to have lots of depth and detail, and the reflection below it is actually reat.
(1) This was shot on a table on white seamless background paper. Th e way to get the
reflection is to put a large sheet of clear plexigtass over the paper, and then anything
you put on it creates a ni ce reflection. It's simple, but it works.
(2) To light a product like this so it doesn't look flat and boring, you'll need more than
one light (in this case, three lights). One strobe with a softbox is placed to the camera's
left, aiming back at the product about 2 feet in front of it. A second light is placed
diagonally behind the product to the camera's right. The third light is actually a long
strip bank we normally use as a hair light (l ike the one shown in Chapter 2), but a
regular small softbox would have been perfect. So, w hy we did we use a strip bank?
Honestly, it was because it was handy- it was already set up on a boom stand from a
portrait shoot the day before, so we did the "lazy photographer" thing and used what
was convenient. We placed the light directly above the product. Also, I used Westcott
TD5 5piderlites, wh ich are those continuous daylight balanced fluorescent lights that
are ideal for product photography (shot at ISO 200 at f/8 at 1120 of a second).
(3) The goal when lighting a shot like this is to have areas that have lots of highlights
and other areas with shadows. If it doesn't, the product loo ks flat.
(4) This was shot from far back wit h a 70-200mm lens all the way out at 200mm.
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More Photo Recipes to Help Yo u Get ''The Shot"
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characterist ics of t his type of shot: Close- up shot with a dramatic black background,
and lots of d eta il and depth for a close-up shot li ke this.
(1) If you want a solid black background behind a flower, you have to put one t here
(I used a Westcott Collapsible Illuminator background, like the one in Chapter 2), The

background is about 4 feet beh ind the flowe r.
(2) If you want beautiful flowers to shoot, buy 'em (I went to a local florist and ordered
pink and yel low Gerbera daisies, w hi ch came in with in two days. If the florist knows
you're buying them to photograph them, they usua lly make sure you get really beautiful selections).
(3) Th is is taken with a macro lens, and to get this m uch depth of field you have to
follow al l t hree macro rules, including shooti ng at t he highest aperture possible (f122,
in this case), shooting on a tripod, and shooting with the barrel of the lens aim ing
straight at t he subject (not tipping up or down- perfect ly horizonta l).
(4) The light is nothing but beautiful, late afternoon, summer light . No reflectors, no
flash-j ust natural light under t he awn ing of a house (so it 's not direct light).
(S) What makes th is shot interesting is t hat you're showing a view of a daisy that's rarely
seen-the underside of the back of the flower. To get this view, I had to place the vase on
a ta ll side table, so I cou ld get the camera low enoug h to be below t he back of the flower,
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The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: Golden, beautiful light, nice reflections in the
wi ndows, and a wide sweeping look.

(1) The key to getting this look is when you shoot it, you have to be in place and ready

to shoot at dawn.
(2) For a sweeping look li ke t hi s, you need to use a wide ~angle zoom lens (this was

shot with a , 7-55mm zoom lens, set at 22mm). To keep a decent amount of focus
throughout the shot, you should choose fiB or a higher number (f/l1, f/16, etc.).
(3) Since you're shooting just after dawn, the light w ill be low and your shutter will

stay open longer (the shutter stayed open for 1/8 of a second), so you absolutely
need to shoot this type of shot on a tripod or your shot will be blurry. Also, use a cable
release or your camera's self-timer to minimize any camera shake.
(4) To get the reflections in the windows, you literally just have to wa lk around and
position yourself at an angle where the reflections show up in the windows as much
as possible.
(5) Since you're shooting on a tripod, shoot at 100 ISO for maximum quality and clarity.
(6) Because you r subj ect has lots of whi te in it (the exterior walls), make sure your camera's highlight (clipping) warning is turned on, and if you get areas that are bl inking
when you view them in your LCD monitor, use your camera's exposure compensation
control to lower t he exposure by 1/3 of a stop or more, then shoot again.

[[B

More Photo Recipes to Help You Cet "The Shot"

The Recipe for Getting This Type of Shot

Characteristics of this type of shot: Dramatic portrait shot, ideal for shots of men
due to the da rk shadows on the right side of the face.
(1) The key to this shot is where yo u posi tion the softbox. The camera is aiming
straight forward, right at the subject, but you have t he su bject look to your left. The
softbox isn't right in front of where he's looking-it's actually positioned a little bit
past him, so the side of his face that is turned away from the camera is getting the
direct light.
(2) Since you're on the other side of the light, it puts the camera side of his face in
shadow, like you see here.
(3) Don't use a reflector to open up th e shadows on t he side of his face nearest the

camera- you wan t that to be dark and fully in shadow, like you see here. That's itone softbox-it's all in where yo u place it.
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